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HUMANITARIAN MATLAB LAB MANUAL INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

In May 2015, an extraordinary collaboration of
5 major American mathematical organizations re-
sulted in a “common vision” for excellence which in-
cludes the type of mathematics you will be doing in
this lab manual: application of advanced mathemat-
ical software, descriptive statistics, and mathemat-
ical modeling. MATLAB is a sophisticated compu-
tational platform used widely in many scientific and
engineering fields. Even if you never use MATLAB
again, we hope to convince you of the importance
of mathematics in addressing major humanitarian
problems.

Human trafficking was the original motivation for
this manual. The United Nation’s Palermo Proto-
col to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in
Persons, Especially Women and Children (2000) de-
fines human trafficking as “the recruitment, trans-
portation, transfer, harboring or receipt of persons,
by means of the threat or use of force or other forms
of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of
the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or
of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to
achieve the consent of a person having control over
another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Ex-
ploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploita-
tion of the prostitution of others or other forms of
sexual exploitation, forced labor or services, slavery
or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the re-
moval of organs.” Indeed, human trafficking encom-
passes much more than just sex-trafficking, but in-
cludes many other forms of heinous human exploita-
tion such as coerced menial labor and forced child
soldiering. In every country human trafficking is
a complex problem connected to a host of societal
factors which contribute to vulnerability and preva-
lence. As such, the problem of trafficking must be
addressed by a multi-faceted collaboration involving
government, civil, educational and religious leaders,
and activists, as well as ordinary citizens. Math-
ematical models provide quantitative evidence for
the need and effectiveness of measures designed to
reduce and rescue trafficking victims.

In addition to human trafficking, we will also con-
sider several social justice issues including peace-
building and modern civil wars, assessment of con-
tinued Chernobyl cancer risk, core gang reduction,
use of a tractor and herbicide in subsistence farming,
equitable resource distribution for Syrian Refugees,
and the importance of access to HIV vaccines. By
granting your instructor permission to distribute
these labs freely, we hope you will purchase MAT-
LAB and the Simulink Student Suite for about $100

in lieu of a regular textbook.
Our goal from the onset was not only to assemble

interesting labs to help you gain proficiency in MAT-
LAB, but also to heighten your awareness of human
trafficking and other social justice issues. We hope
you will gain a new appreciation for the utility of
mathematics in addressing humanitarian problems,
while at the same time realizing more fully that so-
lutions involve much more than mathematical ap-
proaches.

The Subsistence Farming Lab (#7) introduces
Vodounon’s linear programming model to determine
the optimal method of cultivating a given amount of
land. Dr. Maurice Vodounon, a Benin born mathe-
matician and United Nations Development Program
(UNDP) consultant, said “Very often there is lit-
tle understanding of the problems that poor farm-
ers struggle with in the village. Village organiza-
tions, farming cooperatives, and district planners
do not have access to the organizations that de-
cide which research projects receive funding. Yet
there are many urgent problem areas in the every-
day life of farmers that could benefit from such re-
search.” In developing this lab manual, we learned
Dr.Voudonon passed away at a young age. We
would like to dedicate this lab manual in his mem-
ory. Dr. Voudonon exemplified how mathematics
can be used to address humanitarian concerns, a
perspective we are excited to see students acquire
as a result of using this curriculum.
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DEMO 1: INTRO TO MATLAB

INTRO TO MATLAB

1. MATLAB WINDOWS
Figure 1 shows MATLAB’s main menu bar

(HOME, PLOTS, APPS, EDITOR, ...), with the
EDITOR tab selected and several MATLAB win-
dows opened.

Figure 1: MATLAB “dashboard”

DISCUSSION:

1. Which window contains the script (i.e. program) specifying
the commands which we would like MATLAB to execute?

2. Which window shows the output as a result of running the
script Demo1.m?

3. Which window contains the values of the variables after
running the script Demo1.m?

4. Which window displays the current folder or directory?
(MATLAB has access to all the files in this directory when
running a script. Files in other directories may be added
to the execution path as needed.)

2. A MATLAB SCRIPT
The Example Script shows a closeup of a script

“Demo1.m” created by the script Editor (Figure 1).
**Note** Lines 3 and 6 are displayed on more than
one line in the boxed script. Be careful when copying
MATLAB commands from this lab manual to note
when a single command line has been displayed on
more than 1 line.

DISCUSSION:

1. What is the significance of the % symbol a) at the beginning
of line 1? b) In the middle of line 3?

2. Which line clears the values of all the variables as well
as empties the Workspace, essentially giving you a “clean
slate” to begin your work?

3. What is the significance of the semicolon in line 6?

4. What is meant by the order of operations?

Example Script Demo1.m

1 %% ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS

2 clear all; close all;

3 a=(5+3) -(2+1) % addition and

subtraction

4 b=(5*2) +(8/4) % multiplication

5 c=2^( -1) % exponentiation

6 d= a+b/c ; % Order of

operations () ,^,*/,+- semi -

colon suppresses output

5. a) Use your version of MATLAB to recreate the script
Demo1.m

b) Add to the script a command to compute e = d2 in line
7. Run your script, and record your result here: e =

c) Edit line 3 to compute a = (5 + 3) − (2 + 1)2 and then
re-run your script. Record your results here:
a = d = e =

6. Read the MATLAB Beginner’s Guide up through and in-

cluding the section Arithmetic Expressions. Answer the

exercise in that section without MATLAB, and then use

MATLAB to check your answer.
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DEMO 2: ANALYZING EXCEL DATA ON CIVIL WARS

ANALYZING EXCEL DATA ON
CIVIL WARS

On April 6, 1994, the Rwandan president, a Hutu, was

killed when his plane was shot down over Kigali airport.

Hutu politicians blamed Tutsis for the president’s death

and within hours, loosely organized Hutu militia groups

known collectively as the Interhamwe began mobilizing

across Rwanda. In a preplanned campaign, these Hutu

gangs killed roughly 800,000 Tutsis and moderate Hutus

over the course of 100 days. And, in full awareness of

the situation, the international community did virtually

nothing to halt the slaughter. [Quoted from [1]]

Figure 1 shows a part of an Excel file ‘Civil-
Wars.xlsx’ which has data for over 100 different
20th century peace-building efforts during civil wars
in countries around the world. (Downloadable at
https://github.com/pisihara/PRIMUS.)

Figure 1: Excerpt of data on 20th century civil war
peace-building efforts

With the help of MATLAB, we can quickly obtain
answers to questions about this data. The Example
Script is used to answer the question “What per-
centage of civil wars which ended before 1992 had
successful peacebuilding?”

DISCUSSION:

1. Explain the structure and logic of the Example Script. a)
Which line reads in the Excel data? b) What variable keeps
track of the number of civil wars which ended before 1992?
c) What variable keeps track of the number of success-
ful peacebuilding efforts? d) Explain the purpose of the
“for...end” loop (lines 5 through 12) e) Which line checks
if a civil war ended before 1992? f) Which line checks if
peacebuilding was successful for such a war? g) Which line
computes the percentage of success?

2. After running the Example Script, check the appropriate
variable in the Workspace window to answer the following:
a) How many civil wars ended before 1992? b) How many
of these wars had successful peacebuilding? c) What was
the percentage of successful peacebuilding?

3. Modify the Example Script to determine the percentage of
civil wars which ended after 92 for which peace-building
was unsuccessful.

4. What factors might contribute to or work against successful
peace-building?

5. Read carefully and do all the exercises found up through
the “if...end” section of the Beginner’s Guide.

Example Script Demo2.m

1 %% Demo 2 Civil War Peace -

building Data

2 Data=xlsread('CivilWars.xlsx','

Sheet1 ','B2:E115'); %% Read

Data

3 count =0; % count= #wars

considered

4 success =0; % success= #

successful peacebuilding

5 for ID=1: length(Data) % ID

starts at 1, and increases

by 1 until the last war

6 if Data(ID ,3) < 92 %

condition for war to end

before 1992

7 count = count + 1; %

increases count by 1

8 if Data(ID ,4) == 1 % check

if peacebuilding was

successful

9 success=success +1; %

increases success by 1

10 end

11 end

12 end

13 percent =( success/count)*100 %%

percentage of success

References
[1] Carnigie Council for Ethics in International Affairs.

2008. “Ethics on Film: Discussion of ‘Hotel Rwanda’.
https://www.carnegiecouncil.org/publications/ethics onfilm/0004
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DEMO 3: GRAPHING DATA ON CHERNOBYL CANCER RISK p.1 of 2

GRAPHING DATA ON CHER-
NOBYL CANCER RISK

Victor Khanayev, a surgeon in the Russian district of

Novozybko near Chernobyl relates that many poor peo-

ple have no choice but to eat food that is contami-

nated, including food from their own gardens. “Halina

Chmulevych, a single mother of two living in a village in

Ukraine’s Rivne region, was cited in the report as saying

she sometimes had little choice but to feed her children

contaminated food. ‘We have milk and bake bread our-

selves that, yes, is with radiation,’ she was quoted as

saying. ‘Everything here is with radiation. Of course it

worries me, but what can I do?’ ” [1]

Over thirty years have passed since the Chernobyl
nuclear power plant disaster occurred on April 26,
1986. Around the world, humanitarian concern for
the affected communities has largely dissipated, and
in many cases ceased entirely. Yet, some 5 mil-
lion people are living in officially contaminated areas
around Chernobyl and are still consuming contami-
nated food and drink and coming into daily contact
with dangerous levels of radiation.

After the Chernobyl disaster, without proper
warning in radiation affected areas, children con-
sumed milk contaminated by Iodine-131, which then
concentrated in the thyroid and led to thyroid can-
cer. As of 2013, 5,000-6,000 cases of thyroid cancer
have been observed in those who were under 18 and
living in areas contaminated by the Chernobyl disas-
ter. The World Health Organization (WHO) has at-
tributed 15 childhood thyroid deaths to Chernobyl
(death can normally be averted by removal of the
thyroid).

Figure 1 shows data for Chernobyl relating
Iodine-131 thyroid dosage to the relative risk (odds
ratio) of thyroid cancer.

Figure 1: Chernobyl Data

The odds ratio is computed as A/B
C/D where

A=Number exposed contracting cancer,
B=Number exposed not contracting cancer,
C=Number in unexposed control group contracting
cancer, and D=Number in unexposed control group

not contracting cancer. Note that the odds ratio is
equal to 1 when the probability of getting thyroid
cancer is the same for the exposed and unexposed
groups. An odds ratio of 5 at a given thyroid
dosage means exposure at that level increases the
empirical probability of contracting cancer by a
factor of 5.

MATLAB Plot The Example Script makes a sim-
ple plot of the Chernobyl data.

Example Script Demo3.m

1 %% Demo 3 Plotting Chernobyl

Cancer Risk Data

2 clear all; close all;

3 Data=xlsread('ChernobylData.

xlsx','Sheet1 ','A1:B12');

%% Read in Data

4 n=length(Data); %% Number of

rows of data

5 for i=1:n

6 x(i,1)=Data(i,1); %% x-

coordinates of data

7 y(i,1)=Data(i,2); %% y-

coordinates of data

8 y1(i,1) =5*x(i,1) +1; %% y

-coodinates on the line

y=5x+1.

9 end

10
11 %% Plot the Data Points and

points on the line y = 5x+1

12 figure %%create a figure

13 scatter(x,y,'o','b','filled ')

; %% Plot actual data

with a solid blue o

14 hold on; %%Add a second set

of points

15 scatter(x, y1 , 'x','r'); %%

Corresponding points on

the line y=5x+1.

16 xlabel('Dosage Level'); %%

Label on x-axis

17 ylabel('Thyroid Cancer Risk (

Odds Ratio)'); %% Label on

y-axis

18 title('Chernobyl ');

19 legend('Actual Data','y=5x+1'

,'Location ','southeast ');
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DEMO 3: GRAPHING DATA ON CHERNOBYL CANCER RISK p.2 of 2

DISCUSSION:

1. Consider the ‘for...end’ loop in lines 5-9. a) Explain lines 6
and 7. b) Explain line 8.

2. A plot of the data and corresponding points on the line
y = 5x + 1 is achieved by lines 11-19. a) Explain line 13.
b) What is the purpose of ‘hold on’ in line 14? c) Explain
line 15. d) Explain lines 16-18. e) Explain how the
‘legend( )’ command works.

Figure 2: Plot of Chernobyl Data

3. Make a scatterplot of the Civil War data from Demo 2. Plot
the year the war ended on the x-axis and the length of the
war on the y-axis. Plot in solid blue circles the wars with
successful peacebuilding, and plot in red x’s the wars which
ended without successful peace building. (Hint: Look at
the partial solution script and resulting scatterplot.)

1 %% Demo 3 Problem 3 Solution

2 clear all; close all;

3 Data=xlsread('CivilWars.xlsx',

'Sheet1 ','B1:E115'); %%

Read in Data

4 n=length(Data); %% Number of

rows of data

5 for i=1:n

6 if Data(i,4) ==1 %%

successful

peacebuilding

7 x1(i,1)=Data(i,3); %%

year the war ended

8 y1(i,1)=Data(i,3)-Data

(i,2); %% length

of the war

9 end

Partial script for problem 3.

4. Look for reports about the Fukushima nuclear incident in
2011. How was this nuclear incident similar to / different
from Chernobyl?

Figure 3: Problem 3 scatterplot.

5. Read carefully and do the exercise found up through the
Variable Indices section of the Beginner’s Guide.

References
[1] Reuters, 2016.“30 years after Chernobyl, food

still radioactive, Greenpeace tests show”,
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2016/03/09/world/
science-health-world/30-years-chernobyl-food-still-
radioactive-greenpeace-tests-show/#.WCzINC0rLcs
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DEMO 4: AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS AND HIV/AIDS THERAPY p.1 of 2

HIV/AIDS

Clinical research has shown that early administration of

antiretroviral therapy (ART) can reduce transmission

of HIV from one infected partner to another. Simi-

larly, such therapy can help prevent the transmission

of HIV from mother to newborn. In countries such as

Lesotho with 23% HIV-positive, there is an urgent need

to get the word out to at-risk people to go for HIV test-

ing. Vodafone foundation initiated a mobile outreach

program in September 2015, using the mobile platform

to register HIV patients and track treatment, as well

as send out SMS messages providing information about

HIV AIDS, all messages ending with the words .“Get

tested for HIV”. Timely testing can make all the dif-

ference. M’e N’thabang, has eight children, three of

whom are HIV+. For the last several months she has

brought her 10 month old grandson, Mosotho, for his pe-

diatric check-up. Mosotho’s mother discovered that she

was HIV+ early in her pregnancy, and immediately be-

gun to take drugs to prevent her from infecting her baby.

When Mosotho was born, he was immediately put on the

life saving treatment. Today, he is HIV-, a testament to

the impact of what proper health care can do for people.

(quoted from [1])

The 2015 Global Burden of Disease Study [3]
indicates that the number of people living with
HIV/AIDS has steadily increased to nearly 40 mil-
lion in 2015. In addition, roughly 40 million people
have already died from HIV/AIDS. A new ‘90-90-
90’ goal has been set for the year 2020 [5]: 90% of
those infected with HIV will know their status; 90%
of those diagnosed with HIV will received sustained
anti-retroviral (ART) treatment; 90% of people re-
ceiving ART therapy will have virus suppression.

In 1997 the number of new infections reached a
peak of 3.3 million. Thanks to the scale up of of anti-
retroviral drug therapy (ART) and the role of ART
in prevention of mother-to-child transmission, since
2005, the number of new infections per year has
dropped to roughly 2.6 million. Even so, HIV/AIDS
continues to be one of the greatest humanitarian
concerns in global health.

Perelson’s Immunological model illustrates how
ART helps the human immune system fight HIV
([4]). Our immune system has two lines of defense:
innate (i.e., general defense against all invaders)
and acquired (i.e., defense targeted at specific in-
vaders). Our front-line defense keep invaders from
entering the body or bloodstream; and secondary
defense fights invaders that have passed through the
front-line. Whereas the innate immune system (eg.
skin, stomach acid, mucus, phagocytes) works in
both lines of defense, the acquired immune system

only works in the second-line via lymphocytes which
target antigens, (i.e. large molecules on the sur-
faces of cells, viruses, bacteria etc.) which uniquely
identify invaders. T-cells are a type of lymphocyte
produced in the marrow. CD4+ T-cells normally
average about 1000 per cubic mm of blood and a
decrease in their concentration level is used to as-
sess HIV positive status. Perelson’s model describes
the change in concentration of healthy CD4+ T-cells
after an individual becomes infected with the HIV
virus. After the primary infection, an HIV positive
individual may go through a latency period which
may vary considerably before the onset of AIDS.
During this period, free HIV viral cells attach them-
selves to healthy T-cells at a rate k1 resulting in la-
tently affected T-cells. HIV cells can replicate them-
selves inside infected T-cells to the point where an
actively infected T-cell lyses (explodes), releasing
an average of N new HIV cells. If k1 and N are
sufficiently large, the HIV concentration rises suffi-
ciently thereby crippling the acquired immune sys-
tem. AIDS patients then at critical risk to succumb
to other diseases such as pneumonia. Two types of
ART are designed to keep the values of k1 and N
low. For example, ART reducing k1 can prevent the
onset of AIDS (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: The AIDS observed when N = 500 and
k1 = .0005 (upper plot) is preventable by ART low-
ering k1 to .000001 (lower plot).

The Example Script and auxiliary function treat-
ment.m are used to produce the 3-dimensional plot
shown in Figure 2.
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DEMO 4: AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS AND HIV/AIDS THERAPY p.2 of 2

DISCUSSION:

1. Which lines in the Example script are used to vary the
treatment input levels i and j?

2. In the auxiliary function script, how are k1 and N com-
puted from i and j?

3. What steady state level is returned by calling the auxiliary
function TcellSteadyState(i, j)?

4. What is depicted in Figure 2?

5. Discuss the social injustice of depriving HIV patients of
ART.

6. Study the Beginner’s Guide section on Auxiliary Functions.
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Figure 2: Rapid decline in healthy T-cell concentra-
tion in the absence of anti-retroviral therapy.

References
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EXAMPLE SCRIPT Demo4.m

1 %% HIV Model

2 clear all;close all; format

long;

3 for i=1:100

4 for j=1:100

5 Z(i,j)=treatment(i,j);

6 end

7 end

8 surf(Z);

9 hold off

10 title('EFFECT OF HIV ANTI

-RETROVIRAL TREATMENT

LEVELS ');

11 xlabel('j values (k1=j

*.00001) ');

12 ylabel('i values (N=100+

i)');

13 zlabel('z-axis Steady -

State T-cell

Concentration ');

AUXILIARY FUNCTION TcellSteadyState.m

1 function z=TcellSteadyState(

i,j)

2 %%Assign Values to Constants

3 s=10; r=.03; Tmax =1500; k2

=3*10.^( -3); Mt =.02; Mv

=.24; Mb=.02;

4 N=i+100; k1=j*10^( -5);

5 F= @(t,Y)[s+r*Y(1)*(1-(Y(1)+

Y(2)+Y(3))/Tmax)-Mt*Y(1)-

k1*Y(1)*Y(4);k1*Y(1)*Y(4)

-Mt*Y(2)-k2*Y(2);k2*Y(2)-

Mb*Y(3);N*Mb*Y(3)-k1*Y(1)

*Y(4)-Mv*Y(4)];

6 %%Solve ODE System

Numerically %%

7 [t,X]=ode45(F,[0 ,1500] ,[1000

0 0 10.^( -3)]);

8 z=X(length(X) ,1);

9 end
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DEMO 5: SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE THERAPY p.1 of 2

ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE
In a CNN special “Larry King Investigates Alzheimers,”
Harry Johns, president and CEO of the Alzheimer’s As-
sociation, indicated “It’s an epidemic today...5.4 million
people who have the disease, 15 million caregivers, grow-
ing as high as 16 million by mid-century. The costs are
outrageous...1.1 trillion a year by the middle of the cen-
tury” [4]. A global leader in Alzheimer’s research, the
Alzheimer’s Association reported in 2016 [1] that AD is
a degenerative brain disease and the most common cause
of dementia characterized by memory loss, language im-
pairment, and inability to do everyday activities. The
disease is ultimately fatal, and is the only among the top
10 causes of death in America that can’t be prevented,
cured or slowed down.

One theory of how Alzheimer’s becomes progres-
sively worse is based on harmful build-ups in the
brain of amyloid-beta (Aβ) proteins. In sufficient
concentration, Aβ form plaques which hinder nor-
mal neuron function. Similar to how cholesterol lev-
els are used as an indicator or “biomarker” of heart
disease, detecting an increase in the Aβ concentra-
tion in the brain may be useful for early detection of
AD. The difficulty of measuring Aβ brain concen-
tration led Craft, Wein and Selkoe [2] to examine
how changes in the Aβ levels in the plasma p(t)
and cerebral-spinal fluid (CSF) c(t) correspond to
changes in the brain concentration b(t). A simpli-
fied description of their model is shown in Figure 1.

1 

b

2 

c

3

p

r21
r12 r13

r31

r23

r32

K1 L1

K2
K3

L2 L3

Figure 1: Simplified CWS model. [3]

The rate of change in concentration of Aβ in each
compartment is determined by the rate Aβ enters
minus the rate Aβ leaves. For example, in the
brain, Aβ enters by direct production (k1) and by
transfer in from the plasma (r31p(t)) and from the
CSF (r21c(t)). Aβ also leaves the brain by trans-
fer out to the plasma (−r13b1(t)) and out to the
CSF (−r12b1(t)). The Aβ concentration in the brain
also decreases due to natural degradation of the pro-
tein (−L1b1(t)). Craft, Wein and Selkoe [2] consid-
ered several different treatment scenarios to assess
whether changes in Aβ monomer concentrations in
the CSF and plasma can accurately predict changes
in the Aβ monomer concentration in the brain.

DISCUSSION:

1. Figures 2 and 3 show the changes in concentration levels of
Aβ (in units called picomolars) in the three compartments
which result from two treatments. Each treatment affects
one of the transition rates shown in Figure 1. For each
treatment, a) indicate which transition rate is affected by
the treatment. b) whether the change in Aβ plasma level
as a result of the treatment is an accurate indicator for the
change of level of Aβ in the brain?
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Figure 2: TREATMENT ONE. Effect of a γ-
secretase inhibitor which reduces direct production
of Aβ in the brain.
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Figure 3: TREATMENT TWO. Effect of increasing
the transfer rate of Aβ between the brain and CSF.

2. Figure 4 shows the combined effect of TREATMENT ONE
(vary k1) and TREATMENT TWO (vary r12). What does
this plot indicate about the use of amyloid beta levels in
the plasma as a biomarker for the effect of these combined
treatments?

3. How do the Example Script and Auxiliary Function create
the 3D plot shown in Figure 4?

4. Complete the Beginner’s Guide section on Sensitivity Anal-
ysis.
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Figure 4: Aβ concentrations: brain (blue); plasma
x 103 (red). k1 = 7.34 ∗ 86000 ∗ (1 − (i/10)), r12 =
7.6 ∗ 10−6 ∗ 86000 ∗ (1 + (j/10)).

EXAMPLE SCRIPT Demo5.m

1 %% Demo 5

2 clear all;close all; format

long;

3 for i=1:10

4 for j=1:10

5 Z1(i,j)=combinedTreatment(i,j

,1);

6 Z3(i,j)=10^3* combinedTreatment

(i,j,3);

7 end

8 end

9 figure

10 surf(Z1 ,'FaceColor ','b','

EdgeColor ','b','FaceAlpha '

,0.5);

11 hold on

12 surf(Z3 ,'FaceColor ','r','

EdgeColor ','r','FaceAlpha '

,0.5);

13 title('COMBINED TREATMENT ','

FontSize ' ,20);

14 xlabel('j','FontSize ' ,20);

15 ylabel('i','FontSize ' ,20);

16 zlabel('Abeta Concentrations:

brain=blue; plasma *1000= red

','FontSize ' ,12);

References
[1] Alzheimer’s Association, (2016), 2016

Alzheimer’s Disease Facts and Figures
http://www.alz.org/documents custom/2016-facts-and-
figures.pdf

[2] Craft, D., Wein, L. and Selkoe,D. 2002. Mathematical model
of the impact of novel treatments of the Aβ burden in the
Alzheimer’s brain, CSF and plasma, Bulletin of Mathemat-
ical Biology, 64,1011-1031.

AUXILIARY FUNCTION combinedTreatment.m

1 function Z=combinedTreatment(i,

j,k)

2 k1 =7.34*86000*(1 -(i/10));

3 r12 =7.6*10^( -6) *86000*(1+(j/10)

);

4 k2=0; k3=0; r21 =0; r13 =0; r31

=3.77*10^( -5) *86000;

5 r23 =1.7*10^( -3) *86000; r32=0;

L1 =2.78*10^( -4) *86000; L2=0;

L3 =6.7*10^( -3) *86000;

6 %% DEFINE THE SIMPLIFIED CWS

MODEL EQUATIONS

7 F = @(t,Y)[k1+r31*Y(3)+r21*Y(2)

-(r13*Y(1)+r12*Y(1))-L1*Y(1)

; k2+r12*Y(1)+r32*Y(3) -(r21*

Y(2)+r23*Y(2))-L2*Y(2);

k3+r13*Y(1)+r23*Y(2) -(r31*Y

(3)+r32*Y(3))-L3*Y(3)];

8 %% SOLVE ODE SYSTEM NUMERICALLY

9 [t,X]=ode45(F,[0 200] ,[26000

115 29]);

10 Z=X(length(X),k); %% k=1 for

brain; k=3 for plasma

11 end

[3] Isihara, P.A., Bowen, A., Brown, I., Dennison, T., Hanna,
W., and Williams K. (2013), The CWS Model of Alzheimer’s
Disease. UMAP Journal, 34(1), 3-19.

[4] Johns H. and King L. (2011), “Larry King Interviews
Harry Johns, President of the Alzheimer’s Association.”
in the CNN special program Larry King Investigates
Alzheimers. http://www.alzheimersreadingroom.com/2011/
05/harry-johns-larry-king-investigates.html
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CHOLERA IN HAITI

The wave of Cholera cases in Haiti is a recurring night-
mare for Dr. Ralph Ternier, director of community care
and support at Zanmi Lasante, an indigenous health or-
ganization. Dr. Ternier’s mission is to prevent the dis-
ease’s spread, which can be as simple a task as reminding
patients to wash their hands with soap and water. But
patient follow-through is the tricky part. They often ask
him, “ Where am I going to find soap and water? ”
That’s the reality for many Haitians. About 40 percent
lack access to clean water, and only one in four have
access to a sanitary toilet, according to the World Bank.
Even if they do have safe water and proper sanitation,
“many Haitians are so poor that they’re literally choos-
ing between buying soap one day or buying food for their
family or for their children,”Dr. Louise Ivers, Partner
in Health’s senior health and policy advisor, told NPR in
a recent interview. The World Bank reports that more
than half of Haitians live under the national poverty line
of less than $2.50 per day. [quote from [4]]

On January 12, 2010, the strongest earthquake to
hit Haiti in more than 200 years, (7.0 on the Richter
scale), struck the Ouest Department (Province)
with population 2.2 million. The epicenter being
17km south-west of Haiti’s capital, Port-au-Prince,
poor housing construction resulted in over 200,000
deaths and over 500,000 left homeless. Haiti’s woes
were exacerbated in October 2010 with one of the
worst Cholera outbreaks in history resulting in over
600,000 cases including 8,000 deaths by June 2013.
Health officials and scientists are concerned that a
reservoir of the V. cholerae O1 bacteria in Haiti sur-
face waters could lead to endemic outbreaks depend-
ing on factors such as precipitation and surface wa-
ter temperature. Hence, models which consider not
only human-to-human transmission processes but
also environment-to-human transmission are vitally
important. The importance of the Cholera aquatic
reservoir was the focus of research in Brazil pub-
lished 10 years earlier [1] and subsequently revised
in in the context of Haiti [3]. Important humanitar-
ian goals of cholera modeling include prediction of
future outbreaks and reduction of the Cholera bac-
teria to a safe level.

MATLAB Script Objective

The basic “SIR” epidemiological model tracks the
size of three populations during an epidemic:
S(t)=number susceptible at time t; I(t)=number
infected at time t; and R(t) = number recovered
at time t). If relative sizes rather than absolute
numbers are used for these three groups, the total
population is assumed to equal 1 (S+I+R=1). In
this case, only S(t) and I(t) need to be specified,
since R(t) = 1 − S(t) − I(t). The SIR model is
useful for analyzing a number of aspects of cholera
mathematically [2] including:

� the basic reproduction number (R0), meaning
the expected number of secondary infections
caused by a single infected individual in a pop-
ulation of susceptible individuals;

� seasonal variation, or changes in characteristics
of disease transmission over time;

� inapparent cholera infections, including people
whose infections are not known or reported;

� the role of human mobility in spreading the dis-
ease;

� the impact of interventions including both
treatment (oral rehydration and antibiotics)
and prevention (both oral cholera vaccine
(OCV), and water, sanitation and hygiene
(WASH) approaches).

An SIR model for cholera was introduced in a
Brazilian context [1] fifteen years before the earth-
quake, but became the basis for models related to
the ongoing concern for cholera in Haiti [2, 3]. This
model includes an additional variable B(t) which
gives the average environmental aquatic reservoir
concentration of cholera bacteria (cells/ml). The
initial conditions and a set of hypothetical param-
eters values [1] are given in Table 1. The Example
Script models a community where a protected water
supply reduces the rate of exposure to contaminated
water to a = .5 (i.e. 1 person exposed every 2 days).
The latter rate is sufficiently low to eliminate the
infected population in about a month as shown in
Figure 1.
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Table 1

Variable Meaning Unit
Initial
Value

S
Number of suscep-
tible people

- 1000

I
Number of in-
fected people

- 100

B
Cholera bacteria
concentration

cells/ml 0

Para-
meter

Meaning Unit Value [1]

H
total number of
people in the com-
munity

- 10000

n
human birth and
death rates

day−1 .0001

a
rate of exposure
to contaminated
water

day−1 .5

K

concentration of
Cholera bacteria
giving a 50%
chance that a sus-
ceptible person
catches cholera

cells/ml 1 x 106

r
rate people re-
cover from cholera

day−1 .2

nb

growth rate of
Cholera bacte-
ria in aquatic
environment

day−1 -

mb

loss rate of
Cholera bacte-
ria in aquatic
environment

day−1 -

Nb =
nb −
mb

(used in MATLAB
scripts)

day−1 -.33

e

contribution of in-
fected person to
the cholera reser-
voir

cell
ml day person

10
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Figure 1: Percentage of the total population who are
infected at time t with the parameters in Table 1.
The rate of exposure to contaminated water a = .5
corresponds to a protected water supply.

EXAMPLE SCRIPT Demo6.m

1 %Cholera Lab

2 clear all;close all;

3 %Assigned Values of Constants

4 days =200; %number of days to

run simulation

5 a=.5; %rate of exposure to

contaminated water

6 r=.2; %recovery rate

7 e=10; %contribution of infected

to reservoir

8 b0=0; %initial reservoir

concentration of cholera

9 %Cholera function returns S=X

(1), I=X(2), B=X(3)

10 %for the SIR model with

reservoir B(t)

11 [t,X]= cholera(days ,a,r,e,b0);

12 %Plot Solutions

13 figure %plot of infected

14 plot(t,X(:,2));

15 title('Infected Population with

Cholera ');

16 xlabel('Time in Days');

17 ylabel('Population ');

AUXILIARY FUNCTION cholera.m

1 %Cholera Model represented as a

function in MATLAB

2 function [t,X]= cholera(int ,a,r,

e,b0)

3 H=10000; n=.0001; K=1*10.^6; NB

=-.33;

4 F= @(t,y)[n*(H-y(1))-a*((y(3)/(

K+y(3)))*y(1));

5 a*((y(3)/(K+y(3)))*y(1))-r*

y(2);

6 y(3)*(NB)+e*y(2)];

7 [t,X]=ode45(F,[0,int ] ,[1000 100

b0]);

8 end
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DISCUSSION:

1. Describe each sensitivity analysis shown in Figures 2-5.
What parameter seems to have the largest effect on the
infected population? What would you recommend be the
focus of preparedness and response for reducing the number
infected?

2. How does the Example Script need to be modified to per-
form sensitivity analysis A-D represented by Figures 2-5?

3. Complete the Beginner’s Guide sections on Editing Scripts.

Figure 2: Sensitivity analysis A.

Figure 3: Sensitivity analysis B.

Figure 4: Sensitivity analysis C.

Figure 5: Sensitivity analysis D.

References
[1] Codeco, Claudia Torres, 2001. “Endemic and epidemic dy-

namics of cholera: the role of the aquatic reservoir.” BMC
Infectious Diseases 1:1.

[2] Fung, Isaac C-H, 2014, “Cholera Transmission Dynamic
Models for public health practioners.” Emerging Themes in
Epidemiology, 11(1), 1-11.

[3] Kirpich, Alexander, Wappelmann, Thomas, Yang, Yang, Ali,
Afsar, Morris, J. Glenn and Longini, Ira, 2015. “Cholera
Transmission in Ouest Department of Haiti: Dynamic Model-
ing and the Future of the Epidemic.” PLOS Neglected Trop-
ical Diseases, October 21, 1-12.

[4] Partners in Health, June 11, 2015. “Haiti Continues to
Battle Cholera Outbreak” http://www.pih.org/blog/haiti-
continues-to-battle-cholera-outbreaks.
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El Niño / Southern Oscillation
(ENSO)

Similar to having advance warning of a typhoon, ad-
vanced prediction of El Niño can allow lead time to mit-
igate its destructive impact. While advanced scientific
and mathematical methods are being developed to pre-
dict El Niño, the validity of the following indigenous
knowledge approach used by Andes farmers has been
confirmed by statistical research: Farmers in drought-
prone regions of Andean South America have historically
made observations of changes in the apparent brightness
of stars in the Pleiades around the time of the southern
winter solstice in order to forecast interannual variations
in summer rainfall and in autumn harvests. They mod-
erate the effect of reduced rainfall by adjusting the plant-
ing dates of potatoes, their most important crop...Poor
visibility of the Pleiades in June caused by an increase in
subvisual high cirrus clouds is indicative of an El Niño
year, which is usually linked to reduced rainfall during
the growing season several months later. [4]

El Niño is large scale warming of the tropical
Pacific sea surface temperature of at least 0.5 de-
gree Celsius above the normal average, sustained for
more than five months. The El Niño phenomenon
is anti-correlated with the Southern Oscillation, an
alternating pattern of atmospheric pressures on the
east and west of the tropical Pacific [1]. The cou-
pling of El Niño with the Southern Oscillation is
referred to as ENSO, and has been described as
“the strongest source of variability in Earth’s Cli-
mate system” [3, 5]. ENSO impacts both major
ocean currents and wind patterns causing global dis-
ruption of normal weather conditions. This results
in significant political and economic impacts due
to droughts and floods. The results can be catas-
trophic for communities which rely on subsistence
agriculture or fishing for their primary livelihood.
ENSO is beyond our control, but understanding the
impacts of El Niño and developing effective early
warning predictions have humanitarian value simi-
lar to research on other severe weather phenomena
such as typhoons (see the Violent Typhoon Lab 9).

MATLAB has a large number of special “Tool-
boxes” (available for 30 day free trial) which extend
MATLAB’s computational ability to a wide range
of applications. To add a Toolbox to MATLAB

1. In MATLAB’s main window “Home” tab, click on
the “Add-Ons” button.

2. Select “Get Add-Ons”, and use the Explorer win-
dow’s search box to locate the desired Toolbox.
Follow the on-screen instructions to get a 30-day
free trial.

The Mapping Toolbox is useful for a vari-
ety of applications requiring geographic display

of information, including meteorological applica-
tions [2]. “Extended Reconstructed Sea Sur-
face temperature (ERSST) data for every year
since 1854 can be downloaded from the Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s
(NOAA) National Centers for Environmental infor-
mation website http://www1.ncdc.noaa.gov/ pub-
/data/cmb/ersst/v4/ascii/. This data gives esti-
mates for annual average anomalies in sea surface
temperatures at points located on the following grid:

� latitude: beginning at -88.0, increasing +2 de-
grees northward to +88.0;

� longitude:beginning at 0.0, increasing +2 de-
grees eastward to 358.0

(Data entries must be divided by 1000 to get units
in degrees C).

Using the Example Script, we can produce
a colored map (see Figure 1) showing elevated
sea surface temperatures (SST) using the NOAA
datafile ncdcnoaagovdata2016.csv (downloadable at
https://github.com/pisihara/PRIMUS.) Note that
lat/lon positions in the latter data set corresponding
to landmasses are assigned a default value of -9999.
Looking carefully at Figure 2, we see the -9999 val-
ues filling in the major continents if we rotate the
view 90o counterclockwise.

DISCUSSION:

1. Which functions in the Example Script can only be executed
with the Mapping Toolbox?

2. Why are both indigenous knowledge and modern science and
technology important in disaster risk reduction?

References
[1] Case, J., 2009, “A Simple Predicitve Model for El Niño”,

SIAM News, 42(8).

[2] Hughes, Eric. “An Introduction to Metero-
logical Tools in MATLAB”, n.d. Available at
http://userpages.umbc.edu/∼ehughes1/ MappingExam-
ples/Using Mapping Tools in MATLAB.pdf

[3] Neelin, J. D., Latif, M., 1998, “El Niño Dynamics”, Physics
Today, Dec 1998, 32-36.

[4] Orlove, B., Chiang J., Cane M. 2000, “Forecasting Andean
rainfall and crop yield from the influence of El Niño on
Pleiades visibility”, Nature, 403, 68-71.

[5] S.G.H. Philander. El Niño, La Niña, and the Southern Os-
cillation. Academic Press, San Diego, Calif. 1990.
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Figure 1: Plot of 2016 El Niño data shows elevated
sea-surface temperatures (SSTs) in the tropic region
around the equator.

Figure 2: SST data is represented as a grid with
row values representing longitudes and column val-
ues latitudes. The -9999 values correspond to land
masses.

EXAMPLE SCRIPT Demo7.m

1 %% El Nino

2 clear lat long data2016;

3 %% 1. Read data and convert

units to degrees.

4 rawdata2016=xlsread('

ncdcnoaagovdata2016 ');

5 for i=1:180

6 for j=1:89

7 data2016(i,j)=rawdata2016(i,

j)/1000;

8 end

9 end

10 %% 2. Plot the Data on a Map

Projection

11 %% Specify the map frame

12 gLat = -88:2:88;

13 gLon = 0:2:358;

14 [gLat ,gLon] = meshgrid(gLat ,

gLon);

15 %% Create the map

16 figure

17 axesm eckert4;

18 framem;

19 gridm;

20 axis off;

21 tightmap

22 clear lat lon

23 %% Add data to the map

24 contourfm(gLat ,gLon ,data2016

(:,:))

25 %% add coastlines

26 load coastlines

27 geoshow(coastlat , coastlon , '

Color ', 'black ')

28 %% add a color bar

29 contourcbar
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MATLAB BEGINNER’S GUIDE The MATLAB Environment, The Current Folder

MATLAB
BEGINNER’S GUIDE

What is MATLAB?

MATLAB is a sophisticated computer platform for
numerical computing and mathematical modeling.
MATLAB is designed to perform a wide variety of
arithmetic and matrix/vector operations, to solve
differential equations, to read and write data into
a file, to produce 2D and 3D graphics, and much
more. It is widely used in engineering, the sciences,
and economics. MATLAB boasts one of the indus-
try’s most complex and comprehensive graphics ca-
pabilities, and also a large number of professional
packages called toolboxes for specialized applica-
tions such as robotics systems, image processing,
and bioinformatics.

The MATLAB Environment

The MATLAB home screen or main menu has three
tabs (HOME, PLOTS and APPS) and three main
windows as shown in Figure 1. We will need to
open the HOME tab shortly, when creating our first
MATLAB program (script). Here are a few basic
things to know about each window:

� The Current Folder window displays the files
found in the current folder or directory. Cur-
rently there are no saved files, but we will ex-
plain shortly how to create and save a .m MAT-
LAB script file so it appears in the Current
Folder window.

� The Command Window is the main win-
dow where one can type commands after the
prompt (>>), and MATLAB will execute the
code upon hitting the enter key. Currently a
single command “a=2” which assigns to vari-
able “a” the value “2” has been entered and
executed. Note the prompt symbol (>>) has
re-appeared.

� The Workspace window contains all variables
and their values that have been created when
executing MATLAB commands. Note the vari-
able “a” and its value appears in the Workspace
window.

The Current Folder

To work with files in MATLAB, one has to specify a
Current Folder (sometimes referred to as the current

Figure 1: MATLAB main menu.

directory or workspace directory). MATLAB by de-
fault saves all files, figures, or plots to that directory,
and also looks for data files in the same directory. In
some cases, the Current Folder does not contain the
MATLAB program or script you are trying to run.
In these cases, the Current Folder must be changed
to the script’s directory or the latter must be added
to the path in order for the script to be executed.
To specify your Current Folder: (1) click the “open
file folder” icon at top left of the MATLAB menu
which has been circled in Figure 2. The Select a
new folder window should appear as shown in the
figure. Navigate to the folder in which your MAT-
LAB file(s) is located (in this case, MATLAB BE-
GINNER’S GUIDE). (2) Click on the Select Folder
button at the bottom right of the window. At this
point, the files in the selected folder should appear
in the Current Folder Window. From the selected
MATLAB BEGINNER’S GUIDE directory, one can
select and open a previously saved MATLAB script.

Creating/Running MATLAB
Scripts (Program Code)

The MATLAB Script EDITOR provides an alter-
native to entering expressions one-by-one directly
into the Command Window. Similar to a word pro-
cessor, the Script Editor can be used to write and
save any number of MATLAB expressions into a
single “.m” file, which will be executed in entirety
upon hitting the “Run” button in the Script Editor’s
Menu Bar. The Script EDITOR can be opened by
selecting the “HOME” tab and then clicking on the
new script button on the top left corner (see Figure
3).
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Figure 2: Selecting your Current Folder

Figure 3: Open the Script Editor using the New
Script button at the far left of the HOME tab

A MATLAB script consists of one or more lines
of MATLAB code, which are entered beginning at
line 1 of the Script Editor (see Figure 4). Once one
or more commands have been entered, a script can
be saved as shown in Figure 4. One can re-open
and edit a saved script at a later time. After sav-
ing our script as “MyFirstScript.m,” we execute our
script by hitting the “Run” button with a green tri-
angle near the middle of the Script EDITOR menu
bar. All the commands found in a script are then
executed sequentially by MATLAB.

Figure 4: After entering commands using the Script
EDITOR, name and save your “.m” file into your
Current Folder.

The result of saving and running “My-
FirstScript.m” is shown in Figure 5. Note
that after saving “MyFirstScript.m,” the name of

our script should appear in the Current Folder
window. Also note that after running this script,
(1) the name of the script executed and the result
of executing the script appear in the Command
window; and (2) the value of all variables (“a” and
“ans”) appear in the Workspace.

Figure 5: MATLAB windows after saving and run-
ning “MyFirstScript.m”

While executing the script, MATLAB populates
the Workspace window with all the variables and
their values. The results of all commands/compu-
tations will appear in the Command Window. How-
ever, if there is an error within the script, error mes-
sages will appear in the Command Window.

� IMPORTANT NOTE 1: The answer to each
executable MATLAB command will appear in
the Command Window unless a semi-colon (;)
is included at the end of a command. (In many
cases, it is not necessarily desirable to see the
result of an intermediate computation.)

� IMPORTANT NOTE 2: To write a comment
that is not executed by MATLAB, use a % sign
before the comment. Anything after a % sym-
bol in the same line is not executable. Com-
ments are usually inserted as documentation to
help other users of the script understand the
purpose of a command or block of code.

Example Scripts

We will now give screen shots of the Script EDITOR
and Command Window for several short scripts.
First-time MATLAB users should practice entering
these example scripts using the Script EDITOR,
pressing “Run”, and then checking to see if the
Command Window output matches what is shown
in the given tables. Exercises are included for fur-
ther practice and reinforcement of the syntax.
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Arithmetic Expressions

MATLAB arithmetic expressions use the symbols
+,−, ∗, /,∧ , (), etc. in the usual fashion.

Example

SCRIPT COMMAND WINDOW

1 1+1

2 2*3

3 4^( -1)

4 10/2;

NOTES:
Line 4: The semi-colon (;) suppresses
the output in the command window.

Exercise

What appears in the command window when exe-
cuting the script below?

SCRIPT COMMAND WINDOW

1 1+10*3^2\2+2;

2 2+2;

3 4/2-1

“if...end”Statements

This construction allows you to control execution of
one or more statements depending on whether or
not a certain condition you specify is TRUE.

Example

SCRIPT COMMAND WINDOW

1 a=1;

2 %first example

3 if a>0

4 b=2*a

5 end

6 %second example

7 if a^2 ==1

8 c=a+1

9 d=a+2

10 e=a+3;

11 end

12 %third example

13 if a<1

14 f=a+1

15 end

NOTES:
Line 2: A % symbol precedes a comment which
is not executable by MATLAB.
Line 3: “a > 0” is TRUE, so line 4 is executed.
Line 7: “a∧2 == 1” is TRUE, so lines 8-10 are
executed.
Line 13: “a < 1” is FALSE, so line 14 is not
executed.

Exercise

What appears in the command window when exe-
cuting the script below?

SCRIPT COMMAND WINDOW

1 x=-1;

2 if x^2>0

3 y=1;

4 z=x+1

5 end
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“for” Loops

This construction allows you to execute a sequence
of commands a specified number of times. An index
keeps track of the current execution number. The
following example doubles a number four times.

Example

SCRIPT COMMAND WINDOW

1 x=1;

2 for i=1:4

3 x=2*x

4 end

NOTES:
Line 2: The index “i” is assigned a starting
value of 1 and ending value of 4.
Line 3: For each value of i, ‘x’ is doubled.
(The index “i” is then increased by 1.)
Lines 2-4: This loop is executed a total of
4 times (i=1,2,3,4).

Exercise

What appears in the command window when exe-
cuting the script below?

SCRIPT COMMAND WINDOW

1 a=0;

2 for j=1:3

3 a=a-1

4 end

Variable Indices

Variables can store values as a rectangular matrix,
referenced by row and column. For example X(i,j)
is the value in row i and column j stored in variable
X. The following example stores the year in column
1 and the population size for that year in column
2 for a population which increases by 5% each year
for 4 years. The first row gives the initial year and
population.

Example
SCRIPT

1 format shortG

2 Population (1,1) =2016; %

initial year is 2016

3 Population (1,2) =100; %initial

population is 100 (in

thousands)

4 GrowthRate =.05; %growth rate

is 5%

5 Years =4; %growth will be

measured over a 4 year

period

6 for i=2: Years+1

7 Population(i,1)=

Population(i-1)+1; %

record new year

8 Population(i,2) =(1+

GrowthRate)*Population

(i-1,2); %record new

population

9 end

10 Population

COMMAND WINDOW
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NOTES:
Line 1: “format X”changes the style of number out-
puts.

X=“short” represents numbers as fixed decimals
with 4 significant figures.

X=“long” represents numbers with 16 significant
figures.

X=“shortEng” shows numbers in short engineering
fomat.

X=“shortG” uses “short” or “shortEng”,
whichever is more compactly displayed.
Line 2: “Population(1,1)=2016” stores 2016 in the 1st
row, 1st col. of Population.
Line 3: “Population(1,2)=100” stores 100 in the 1st
row, 2nd col. of Population.
Line 4: The population growth rate is set to .05 or 5%
per year.
Line 5: The number of years of population growth is
set to 4.
Line 6-9: Each iteration of this for loop increases the
year by 1 and the population by 5%.
Line 10: Show the values stored in Population.

Exercise

Write a MATLAB script which shows over 10 years
the value of a car which originally is $15,000 and
depreciates by 3% each year.

Reading and Writing to Excel
Files

MATLAB can read and write data to Excel
files, which is important when working with data
sets from outside sources. Suppose an Excel
file“ChildTrafficking.xlsx” contains a sheet called
“Demo” with the following data:

Demo

The Example Script reads the data, computes the
mean, and writes it to the Excel file:

EXAMPLE SCRIPT

1 clear all; %removes all items

from your workspace , freeing

memory

2 format long;

3 DATA=xlsread('ChildTrafficking.

xlsx','Demo','B2:B5');

4 MEAN=mean(DATA);

5 xlswrite('ChildTrafficking.xlsx'

,MEAN ,'Demo','B6');

6 xlswrite('ChildTrafficking.xlsx'

,{'Mean'},'Demo','A6');

OUTPUT DATA

NOTES:
Line 3: Values in cells B2 through B5 of
“Demo” are stored in DATA.
Line 4: “mean(DATA)” computes the mean of
the values stored in DATA.
Line 5: The value of MEAN is written to cell
B6 of the “Demo” sheet.
Line 6: The word “Mean” is written to cell A6
of the “Demo” sheet.

Exercise

Create an Excel file with the data in the following
table for BOYS and GIRLS. Then write a MATLAB
script which computes the mean percentages for the
4 years shown, and adds these average values to the
spreadsheet in cells B6 and C6.

Data
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Plotting Data from an Excel
File

Data visualization is becoming an increasingly im-
portant tool for analyzing data sets. A scatterplot
is a good way to look for trends, and MATLAB
has functions to make such plots in two or three di-
mensions. Suppose an Excel file ForcedLabor.xlsx
contains a sheet called Data as shown.

Sheet Data in ForcedLabor.xlsx

The Example Script produces the scatterplot shown
in the Figure 6.

EXAMPLE SCRIPT

1 clear all; close all;

2 format long;

3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

4 DATA=xlsread('ForcedLabor.xlsx

','Data','A2:B6');

5 n=length(DATA); %computes the

number of rows of data

6 figure;

7 scatter(DATA (1:n,1),DATA (1:n

,2),'o','k','LineWidth ' ,2);

8 %Add title and label axes

9 title('Forced labor as a

Percentage of Total

Trafficking ');

10 xlabel('Year');

11 ylabel('Percent ');

NOTES:
Line 5: length(DATA) is the number of rows in Data.
Line 7: Inputs for the function scatter():

(DATA(1:n,1),DATA(1:n,2)) specify the (x, y) val-
ues of plotted points come from the 1st and 2nd
columns of DATA (in rows 1 through n);

‘o’ specifies the marker type of plotted points
‘k’ specifies the point marker color (k=black)
‘LineWidth’, 4 specifies the point marker thickness
(see MATLAB Documentation).

Line 9: Adds a title to the plot.
Line 10: Adds a label to the x-axis.
Line 11: Adds a label to the y-axis.
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Figure 6: Scatterplot created by the Example
Script.

Exercise

Create an Excel file with the data for the percentage
of boys and girls among the total trafficking victims
for several years between 2004-2011. Write a MAT-
LAB script which makes a scatterplot of this data.
(Use a ‘+’ marker for the boys’ data and ‘o’ marker
for the girls’ data.)

DATA

Hint: To plot more than one set of data on the
same axes, use the command ‘hold on;’ between the
scatter( ) commands:
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Editing Scripts

An important skill you will need in tackling the main
labs in this manual is the ability to understand the
logic of a script and then edit it for a new situation.
Here’s a fun example. Sports has embraced data
analysis and forecasting. In this lab, we will work
with forecasts for the Final Four teams in the 2017
NCAA Men’s Basketball tournament. The actual
2017 final four bracket is shown below.

Table 1 has the probability that each team will
advance to the final, and further, become cham-
pion. The probabilities of becoming champion take
account for the probability of advancing from the
round before.

TABLE 1

Probability Probability
of winning of becoming

Team semifinal champion

Gonzaga 0.69 0.42
South Carolina 0.31 0.14
North Carolina 0.52 0.24

Oregon 0.48 0.21

The Example Script encodes this information into
MATLAB (Sec.1); generates a sequence of 3 screen
prompts for the two semi-final and champion choices
(Sec 2); computes the probability the champion
choice becomes champ (Sec 3), and the other semi-
final choice reaching the finals (Sec 4-5). Suppose
we wish to replace South Carolina with Villanova,
with a probability of .24 of winning their semi-final
against Gonzaga and a probability of .15 of winning
the championship. In this case, we must edit line 4
by changing .31 to .24, .14 to .15, and South Car-
olina to Villanova. Furthermore, in line 6, we must
change South Carolina to Villanova.

Exercise

Run the Example Script to see the screen prompts and
results. Then modify the original script using pre-
tournament prediction probabilities for the four number
1 seeds (Villanova, Gonzaga, Kansas and UNC) obtain-
able at the reference below.

Reference: Boice, J. and Silver, N., 2017. ’March Madness

Predictions’. https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/2017-march-

madness-predictions/.

EXAMPLE SCRIPT

1 %% March Madness

2 clear all; close all;

3 %% Section 1: Table 1

4 probabilities = table

([.69;.31;.52;.48] ,

[.42;.14;.24;.21] , '

VariableNames ',{'semi_prob ',

'champ_prob '}, 'RowNames ', {

'Gonzaga ', 'South Carolina ',

'North Carolina ', 'Oregon '

});

5 %% Section 2: Choose teams:

6 prompt1 = 'What is your first

semi -finalist pick? (enter

South Carolina or Gonzaga) '

;

7 semi1_choice=input(prompt1 ,'s');

8 prompt2 = 'What is your other

semi -finalist pick? (enter

North Carolina or Oregon) ';

9 semi2_choice=input(prompt2 ,'s');

10 prompt3 = 'What is your champion

pick? ';

11 champion_choice=input(prompt3 ,'s

');

12
13 %% Section 3: Look up Prob. of

champion_choice winning

14 prob_champ_pick_becomes_champ =

table2array(probabilities ({

char(champion_choice)}, {'

champ_prob '}))

15 %% Section 4: Find the other

semifinalist choice

16 if strcmp(semi1_choice ,

champion_choice)

17 semifinalist = semi2_choice;

18 else

19 semifinalist = semi1_choice;

20 end

21 %% Section 5: Find the prob.the

other semi choice reaches

the final

22 prob_other_semi_pick_makes_final

= table2array(probabilities

({char(semifinalist)}, {'

semi_prob '}))
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Auxiliary Functions

Suppose you are a disaster relief manager with a
B = $1000K expense budget to purchase x units
of food items for c1 = 1 dollar/unit and y units
of medical items for c2 = 10 dollars/unit. Your
budget constraint line is therefore c1x+ c2y = B or
x+ 10y = 1000.

Let’s suppose further that you need m = .1 units
of medical items for each unit of food items. Your
consumption line is in this case the line y = mx or
y = .1x. Your equilibrium bundle is the point of
intersection of the budget constraint line and con-
sumption line.

The Example Script shows the use of an auxil-
iary function equilibrium.m to compute and plot the
equilibrium bundle. Note that the name of the aux-
iliary function must match the name of the MAT-
LAB .m script. In this case, the auxiliary function
has five inputs (c1,c2,B,m,c), where the last input
c specifies the color of the budget constraint line
(for example, c could be ‘b’ for blue.) The auxil-
iary function then outputs the (x,y) values of the
equilibrium bundle as well as a plot (Figure 7).

EXAMPLE SCRIPT

1 %% Disaster Relief Budget

2 %% Set Budget constants

3 c1=1; %% unit food cost

4 c2=10; %% unit medical cost

5 B=1000; %% spending budget

6 %% Set Consumption Paramter

7 m=.1; %% ratio units medical:

units food

8 figure

9 %% Call the auxiliary function

equilibrium.m

10 [x,y]= equilibrium(c1,c2,B,m,'b')

%% budget line in color blue
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Figure 7: Example Script output plot.

AUXILIARY FUNCTION equilibrium.m

1 %% Compute and Plot equilibrium

bundle.

2 function [x,y]= equilibrium(c1,c2,

B,m,c)

3 %% Compute Equilibrium

4 x=B/(c2*m+c1); y=m*x;

5 %% Plot Budget constraint line in

color c

6 fplot (@(x) (B-c1*x)/c2, [0,B/c1],

c)

7 hold on;

8 %% Plot Consumption line

9 fplot (@(x) m*x, [0,B/c1],'k')

10 text(x-6,y+.5,'o(xeq ,yeq)','color

',c)

Exercise:
Modify the Example Script to find the equilibrium

bundle if the budget is B = 900. Plot the budget con-
straint line in red (’r’).

Reference: Vali, Shapoor, 2014. ’A Simple Two-Commodity

Model’ in Principles of Mathematical Economics. Paris: At-

lantis Press.
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Sensitivity Analysis

In many situations a mathematical model has an im-
portant constant or “parameter” which effects the
output. For example, in the budget model, the
value of B (budget amount) is an important pa-
rameter, as are c1 and c2 (the respective price per
unit of food and medical items). The equilibrium
bundle (x,y) is the output affected by these param-
eters. A sensitivity analysis shows how the orig-
inal output is affected by a change in parameter.
For example, suppose we wish to know what hap-
pens to the equilibrium bundle if prices are inflated
by 10%. In this case, c1new=1.1 and c2new=11.
Example Script 1 shows our new equilibrium bun-
dle (xnew,ynew)=(454.55,45.45) is smaller than the
original (x,y)=(500,50) due to inflation (Figure 8).

Referring to Example Script 2, we can get a
broader picture of the inflation effect by using a
“for...end” loop with index values i = 1 : 10.
Each loop has an additional 10% price increase and
(x(i), y(i)) is the resulting equilibrium bundle for a
10i% price index. Figure 9 shows the decrease in
size of the bundle.

Exercises:

1. Modify Example Script 1 to determine whether
a decrease in budget B by 10% has the same
effect as a price increase of 10%.

2. Modify Example Script 2 to show the decrease
in bundle due to an incremental budget de-
crease by 10% (from 10 to 100 percent).

3. Write a script which displays on the same graph
the bundles for both the budget decreases and
the price increases. Which has the greater ef-
fect?
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Figure 8: Example Script 1 output plot.

EXAMPLE SCRIPT 1

1 %% Sensitivity Analysis of

Household Budget Model

2 %% Original parameters

3 c1=1; %% unit food cost

4 c2=10; %% unit medical cost

5 B=1000; %% spending budget

6 m=.1; %% ratio units medical

:units food

7 %% New parameters

8 c1new =1.1;

9 c2new =11;

10 figure

11 %% Original Equilibrium (x,y)

plotted in Blue

12 [x,y]= equilibrium(c1,c2,B,m,'

b');

13 %% New Equilibrium (x1 ,y1)

plotted in Red

14 [xnew ,ynew]= equilibrium(c1new

,c2new ,B,m,'r');
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Figure 9: Example Script 2 output plots. The top
graph shows the equilibrium bundle is reduced with
each successive 10% price increase. The bottom
graph isolates the effect of these price increases on
the number of food units and on the number of med-
ical units.

.

EXAMPLE SCRIPT 2

1 %% Budget Model

2 %% Sensitivity Analysis #2

3 %% Original Model

4 c1(1,1)=1; c2(1,1) =10; B

=1000; m=.1;

5 x(1,1) =500; y(1,1) =50;

inflation (1,1)=0;

6 %% Price inflation effect on

equilibrium bundle

7 figure

8 %% Original Equilibrium (x,y)

plotted in Blue

9 [x,y]= equilibrium(c1(1,1),c2

(1,1),B,m,'b');

10 hold on

11 %% Inflated Price Equilibria

(x(i),y(i)) plotted in Red

12 for i=2:11

13 inflation(i,1) =10*(i-1); %

keeps track of inflation

percentage

14 c1(i,1) =1*(1+.1*(i-1)); %

increased food price

15 c2(i,1) =10*(1+ .1*(i-1)); %

increased medical price

16 [x(i,1),y(i,1)]= equilibrium(

c1(i,1),c2(i,1),B,m,'r');

17 end

18 %% Plot of Equilibirum values

vrs. percent price

increase

19 figure

20 plot(inflation (:,1),x(:,1),'r

-+');

21 hold on

22 plot(inflation (:,1),y(:,1),'r

-o');

23 legend('x=food units ','y=

medical units');

24 xlabel('percent price

increase ');

25 ylabel('number of units');

26 title('Effect of Price

Increase on Relief Bundle

Size')
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SIMPLE GROWTH MODELS

In many applications, we need to keep track of a
quantity that changes over time. For example, con-
sider the data giving the number of people infected
with a certain virus over a 4 day period:

TABLE 1
t Infected Population

(day) (actual reported number)

1 1,000
2 1,100
3 1,210
4 1,330

In this case, a simple growth model describing the
data is the formula

ModelA(t) = 1, 000 + 100(t− 1). (1)

Using equation (1) which specifies 100 additional
people are infected each day, we can complete the
missing entries in Table 2.

TABLE 2
t ModelA(t)

(day) (number infected)

1 ModelA(1) =
2 ModelA(2) =
3 ModelA(3) =
4 ModelA(4) =

As an alternative to ModelA(t), we can use a sec-
ond model ModelB(t) which tells us there is a 10%
increase in the number infected from the previous
day:

ModelB(t) = ModelB(t− 1) + .1ModelB(t− 1)⇒

ModelB(t) = 1.1ModelB(t− 1). (2)

Using equation (2), together with the given initial
value ModelB(1) = 1, 000, we can complete the
missing entries in Table 3:

TABLE 3
t ModelB(t)

(day) (number infected)

1 ModelB(1) =
2 ModelB(2) =
3 ModelB(3) =
4 ModelB(4) =

ASSIGNMENT

1. Modify the Example Script to complete the following tasks:

a) Compute the values in Table 3 using equation (2). Store
these values in a MATLAB variable “ModelB”.

b) Create and save a scatterplot of ACTUAL (plotted with
black x), ModelA (plotted with blue o) and ModelB (plot-
ted with red o).

2. Upload your MATLAB .m and figure files to Overleaf.
Then modify the Overleaf template to display your MAT-
LAB script and output plot, with a brief explanation of
what is being plotted. Submit a PDF link to your report.

EXAMPLE SCRIPT Minilab1.m

1 %% MINILAB 1

2 clear all; close all; format

long;

3 %% Enter actual data

4 ACTUAL (1,1)=1; ACTUAL (2,1)=2;

ACTUAL (3,1)=3; ACTUAL (4,1)

=4;

5 ACTUAL (1,2) =1000; ACTUAL (2,2)

=1100; ACTUAL (3,2) =1210;

ACTUAL (4,2) =1330;

6 n=length(ACTUAL);

7 %% ModelA

8 for t=1:4

9 ModelA(t,1) =1000+100*(t-1);

10 end

11 %%Plot Actual , ModelA

12 figure;

13 scatter(ACTUAL (1:n,1),ACTUAL

(1:n,2),'x','k');

14 hold on;

15 scatter(ACTUAL (1:n,1),ModelA

(1:n,1),'o','b','filled ');

16 legend ({'Actual ','ModelA '},'

FontSize ' ,14);

17 title('Viral Epidemic Growth

Models ');

18 xlabel('Day');

19 ylabel('Number of Infected

People ')

Script to plot the data stored in ACTUAL and Mod-
elA.
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Figure 1: Example Script output plot.
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Growth of Stock vs. Crypto-
currency

In the year 2017, there was a massive growth in
crypto-currencies, virtually across the board. By
comparing the weekly growth of a couple major
coins to the weekly growth of a couple key, suc-
cessful stocks in 2017, we hope to highlight the
significance of the growth of the crypto-market
overall this past year. Using stock and crypto-
currency price data from Jan. 1, 2017 to Jan. 1,
2018, we compute the weekly percentage change in
stock price for 52 weeks. An Excel sheet Mini-
lab2.xlsx with this information is downloadable at
https://github.com/pisihara/PRIMUS. We assign
growth variables for these investments as follows:

� t = time in weeks after Jan. 1st, 2017.

� rt = growth rate of generic investment at week
t.

� P (t)= value of generic investment at week t.

P (t+ 1) = P (t) · (1 + rt). (1)

Using the Example Script, we use the recurrence
relation (1) to compute the value of an 1,000 dollar
initial investment in both Nektar Therapeutics and
Ripple over the 52 weeks of data:
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Figure 1: Example Script output plot.

ASSIGNMENT

1. Modify the Example Script to compute the value of a 1,000
dollar initial investment over 52 weeks, using the growth
data for Alibaba and Litecoin and the recurrence relation
given above.

2. Make a plot that includes, on the same graph, the invest-
ment value versus time for both of these investments over
one year.

3. Upload your MATLAB .m and figure files to Overleaf and
create a report. Submit a PDF link to your report.

DISCUSSION: What is the role of crypto-currencies in
human trafficking and other illicit activity?

EXAMPLE SCRIPT stocks.m

1 clear all; close all; format

long;

2 %% Read in Stock and Crypto -

Currency Data

3 STOCK=xlsread('stocks.xlsx', '

C3:C54');

4 CRYPTO=xlsread('stocks.xlsx',

'D3:D54');

5 n=length(STOCK);

6 for i=1:n

7 P(i,1)=STOCK(i,1);

8 P(i,2)=CRYPTO(i,1);

9 end

10 %% Compute Value of Holdings

11 month (1,1)=1;

12 A(1,1) =1000; %% Initial stock

value

13 B(1,1) =1000; %% Initial crypo -

currency value

14 for i=2:n+1

15 month(i,1)=i;

16 A(i,1)=A(i-1,1) *(1+P(i-1,1));

%% weekly stock values

17 B(i,1)=B(i-1,1) *(1+P(i-1,2));

%% weekly crypto values

18 end

19 %% Plot Weekly Holdings

20 figure

21 plot(month (:,1),A(:,1),'b-o');

22 hold on

23 plot(month (:,1),B(:,1),'r-o');

24 hold on

25 legend('stock value ','crypto -

currency value ');

26 ylabel('dollars ');

27 xlabel('week');

This Example Script computes the value over 52
weeks of a 1,000 dollar initial investment in Nektar
Therapeutics and Ripple using equation (1).
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Simple Linear Regression of Air
Pollution

Sulphur dioxide (SO2) is a toxic gas and its level
is an important indicator of air pollution. Table 1
shows the annual mean concentration of SO2 in U.S.
cities together with corresponding atmospheric tem-
perature and windspeed (Sokal and Rohlf, 1981).

City
SO2

Level
Average Tem-
perature

Average
Wind
Speed

1 10 70.3 6.0
2 13 61.0 8.2
3 12 56.7 8.7
4 17 51.9 9.0
5 56 49.1 9.0
6 36 54.0 9.0
7 29 57.3 9.3
8 14 68.4 8.8
9 10 75.5 9.0
10 24 61.5 9.1

Table 1: Urban data.

A simple linear regression gives a mathematical re-
lationship between two sets of data, x and y. Let’s
begin by considering the relationship between aver-
age temperature (x) and SO2 level (y). Let us as-
sume that SO2 level and temperature share a linear
relationship:

y = mx+ b.

Using the Example Script with a two column Excel
file pollution.xlsx which includes Table 1’s SO2 data
in its first column and Average Temperature in its
second column, we can determine the value of the
coefficients m and b:

y = 94.4854x− 1.1951.

The scatterplot in Figure 1 shows that the regression
line captures the relationship between atmospheric
temperature and SO2 level data.
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Figure 1: Example Script output plot.

EXAMPLE SCRIPT pollution.m

1 M = xlsread('pollution.xlsx')

; %import data

2 y = M(:,1); %SO2 level

3 x = M(:,2); %temperature

4
5 %MATLAB method for linear

regression

6 X = [ones(length(x) ,1),x]; %

add ones to prepare for

linear regression

7 coeff = X\y; %Calculate

coefficients for model: m

= coeff (2), b = coeff (1)

8
9 xplot = 45:80; %range of x

values from data

10 yplot = coeff (2) * xplot +

coeff (1); %create y values

from found coefficients

11
12 %plot model data over real

data

13 scatter(x,y)

14 hold on %for multiple plots

in one graph

15 plot(xplot ,yplot ,'--');

16 hold off

17 xlabel('Temperature (

Farenheit)');

18 ylabel('SO2 Level')

This Example Script performs a simple linear re-
gression analysis of columns 2 and 3 of Table 1.

ASSIGNMENT

1. Revise the example script to perform a linear regression
between x = windspeed and y = SO2 levels. Assuming a
linear relationship, determine the coefficients for the model.

2. Make a plot which resembles the scatterplot at left with
the real data points and model data on the same graph.

3. Does your linear model fit the data well? If not, what kind
of model/relationship would better describe the relation-
ship between variables?

4. Upload your MATLAB .m and figure files to Overleaf and
create a brief report. Submit a PDF link to your report.

Reference Sokal, R.R. and Rohlf, F.J. (1981) Biometry, 2nd
edition, San Francisco: W.H. Freeman, 239.
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Using an Auxiliary Function to
Analyze Terrorism Data

The number of terrorist attacks in the United
States has increased notably since 2000. The
September 11, 2001 attacks have made homeland
security a salient issue for Americans.

Many terrorist groups claim responsibility for
attacks as a way to incite fear and make their group
appear more powerful. However, some groups
choose not to claim responsibility in order to trig-
ger instability, and to make the local government
appear inept for not being able to pinpoint the
source of the attack or its motivations. Anonymity
also allows the group to hide their ultimate goal.

An important aspect of mathematical analysis is
the creation of figures. In this Minilab, we will be
comparing the number of casualties in numerous
terrorist attacks per year, categorized based on
whether or not the attack was claimed. We will be
using an auxiliary function to split the data into
claimed and unclaimed attacks.

Data: terrorism.xlsx (Downloadable at
https://github.com/pisihara/PRIMUS.)

1. The first two columns of the data state the year
and month that the terrorist attack occurred.

2. The column labeled “claimed” displays a “1” if
the terrorist attack was claimed by an organization
and a “0” if it was not. NOTE: In the third column,
some entries will have “-9” opposed to a “1” or a
“0.” This means that there was no relevant data on
the attack, so they could not classify it into either
category.

3. The column labeled “nkill” shows the number of
people killed in the attack.

4. The column labeled “nwound” shows the number
of people wounded in the attack.

EXAMPLE SCRIPT terrorism.m

1 %% Terrorism Mini -Lab

2 clear all; close all;

3 %% Read data :1.year , 2.month ,

3.claim ?(1 or 0), 4.killed ,

5. wounded

4 data=xlsread('terrorism.xlsx')

; % Read in Excel data

5 %% Separate claimed and

unclaimed events

6 [claimed ,unclaimed ]= split_data

(data);

7 %% Process split data

8 claimed_year= claimed (:,1); %

year of claimed attacks

9 unclaimed_year= unclaimed (:,1)

; % year of unclaimed

attacks

10 claimed_casualties= claimed

(:,4)+claimed (:,5); % Add

killed+wounded

11 unclaimed_casualties=

unclaimed (:,4)+unclaimed

(:,5); % Add killed+wounded

12 %% Graphically display data

13 plot(claimed_year ,

claimed_casualties ,'ro') %

Plot claimed attacks (red

*)

14 hold on

15 plot(unclaimed_year ,

unclaimed_casualties ,'b+');

% Plot unclaimed attacks(

blue +)

16 title('Terrorist attacks over

time')

17 xlabel('Year')

18 ylabel('Number of Casualties ')

19 legend('claimed attacks ','

unclaimed attacks ','

Location ','northeast ')

This Example Script uses an auxiliary function to
split terrorist data into two categories (claimed/un-
claimed).
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enddocument

ASSIGNMENT

1. Add 5 lines to the auxiliary function split data .m to ac-
complish the following tasks: The main script (i) imports
Excel terrorism data into a variable “data”; (ii) calls the
auxiliary function which divides the data into “claimed”
and “unclaimed” attacks; and (iii) plots by year the num-
ber of casualties (killed+wounded) for each type of attack.
Your output should look like Figure 1.

2. Upload your revised auxiliary function .m and figure files
to Overleaf and create a brief report. Submit a PDF link
to your report.

Figure 1: Example Script output plot. NOTE: 9/11
data is excluded by editing the the Y limits in Figure
Properties.

AUXILIARY FUNCTION split data.m

1 function [claimed_data ,

unclaimed_data ]= split_data(

data)

2 %% This function divides input

data into:

3 %% claimed_data = incidents

where responsibility was

claimed

4 %% unclaimed_data = unclaimed

incidents

5
6 %% initialize counts

7 count_claimed =0;

count_unclaimed =0;

8 %% Initialize split -data

matrices

9 for i=1: size(data)

10 if data(i,3) ==0

11 count_unclaimed=

count_unclaimed +1; %

update #unclaimed

12 elseif data(i,3) ==1

13 count_claimed=count_claimed

+1; % update #claimed

14 end

15 end

16 unclaimed_data=zeros(

count_unclaimed ,5);

17 claimed_data=zeros(

count_claimed ,5);

18 %% Input data into split

matrices

19 kUnclaimed =1; kClaimed =1; %

initialize data rows

20 %% Add data to split matrices

21 for i=1: size(data)

22 if data(i,3) ==0

23 unclaimed_data(kUnclaimed ,:)=

data(i,:); % add row to

unclaimed data matrix

24 kUnclaimed=kUnclaimed +1; %

Increase unclaimed index

25 elseif data(i,3) ==1
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Dynamical System Model of
House Church Multiplication

Christian organizations such as World Vision,
Samaritan’s Purse, the Salvation Army, and the In-
ternational Justice Mission are evidence that growth
of the church contributes positively to humanitar-
ian and social justice causes. Rapid multiplication
of simple churches called “house churches” occurs
in certain parts of the world (Garrison 2004). For
example, in an unidentified province of China, dur-
ing the years between 1996 and 1999, the number
of house churches grew from 18 to 68 to 195 to 550.
Church growth among the Bhojpuri in India pro-
vides a similar example, where between 1992 and
1995, the number of house churches were 28, 36,
78 and 220 respectively. Our goal is to construct
a mathematical model which replicates such church
growth as shown in Figure 1.

year

#

churches

China

India

Model

Figure 1: Rapid church growth.

First, we assign population variables for our re-
gion as follows:

� C(n)= total number of traditional churches involved in
training part-time house church planters in year n. Ini-
tially 1 traditional church is involved, so C(1) = 1.

� FT (n)= total number of full-time house church planters
(people dedicated to starting new house churches) operat-
ing in year n. We assume there is 1 church planter in year
1, so FT (1) = 1.

� PT (n)= total number of part-time house church planters
operating in year n. We assume initially that there are no
part-time church planters, so PT (1) = 0.

� G1(n)= total number of “1st generation” house churches
(i.e. those planted by a church planter) in year n. Initially
there are no house churches, so G1(1) = 0.

� G2(n)= total number of “2nd generation” house churches
(i.e. those planted by another house church) in year n.
G2(1) = 0.

Next, we make the following assumptions about church-
growth:

� 1 new traditional church becomes involved each year.

� 1 new full-time house church planter moves into the region
each year.

� 1 new part-time house church planter moves into the region
each year.

� Each full-time house church planter starts 2 new house
churches each year.

� Each part-time house church-planter starts 1 new house
church each year.

� Each G1 house church reproduces 1 new house church per
year.

� Each G2 house church reproduces 1 new house church per
year.

We also make assumptions about attrition rates during
our several year time horizon:

� No traditional church closes.

� 1 G1 house church closes each year.

� No G2 house church closes.

� No full-time house church planter discontinues service.

� 1 part-time house church planter discontinues service each
year.

Based on the above assumptions, we may
track the growth of each of the 5 variables
C(n), FT (n), PT (n), G1(n) and G2(n) using the
following discrete dynamical system model :

C(n) = C(n − 1) + 1 (1)

FT (n) = FT (n − 1) + 1 (2)

PT (n) = PT (n − 1) + 1 + C(n − 1) − 1

= PT (n − 1) + C(n − 1) (3)

G1(n) = G1(n − 1) + 2FT (n − 1) + PT (n − 1) − 1 (4)

G2(n) = G2(n − 1) + G1(n − 1) + G2(n − 1)

= 2G2(n − 1) + G1(n − 1) (5)

ASSIGNMENT

1. Write a MATLAB script which computes for
years n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, the values of
C(n), FT (n), PT (n), G1(n), and G2(n) given the
initial values C(1) = 1, FT (1) = 1, PT (1) = 0, G1(1) = 0,
and G2(1) = 0 and equations (1)-(5).

2. Make a plot which includes on the same graph the 4 year
church growth data for China and India, and also the total
number of house churches G1(n)+G2(n) for the years given
by n = 4, 5, 6 and 7.

3. Upload your MATLAB .m file and figure files to Over-
leaf and create a report by modifying the Overleaf
LATEXtemplate. Submit a PDF link to your report.

Reference: Garrison, David, 2004. Church Planting Move-
ments. Monument, CO: WIGTake Resources.
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Sensitivity Analysis of House
Church Multiplication

In many cases, a mathematical model includes one or
more parameters or constants whose values are flexible
or may be difficult to determine. In this case, it is wise
to simulate the model using several different parameter
values to get an idea of how ‘sensitive’ a specified model
output is to changes in the parameter. For our church
growth model, consider two parameters:

� NC =the number of new traditional churches that
are involved each year training part-time, house-
church planters; and

� NG1 =the number of new house churches a full-
time house church planter can plant each year.

A full-time house church planter may wonder whether
it is more strategic to (A) focus on mobilizing traditional
churches to be able to train part-time house church
planters and thereby increase the value of NC; or, (B)
focus on planting new G1 house churches thereby in-
creasing NG1.

A model simulation which shows the effect of chang-
ing parameter values is called a sensitivity analysis. The
Example Script may be used to perform a sensitivity
analysis on NC and NG1. In particular, each param-
eter is assigned an integer value from 1 to 5, and the
total number of house churches after 10 years is com-
puted by the auxiliary function “priority.m”. The result-
ing output plot (Figure 1) shows the number of house
churches increases linearly with both NC and NG1.
However, the increase is greater per new house church
planted (model(1,5)= 5904) than per new traditional
church engaged (model(5,1)= 5244). Thus, under our
model assumptions of church planting capacities and
attrition rates, the data suggests a somewhat greater
number of house churches will result by focusing on G1
house church planting as opposed to equipping tradi-
tional churches.

#G1

churches planted/yr #traditional

churches enlisted/yr

total # house

churches after 10 yrs 

Figure 1: Example Script output plot.

EXAMPLE SCRIPT housechurches.m

1 %% House church minilab

2 clear all; close all; format

long;

3 %% 1. ASSIGN INITIAL VALUES

4 C(1,1)=1; PT(1,1)=0; FT(1,1)

=1; G1(1,1)=0; G2(1,1)=0;

5 %%%% 2. ASSIGN PARAMETER

VALUES

6 YEARS =10;

7 PARRANGE =5;

8 %% 2. FIND NUMBER OF HOUSE

CHURCHES PLANTED AFTER

NUMYEARS

9 for NC=1: PARRANGE %% i=

number trad. churches

trained

10 for NG1=1: PARRANGE %% j=

number G1 churches

planted

11 model(NC ,NG1)=priority(C

(1,1),PT(1,1),FT(1,1),

G1(1,1),G2(1,1),NC ,NG1

, YEARS);

12 end

13 end

14 %% 3. CREATE A 3D-PLOT

15 figure

16 for NC=1: PARRANGE

17 for NG1=1: PARRANGE

18 scatter3(NC,NG1 ,model(NC,NG1)

,'filled ','k');

19 hold on;

20 end

21 end

22 title(strcat('Total House

Churches After ',num2str(

YEARS), ' Years '));

23 xlabel('NC= #Trad.Churches

Enlisted /Yr');

24 ylabel('NG1= #G1 House

Churches Planted /Yr')

This Example Script performs a sensitivity analysis
on NC and NG1.
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AUXILIARY FUNCTION priority.m

1 function total = priority(C1,

PT1 ,FT1 ,G11 ,G21 ,trained ,

planted ,YEARS)

2 %% 1. ASSIGN PARAMETER VALUES

3 NC=trained; %% #churches FT

can enlist each year

4 NG1=planted; %% #G1 churches

FT can plant each year

5 %% 2. ASSIGN INITIAL VALUES

6 C(1,1)=C1; PT(1,1)=PT1; FT

(1,1)=FT1; G1(1,1)=G11; G2

(1,1)=G21;

7 %% 3. MODEL EQUATIONS

8 for n=2: YEARS

9 C(n,1) = C(n-1,1) + NC*FT(n

-1,1); % 1st modified

equation

10 FT(n,1) = FT(n-1,1) +1;

11 PT(n,1) = PT(n-1,1)+ C(n

-1,1);

12 G1(n,1) = G1(n-1,1)+NG1*FT(n

-1,1)+PT(n-1,1) -1; % 2nd

modified equation

13 G2(n,1) = 2*G2(n-1,1)+G1(n

-1,1);

14 end

15 total=G1(YEARS ,1)+G2(YEARS

,1); %% total house

churches after NUMYEARS

16 end

ASSIGNMENT

1. Modify the Example Script to do a sensitivity analysis us-
ing the parameter range 1 to 15 and measuring the total
number of house churches after 15 years.

2. Check the workspace windows for the values of model(1,15)
and model(15,1). What do these numbers indicate?

3. Write a report in OVERLEAF and submit a PDF link to
your report.
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PIE AND BAR CHARTS
OF TRAFFICKING DEMO-
GRAPHICS

Hussein was only 16 when he first experienced the jungle

camps of southern Thailand. These were places of tor-

ture, rape and death, the holding pens of a vast transna-

tional trafficking industry preying on the desperation and

isolation of thousands of stateless Rohingya. Hussein

lived through the horrors of these trafficking camps not

once, but twice. Now living in the relative safety of

Malaysia, his voice still cracks and breaks when he re-

counts what he witnessed there. “In total, I saw 13 peo-

ple die,” he says. There was a river by the camp which

was used as a toilet and some people drank that water.

Those who could not pay [a ransom] were tortured by

the brokers. The second time he was held in the jungle,

he was among groups of young migrants forced to dig a

mass graves (sic) for corpses of those who had died or

been killed. When his family was unable to pay a ran-

som, the teenager was taken by truck from the jungle

to Songkhla, in southern Thailand. At the port he was

handed to a boat captain and taken on to a fishing boat

flying the Thai flag. He wouldn’t set foot on land again

for four years. Hussein is one of hundreds of Rohingya

migrants believed to have been sold from the trafficking

camps over the past decade to crew boats that service

Thailand’s $7.8bn seafood industry. [Quoted from [2]]

Introduction

After conducting research and collecting a large
amount of data, it can be difficult to understand
and gather meaning from the data. To better orga-
nize and understand the data in the context of the
situation, it helps to create visuals such as charts
and plots that summarize main ideas. The United
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) pub-
lished a 2014 Global Report on Trafficking in Per-
sons [3], which presents global information about
trafficking in a clear and poignant way. Figure 1
shows two plots from the 2014 Global Report on
Trafficking in Persons:

The bar chart furnishes data for five regions of
the world, showing for 2010-2012 the percentage of
convicted male traffickers to be greatest in Western
and Central Europe and convicted female traffickers
to be greatest in Eastern Europe and Central Asia.
The pie chart uses size, shape and color to indicate
emphatically how adult women comprise the major
percentage of trafficked persons. Representing raw
data graphically allows people to more easily grasp
an overview of the data.

Figure 1: UNODC data.

Objective

MATLAB can be used to create basic bar and pie
charts. In this lab, you will write a MATLAB script
that outputs a given set of data as a pie or bar
chart. The Example Script outputs a pie chart
called “Forms of Exploitation among Detected Traf-
ficking Victims” and a bar chart called “Share of
the Total Detected Victims who were Trafficked for
Forced Labor” (Figure 2). The pie and bar charts
are labeled accordingly (data source: [3])

Assignment

Use MATLAB to create an appropriately labeled pie
chart or bar chart of the given data. Submit a PDF of
your charts as well as answers to the discussion ques-
tions.

1. (PIE CHART) Trafficking flows by geographical
reach, 2010-2012 (or more recent):

DATA

Cross-Border within Same Subregion 0.37
Domestic (Within National Borders) 0.34
Transregional 0.26
From Nearby Subregion 0.03

2. (BAR CHART) Share of countries around the
world criminalizing trafficking in persons, partially
or in full compliance with the UN Trafficking in
Persons Protocol, 2003-2014:

DATA

YEAR COMPLIANT(%)
2003 42
2006 72
2008 75
2012 91
2014 95

Discussion Questions

1. In what way are the example output pie and bar
chart consistent?
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2. How do the figures compare to the data tables in
terms of understanding the meaning of the data?

3. How would one choose the type of chart to output
based on the data given?

TRAFFICKING INSIGHT
Perhaps the first thing which comes to mind for most

people when asked about human trafficking is the prob-
lem of sex trafficking. Indeed, the pie chart demon-
strates that this is the most prevalent form of trafficking.
Many American students are tempted to think slavery
ended in America after the Civil War. However, as the
bar chart indicates, given that the number of forced la-
bor victims has steadily increased from 2007 to 2011,
slavery is indeed very modern. Commenting on the
Global Slavery Index report’s findings, Andrew Forrest,
chairman of the Walk Free Foundation, said: “There is
an assumption that slavery is an issue from a bygone
era. Or that it only exists in countries ravaged by war
and poverty. These findings show that modern slavery
exists in every country. We are all responsible for the
most appalling situations where modern slavery exists
and the desperate misery it brings upon our fellow hu-
man beings. The first step in eradicating slavery is to
measure it. And with that critical information, we must
all come together - governments, businesses and civil so-
ciety - to finally bring an end to the most severe form of
exploitation” [1].

EXAMPLE SCRIPT Lab1.m

1 clear all; close all;

2
3 %%% A. MAKE PIE CHART

4 P=[.53 .4 .003 .07]

5 figure;

6 pie(P)

7 title('Forms of Exploitation

Among Detected Trafficking

Victims , 2011');

8 labels = {'Sexual Exploitation

'; 'Forced Labor'; 'Organ

Removal ';'Others '};

9 legend(labels ,'Location ','

southeastoutside ','

Orientation ','vertical ');

10
11 %%% B. MAKE BAR CHART

12 x=[2007:2011]; %colon

abbreviates writing [2007,

2008, 2009, 2010, 2011]

13 y=[32 ,33 ,35 ,36 ,40];

14 figure;

15 bar(x,y);

16 title('Forced Labor as % of

total detected Traficking

Victims , 2007 -2011');

17 xlabel('Year')

18 ylabel('% of Total Detected

Victims ');

19 axis ([2006 ,2012 ,0 ,45]); %2006<

x <2012; 0<y<45

20 for i=1: numel(y) %%number

elements (data values) in y

21 text(x(i),y(i),num2str(y(i

)),'HorizontalAlignment

','center ',...

22 'VerticalAlignment ','

bottom ') %%places text

at coordinates (x(i),y(

i)) on the bar chart

23 end
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Figure 2: Example Script output plots.
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SCATTERPLOTS OF TRAF-
FICKING INDICES

With the help of a labor broker, 16-year-old Iok
left Nepal for a job in Qatar. He was too young
to legally migrate for work, but the broker who
recruited him obtained a fake passport so Iok
would appear to be 20 years old. The broker
charged Iok an illegally high recruitment fee, so
he left with a large debt that he had agreed to
pay back at a 36 percent interest rate. Two
months later, Iok died of cardiac arrest while
working in harsh conditions. Migrant workers in
parts of the Gulf, including Qatar, have com-
plained of excessive work hours with little to
no pay in scorching heat. Many workers also
allege their housing complexes are overcrowded
and have poor sanitation. Iok’s parents received
no money for his two months’ work. [Quoted from
[4])]

Introduction

Three widely used index measurements of human traf-
ficking are the Department of State’s 3-Tier classifica-
tion [4], the European Union’s Prosecution, Protection,
and Prevention Index (3P) [1], and the Global Slavery
Index (GSI) [5]. The U.S. 3-Tier classification was man-
dated in the year 2000 by the Victims of Trafficking and
Violence Protection Act (TVPA). Tier 1, the highest
ranking, indicates a national government has addressed
human trafficking at or above the minimum standards
for combating trafficking set by the TVPA. Tier 2 coun-
tries do not fully comply with the TVPA minimum stan-
dards but are making significant effort towards compli-
ance. Tier 2 Watch List are additionally characterized
by large numbers of victims of severe forms of trafficking
or a failure to provide evidence of increasing efforts to
combat severe forms of trafficking by any of the follow-
ing measures: i) increased investigations, prosecution,
and convictions of trafficking crimes; ii) increased assis-
tance to victims; and iii) decreased government complic-
ity. Tier 3 governments neither fully comply with the
TVPAs minimum standards nor are they making signif-
icant efforts to do so.

The 3P index is constructed from the U.S. State De-
partment Trafficking in Persons Report (2014) and the
UN’s Global Report on Trafficking in Persons [3]. The
3P index is based on the year 2000 Palermo Protocol
[2] (the international standard) rather than TVPA (the
U.S. standard). The 3P’s are: (1) PROSECUTION–
criminalization and enforcement; (2) PROTECTION–
amnesty, legal medical, vocational, rehabilitative, and
other assistance for victims of trafficking; and (3)
PREVENTION–awareness campaigns, training of gov-
ernment officials, and internal/international coordina-
tion of anti-trafficking measures. Each P is measured
on a scale from 1-5, with 1 being the worst and 5 the

best. Thus a country’s 3P index may range from 3-15,
with 15 being the most desirable. In 2014, Spain was the
only country to achieve a full score of 15, and 4 coun-
tries (Syria, North Korea, Libya and Equatorial Guinea)
received the lowest possible score of 3.

The GSI is a rank ordering of trafficking prevalence,
from 1 to 167, of countries in the world, with 1 being the
worst (Mauritania, with an estimated 4% of its popula-
tion in slavery) and 167 the best (Iceland, with an esti-
mated .007% prevalence). Determination of prevalence
in each country is a difficult problem due to insufficient
data, and the exact percentage is impossible to deter-
mine. The GSI makes use of random sampling and pri-
mary source data for 19 countries. The remaining preva-
lences are then calculated by extrapolation involving 7
groups or clusters of countries which are obtained by
a statistical technique called k-means clustering. Clus-
ters are characterized by similar form and stability of
government, and population size.

The validity of these indices has been questioned. For
example, 3-Tier values have in some cases been adjusted
for political reasons (eg. a trade agreement) and most of
the GSI values involve extrapolations. A simple scatter-
plot can be used to explore whether the three indices are
consistent with each other: do countries with the same
Tier values have similar (clustered) 3P and GSI indices?

Objective

We would like to compare the 3P and GSI indices for
countries with the same 3-Tier ranking to check the con-
sistency of these indices as indicators of the level of the
trafficking problem in each country. A scatterplot of
(3P,GSI) values with marker symbols distinguishing tier
ranking will be used to obtain a visual representation of
the 3 index values.

Assignment

1. Study the EXAMPLE MATLAB SCRIPT 1 and
then use MATLAB to make a scatterplot of the
3P (x-coordinate) and GSI (y-coordinate) data
for Tier 2 (+ marker) and Tier 2 watchlist
(o marker) (see Figure 1). Begin by creating
an Excel file with each row representing a dif-
ferent country and three columns giving corre-
sponding 3-Tier index, 3P index, and GSI val-
ues. (Index values for 166 countries may be ex-
tracted from the Excel file Lab2.xlsx downloadable
at https://github.com/pisihara/PRIMUS.) Your
MATLAB script should generate a scatterplot sim-
ilar to the EXAMPLE OUTPUT PLOT. Submit a
PDF of your scatterplot together with answers to
the discussion questions.

2. Looking at the Example Output scatterplot, the
data points appear to lie along a line with posi-
tive slope: the higher the 3P score, the higher the
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GSI ranking. Given a set of data S = {(xi, yi) | i =
1, ..., n}, the least squares regression line ŷ = mx+b
is the one which best fits the data points in the
sense it minimizes the sum of squared residuals
(SSR):

SSR =

n∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)
2 =

n∑
i=1

[yi − (mxi + b)]2. (6)

Using Example MATLAB Script 2, we obtain the
regression coefficients m = 9.77 (slope is positive
as we expected) and b = −5.13 (y-intercept), and
also the sum of squared residuals SSR =298,189.7.
Add the regression line to the example output plot.

Discussion Questions

1. What general trend in your scatterplot would you
expect to see if the three indices were consistent
with each other?

2. Use your scatterplot to identify a Tier 2 watchlist
country whose 3P and GSI values are inconsistent
with each other. Explain the inconsistency math-
ematically, and also by doing research about the
country’s trafficking problem as described in the
three index reports.

3. Repeat the above to identify a Tier 2 country whose
3P and GSI are consistent with each other, but not
with their Tier value.

EXAMPLE SCRIPT 1 Lab2.m

1 %%%%%%

2 %%%%%% MATLAB LAB 2 EXAMPLE:

SCATTERPLOTS

3 %%%%%%

4 clear all; close all;

format long;

5 %%%%%%

6 %%% A. READ IN RAW DATA

7 %%%%%%

8 Data=xlsread('Lab2.xlsx','C2:

E167');

9 TotalRows=length(Data);

10 for i=1: TotalRows

11 THREETIER(i)=Data(i,1);

12 THREEP(i)=Data(i,2);

13 GSI(i)=Data(i,3);

14 end

15 %%%%%

16 %%% B. SELECT 3P AND GSI DATA

FOR TIER 1&3 COUNTRIES

17 %%%%%

18 j=1;k=1;

19 for i=1: TotalRows

20 if (THREETIER(i)==1) %Tier

1 Data

21 THREEP1(j,1)=Data(i,2);

22 GSI1(j,1)=Data(i,3);

23 j=j+1;

24 end

25 if (THREETIER(i)==3) %Tier

3 Data

26 THREEP3(k,1)=Data(i,2);

27 GSI3(k,1)=Data(i,3);

28 k=k+1;

29 end

30 end

31 %%%%%

32 %%% C. PLOT TIER 1 3P AND GSI

INDEX DATA

33 %%%%%

34 figure;

35 axis ([0 ,15 ,0 ,175])

36 scatter(THREEP1 ,GSI1 ,'+', 'k'

,'LineWidth ' ,2);

37 hold on;

38 scatter(THREEP3 ,GSI3 ,'o','k')

;
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EXAMPLE SCRIPT 1 (cont.)

39 % Add title and axis labels

40 title('Tier 3(o marker) 2014

INDICES Tier 1(+ marker)

','LineWidth ',2 );

41 xlabel('THREE P')

42 ylabel('GSI')

Figure 1: Example Script 1 output plot.

TRAFFICKING INSIGHT

Tier 1 countries, according to the U.S. State Depart-
ment, are most proactive in fighting trafficking. Thus, as
one would expect, Tier 1 countries tend to have higher
3P (9 or above) and GSI (over 70) index values. Of the
above plotted points, Slovakia, with a GSI score under
80 and 3P score of 11 (protection score 3/5) is most
incongruous with its Tier 1 ranking. The 2 countries
with 3P ranking of 9 and GSI value over 160 (Norway
and Iceland) exhibit the most incongruity of “high” GSI
and “low” 3P values for the Tier 1 group. Norway’s
prevention and Iceland’s low prosecution rating (both
2/5) contributed to the latter. Tier 3 countries (those
with the greatest trafficking problem according to the
U.S. State Department), as we would expect, clearly
have lower 3P and GSI values than Tier 1 countries.
Notable among Tier 3 with a 3P index of 9 and GSI
above 140 (putting it at the fringe of Tier 1 countries) is
Cuba. The GSI report indicates Cuba has a trafficking
prevalence of only .036% which was third lowest of 27
countries in the Americas next to the U.S. (.019%) and
Canada (.013%). The State Department 3-Tier report
comments “The scope of trafficking involving Cuban cit-
izens is difficult to verify because of sparse independent
reporting...” and mentions claims by some that govern-
ment authorities are involved in trafficking.

EXAMPLE SCRIPT 2

1 clear all; close all; format

long;

2 %% Compute the regression

coefficients.

3 Data = xlsread('Traffickingdata

.xlsx', 'C2:E166');

4 X = [ones(size(Data (:,1))) Data

(:,2)]; %%Data (:,2) has the

3P Values

5 coefficients = X\Data (:,3); %%

Data (:,3) has the GSI Values

6 b=coefficients (1);

7 m=coefficients (2);
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DATA PROCESSING AND
GSI METHODOLOGY

Silvia was promised a good job with a stable
income in a European country when she left
Moldova. But her dream of making a better
life abroad quickly turned into a nightmare when
she arrived in the destination country and was
promptly stripped of her documents by the men
who had brought her. Silvia, like most traffick-
ing victims willing to tell their story to journal-
ists, did not give her full name or many specifics
about her experience in order to protect her
identity. She said her captors told her there was
no job waiting, but she still owed them money for
transporting her. In order to pay back this debt,
she was forced to work as a sex worker, seeing
between 80-100 clients per day, and was severely
beaten if she refused. After the five-month or-
deal, she was finally able to escape with the help
of a sympathetic client. [Quoted from [1]]

Introduction

The Global Slavery Index (GSI) is a quantitative ap-
proach to ranking countries by their human trafficking
levels. “The Global Slavery Index is a tool for citizens,
non-government organizations (NGOs), businesses, and
public officials to understand the size of the problem,
existing responses, and contributing factors, so they can
build sound policies that will end modern slavery.” ([2])

The 2014 GSI report includes three separate types of
country rankings:

� PREVALENCE (the estimated proportion of a
given country’s population in modern slavery);

� GOVERNMENT RESPONSE; and

� VULNERABILITY.

In this lab, we will focus on the government response
dimension. (Lab 4 explores the relationship between
vulnerability and prevalence.)

Objective

In this lab we explore certain elements of the GSI
methodology related to government response (for the full
description of this methodology, see http://www.global
slaveryindex.org/download/). Government response is
measured with the summed scores of the 5 response ob-
jectives shown in Table 1. A maximum score of 64 is
possible.

Scores for each objective are obtained using available
data which focuses on each response objective’s activi-
ties or “standards”. For example, for Response Objec-
tive 1 (survivors are supported) is measured using the 9
standards shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Government response objectives.

OBJ. FOCUS MAX.
SCORE

R1
Survivors are identified, sup-
ported to exit and remain out
of modern slavery

18

R2
Criminal justice mechanisms
address modern slavery.

14

R3
Coordination and accountabil-
ity mechanisms for the central
government are in place.

12

R4
Attitudes, social systems and
institutions that enable mod-
ern slavery are addressed.

16

R5

Businesses and governments
through their public procure-
ment stop sourcing goods and
services that use modern slav-
ery.

4

Table 2. The 9 Standards used to measure gov-
ernment response (R1)

R1/S1
The government educates the public on
modern slavery and identification mecha-
nisms.

R1/S2
The government runs a phone hotline where
modern slavery crimes can be reported to
trained phone operators.

R1/S3
Front line law enforcement have been
trained on victim identification.

R1/S4
Front line workers in legal, health and social
services have had basic training on victim
identification.

R1/S5
Information is provided in problematic sec-
tors, including targeted information cam-
paigns.

R1/S6 Victim support services are provided.
R1/S7 Holistic victim support services exist.
R1/S8 Victim support services are functioning ef-

fectively.

R1/S9
Coordination mechanism for referring vic-
tims to services (government and CSO) is
functioning.
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Each of these 9 standards is measured using indica-
tors. For example, Standard 1 (“The government ed-
ucates the public on modern slavery and identification
mechanisms”) is measured by 3 indicators (Table 3).
For each standard, a maximum of 2 points is possible,
with 2* indicating all indicators have been met.

Table 3. The 3 indicators used to measure
Response 1/Standard 1 (R1/S1)

R1/S1/I1

Some information disseminated about
reporting or how to identify victims,
such as distributing indicators of mod-
ern slavery since 2009 = 1 point;

AND

R1/S1/I2

some kind of coordination or planning
of public information campaigns, such
as coordination body oversees the pro-
cess= 2 points;

OR

R1/S1/I3
increased reporting of modern slavery
cases in recent years = 2 points.

All 3 indicators present= 2*points

Point scores for the 9 Objective 1 standards for twenty
fictional countries are shown in Table 4. The EXAM-
PLE MATLAB SCRIPT shows how to sum the scores
for the 9 standards and then rank order the countries for
Government Response Objective 1 by means of a sorting
subroutine.

Table 4. Scores for 20 Fictional Government Re-
sponses (Objective 1 Standards)

Ctry

Code

R1
S1

R1
S2

R1
S3

R1
S4

R1
S5

R1
S6

R1
S7

R1
S8

R1
S9

1 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1
2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
3 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
4 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2
5 0 2 2* 1 0 1 0 1 1
6 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1
7 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
8 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
10 1 2* 2* 1 1 2 1 1 1
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
12 2 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 2
13 1 1 0 1 2 1 1 0 1
14 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
15 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
16 2 1 1 2 2 0 1 1 1
17 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2
18 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
19 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
20 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2

Assignment

1. Table 5 gives the 5 GSI government re-
sponse objective total scores for 27 North and
South American countries (Lab3.xlsx download-
able at https://github.com/pisihara/PRIMUS.)
Use MATLAB to compile these government re-
sponse objective totals and then rank order the
countries. (Note: The Example script sorts the
data from Table 4. Several modifications are
needed to process the data in Table 5).

Table 5. GSI government response objective total
scores for 27 North and South American countries

Ctry Name Obj
1

Obj
2

Obj
3

Obj
4

Obj
5

(18
max)

(14
max)

(12
max)

(16
max)

(4
max)

1 Haiti 4 5.3 3 3 0
2 Suriname 2 5.7 4 4 0
3 Guyana 8 5.7 3 6 0
4 Mexico 10 10.3 6 8 0
5 Colombia 6 5.7 4 8 0
6 Peru 9 7.7 7 8 0
7 Ecuador 7 7.3 5 6 0
8 Guatemala 8 9.3 6 9 0
9 Bolivia 4 10.0 4 7 0
10 Honduras 4 5.7 6 7 0
11 Paraguay 7 11.0 6 10 0
12 El Salvador 5 5.7 5 6 0
13 Nicaragua 8 9.0 7 7 0
14 Chile 8 9.3 6 9 0
15 Costa Rica 8 7.7 5 8 0
16 Panama 3 8.7 7 7 0
17 Uruguay 8 5.0 5 8 0
18 Venezuela 4 3.7 3 6 0
19 Argentina 14 13.0 3 9 0
20 Dominican

Rep.
6 9.3 5 6 0

21 Trinidad&Tobago 5 8.3 4 8 0
22 Jamaica 10 10.3 8 7 0
23 Barbados 6 7.3 5 8 0
24 Brazil 11 7.3 9 14 2
25 Cuba 4 6.3 2 3 0
26 United States 7 13.3 9 15 3
27 Canada 8 11.3 7 13 0

2. Given n data values X = (x1, x2, ..., xn) and n data
values Y = (y1, ..., yn), we define X̄ to be the mean
or average of the values in set X and Ȳ to be the
mean or average of the values in set Y as follows:

X̄ = (x1 + x2 + ... + xn)/n

Ȳ = (y1 + y2 + ... + yn)/n.

The correlation between X and Y , denoted rXY is
computed using a function called the covariance:

rXY =
COV (X,Y )

(COV (X,X))1/2(COV (Y, Y ))1/2
,

where

COV (X,Y ) = (x1− X̄)(y1− Ȳ ) + (x2− X̄)(y2− Ȳ ) + ...+
(xn − X̄)(yn − Ȳ ),

COV (X,X) = (x1 − X̄)2 + (x2 − X̄)2 + ...(xn − X̄)2, and
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COV (Y, Y ) = (y1 − Ȳ )2 + (y2 − Ȳ )2 + ...(yn − Ȳ )2.

We define the correlation function COR(X,Y) in
MATLAB in a script saved in a MATLAB .m
file with the same name as the function, namely
COR.m.

AUXILIARY FUNCTION COR.m

1 function cor = COR(X,Y)

2 covnum = 0;

3 covden1 = 0;

4 covden2 =0;

5 for i=1: length(X)

6 covnum = covnum + (X(i,1)-

mean(X))*(Y(i,1)-mean(Y

));

7 covden1 = covden1 + (X(i

,1)-mean(X))^2;

8 covden2 = covden2 + (Y(i

,1)-mean(Y))^2;

9 end

10 cor = covnum /( covden1*covden2

)^.5;

This function takes as inputs two data variables
X and Y with the same number of entries, and
outputs their covariance. Saving the COR.m file in
the same folder as your MATLAB script will enable
you to “call” the covariance function as often as
needed shown in the Example Script.

EXAMPLE SCRIPT “Calling” COR.m

1 for n=1:4

2 for m=1:4

3 r(m,n) = COR(X(:,n),X

(:,m));

4 end

5 end

Let X1, X2, X3, and X4 contain the 27 data values for
Objectives 1 through 4 respectively in Table 5.

a) Use MATLAB to compute values for a variable r(i, j)
such that r(i, j) = rXiXj where 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 and 1 ≤ j ≤ 4.

b) Find i∗ and j∗ so that r(i∗, j∗) ≥ r(i, j) for all i and
j.

c) Make a scatter plot of points (xn, yn) where xn is the
nth data value of Xi∗ and yn is the nth data value of
Xj∗ . Add the regression line to your scatter plot.

d) Repeat parts b) and c) only this time choosing i∗ and
j∗ so that r(i∗, j∗) ≤ r(i, j) for all i and j.

e) What property(s) of the correlation rXY might you
conjecture based on this exercise?

Discussion Questions

1. What are your thoughts on the pros and cons of
the GSI methodology for measuring government re-
sponse? For example, why is it helpful to specify
response objectives? What difficulties might ex-
ist in implementing this methodology in different
countries?

2. What surprises you most about the GSI govern-
ment response rankings for North/South American
countries?

TRAFFICKING INSIGHT

The GSI report ranked North Korea, Iran and Syria 1,
2, and 3 respectively in weakest government response,
with U.S.A., Netherlands and Sweden ranked 1, 2, and
3 respectively for strongest government response. Re-
member that the GSI report provides three separate
rankings, not only for government response, but also
for prevalence and for vulnerability. For example, the
USA’s prevalence (.019% ) was only ranked 12th (Ice-
land at .007% deemed to have the lowest prevalence) and
USA vulnerability ranked 15th (Norway was deemed to
be least vulnerable but ranked 4th in terms of lowest
prevalence). The GSI methodology is revised each year.
The overall 2013 GSI ranking was based on prevalence
(95%), in-and-out migration (2.5%) and child marriage
(2.5%). The new, separate rankings for government re-
sponse and vulnerability was a significant improvement
in the 2014 GSI report.
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EXAMPLE SCRIPT Lab3.m

1 %%%%%

2 %% MATLAB LAB 3 EXAMPLE: SUM

AND SORT GOV 'T RESPONSE

DATA

3 %%(see Table 4)

4 %%%%%

5 clear all; close all; format

long;

6 %%%%%

7
8 DATA=xlsread('L3DATA.xlsx','

RawData ','B2:J21');

9
10 %%Lines 11-17 sum the scores

of the 9 standards for Obj

. 1

11 for i=1: length(DATA)

12 RANKEDDATA(i,1)=i; %%1st

column gives country

codes

13 RANKEDDATA(i,2)=0; %%2nd

column gives Obj. 1

totals

14 for j=1:9

15 RANKEDDATA(i,2)=RANKEDDATA

(i,2)+DATA(i,j);

16 end

17 end

18
19 %%% Lines 20-33 sort the

ranked data by Objective

1 totals

20 for i=1: length(DATA)

21 for j = length(RANKEDDATA)

-1:-1:0

22 for a = 1:j

EXAMPLE SCRIPT (cont.)

23 if (RANKEDDATA(a,2) >

RANKEDDATA(a+1,2))

24 temp1=RANKEDDATA(a+1,1)

;

25 temp2=RANKEDDATA(a+1,2)

;

26 RANKEDDATA(a+1,1)=

RANKEDDATA(a,1);

27 RANKEDDATA(a+1,2)=

RANKEDDATA(a,2);

28 RANKEDDATA(a,1)=temp1;

29 RANKEDDATA(a,2)=temp2;

30 end

31 end

32 end

33 end

OUTPUT TABLE
COUNTRY OBJECTIVE 1

8 2
2 3
3 4
19 4
11 7
5 8
9 8
13 8
1 10
12 10
18 10
4 11
7 11
16 11
10 12
15 12
17 12
6 13
14 13
20 14
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LINEAR REGRESSION OF
TRAFFICKING
PREVALENCE

For most of the year, Dr. Tamara Khidoyatova
treats patients as a doctor at a hospital here in
this picturesque, old Silk Road city [in Uzbek-
istan]. But for a few weeks every autumn, she is
forced to pick cotton, for which she is paid little
or nothing. Throughout the fall, when the cotton
harvest comes in, the government drafts about a
million people, primarily public-sector employ-
ees and professionals, to work as cotton pickers,
helping bring in the harvest for the world’s fifth-
largest cotton exporting nation. “You come to
work, with all the makeup, wearing nice clothes,
good shoes,” Dr. Khidoyatova, 61, said. “And
the polyclinic director runs in and says, ‘I need
40 people in the field, the bus is outside, hurry,
hurry!′” That was just a day trip. But most peo-
ple are given some notice, and then go away for
a month at a time. Once in the fields, pickers
loop heavy cloth sacks over their necks, stoop be-
tween the furrows and repeatedly clutch at the
white puffs to gather a quota of 120 pounds of
raw cotton a day. At night, they sleep on cots
in the gymnasiums of village schools or in crude
barracks in the fields. In simplest terms, it is
a system of forced labor, rights groups and in-
ternational labor monitors say, an old scourge
of the cotton industry that has returned to life.
With its monopoly on the industry, the govern-
ment pays far below world prices for the cot-
ton, reaping extortionate profits that help bal-
ance the budget. [Quoted from [1]]

Introduction

Country-wide prevalence of human trafficking is a com-
plex and multifaceted issue that may be correlated to
a great number of variables such as GDP, literacy rate
and unemployment level. The 2014 Global Slavery In-
dex (GSI) [2] ranks countries on the basis of prevalence
(percent of total population being trafficked). The GSI
report also includes rankings for government response
to trafficking and a country’s vulnerability to traffick-
ing. In this lab, we will explore the relationship be-
tween the GSI’s prevalence estimate and vulnerability
rating for countries in a given world region. The Global
Slavery Index (GSI) estimates prevalence of human traf-
ficking using (1) Secondary source estimates for slavery
in 9 “base” countries (Belarus, Bulgaria, DRC, Haiti,
Moldova, Namibia, Niger, Romania, Ukraine); (2) Ran-
dom sample surveys to estimate prevalence (percent in
slavery) for an additional 10 “base” countries (Brazil,

Ethiopia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan,
Qatar, Russia, Saudia Arabia); (3) Extrapolation from
these 19 base countries to 148 additional countries (4)
Country level adjustments, for example, by comparing
extrapolations with additional secondary source esti-
mates. As shown in Table 1, vulnerability is measured
using five dimensions: Slavery Policy, Human Rights,
Development, State Stability, and Discrimination. For
each dimension, each country is assigned a score from 1-
100 obtained by consideration of a number of variables
whose values are obtained from surveys and/or other
data sources such as the U.S. State Department 3-Tier
and European Union 3P reports. In this lab we will
explore for a given world region how well a country’s 5
vulnerability dimensions predict its GSI prevalence.

Table 1 Vulnerability dimensions
VULNERABILITY
DIMENSION

VARIABLES

Slavery Policy
(POL)

prevention, prosecution, protec-
tion, law enforcement, training,
migration regulation

Human Rights
(HURT)

access to legal and property
rights, political rights, civil lib-
erties, freedom of assembly, free-
dom of religion, freedom of
speech, and workers’ rights

Development(DEV)

access to financial services, cell
phone users, credit, informa-
tion, Gross Domestic Product per
capita in terms of purchasing
power parity, Human Develop-
ment index,

Stability(STAB)

international debt, internet ac-
tivity, literacy, social safety net
corruption, governance, indepen-
dence of judiciary, peace in-
dex, political instability, violent
crime,weapons access

Discrimination(DISCR)

Gini coefficient, women’s eco-
nomic rights, women’s political
rights, sexual orientation, dis-
abled rights, immigrants, racial
and ethnic minorities

Objective

We will predict prevalence levels for countries in a given
region by means of a multiple linear regression model
which uses the 5 vulnerability dimensions for inputs and
the estimated GSI prevalency (P) as the output. For
example, Table 2 shows vulnerability dimensions and
prevalence data for the Russia and Eurasia region. Our
multiple linear regression model has the form

P = a + bPOL + cHURT + dDEV +

eSTAB + fDISCR.

The regression coefficients a, b, c, d, e, and f are con-
stants determined using the regional country data in
such a way as to minimize the sum of squared differences
between the GSI’s prevalency levels and the prevalency
levels obtained by applying the regression model for-
mula. The Example Script shows how to use MATLAB
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to compute the multiple linear regression model coeffi-
cients a, b, c, d, e, and f . The output table is a set of
points (GSI prevalence, Model prevalence) from which
we can create a scatterplot (Figure 1) to compare vi-
sually the regression model prediction of each country’s
prevalence level with the GSI estimates of prevalence
levels.

Assignment

Using the Example Script as a template, first obtain
a multiple linear regression model prediction of preva-
lences for the countries in the Sub-Saharan African re-
gion (Table 3) using the five vulnerability dimensions
as the predictor variables (Lab4.xlsx downloadable at
https://github.com/pisihara/PRIMUS.) Then make a
scatterplot which shows the model predicted prevalence
and the GSI estimates. Your plot should look something
like the Output Figure. Submit a PDF of your scatter-
plot together with answers to the discussion questions.

Discussion Questions

1. Comment on the prevalences for Sub-Saharan
Africa and Russia/Eurasia.

2. Do you notice any significant outlier(s)
in the regression model? What does
the GSI report say about the out-
lier(s)? http://reporterbrasil.org.br/wp-
content/uploads/2014/11/GlobalSlavery 2014 LR-
FINAL.pdf)

Table 2 Vulnerability and Prevalence in the Rus-
sia and Eurasia Region

Country Code POL HURT DEV STAB DISCR P

Belarus 1 64.6 97.3 36.4 54.5 34.7 0.1215

Moldova 2 4.5 58.0 40.1 52.6 53.6 0.9362

Russia 3 54.0 89.9 29.7 67.0 47.5 0.7315

Ukraine 4 57.6 46.0 38.9 61.1 40.0 0.2476

Armenia* 5 4.5 63.7 35.7 51.6 54.8 0.3600

Azerbaijan* 6 43.4 85.2 36.7 59.5 43.4 0.3592

Georgia* 7 57.6 71.9 37.0 45.9 46.8 0.3600

Kazakhstan* 8 36.4 75.8 34.0 57.8 38.0 0.3592

Kyrgyzstan* 9 68.2 64.3 45.3 57.0 43.1 0.3592

Tajikistan* 10 39.9 78.0 51.1 57.1 38.5 0.3592

Turkmenistan* 11 64.6 100.0 45.0 64.7 46.3 0.3592

Uzbekistan* 12 54.0 91.8 39.0 62.8 38.6 3.9729

*Extrapolated

TRAFFICKING INSIGHT Uzbekistan (4%) is
clearly the outlier in the Russia/Eurasia region for GSI
prevalence. According to the GSI methodology report
“Based on consulting secondary sources, and given its
well documented and extensive use of forced labor by
the government, the WFF has taken a decision to treat
Uzbekistan as a unique case to ensure the figures bet-
ter reflect the reality. As a result, the calculation for
Uzbekistan is a combination of conservative estimates
of nationals forced to pick cotton, and the Russia proxy
for all other cases of modern slavery (excluding forced
labor in the farming sector to limit double counting of

Table 3 Vulnerability and Prevalence in the Sub-Saharan
African Region

Country Code POL HURT DEV STAB DISCR P

Mauritania 1 92.9 75.3 76.8 62.7 67.6 4.0000

DRC 2 78.8 78.0 83.9 80.7 64.3 1.1300

Sudan 3 78.8 100.0 79.7 79.8 59.9 1.1300

Centr Afr Rep 4 92.9 83.5 82.3 77.0 66.2 1.1300

Rep of Congo 5 64.6 50.5 69.6 57.3 69.4 1.1061

Namibia 6 78.8 23.0 49.6 35.7 72.5 0.9068

Botswana 7 85.9 35.5 50.2 29.6 53.6 0.9068

Ghana 8 71.7 25.9 67.9 46.2 63.5 0.7456

Mozambique 9 54.0 44.9 77.8 55.5 41.0 0.7456

Niger 10 61.1 47.8 86.9 55.2 50.2 0.7456

Burkina Faso 11 54.0 38.8 83.7 58.9 42.8 0.7456

Malawi 12 64.6v 43.5 89.1 41.6 57.9 0.7456

Zambia 13 61.1 51.1 71.4 48.5 67.7 0.7456

Senegal 14 43.4 38.1 76.4 54.3 55.7 0.7456

Benin 15 61.1 36.7 80.3 51.0 50.1 0.7456

Togo 16 68.2 50.5 76.9 60.4 48.1 0.7456

Liberia 17 78.8 35.9 81.6 53.7 52.0 0.7456

Lesotho 18 82.3 34.0 70.4 46.0 52.1 0.7456

Tanzania 19 54.0 62.9 81.6 54.9 67.5 0.7114

Côte d’Ivoire 20 57.6 65.6 78.5 67.6 55.7 0.7114

Mali 21 92.9 41.7 81.4 64.5 45.7 0.7114

Chad 22 75.3 60.7 86.4 74.1 64.9 0.7114

Rwanda 23 75.3 71.2 70.2 45.9 54.1 0.7114

Guinea 24 71.7 64.3 82.4 69.7 61.5 0.7114

South Sudan 25 82.3 53.3 78.5 72.5 57.3 0.7114

Burundi 26 78.8 55.2 81.9 66.4 41.7 0.7114

Sierra Leone 27 68.2 42.0 86.0 50.7 68.2 0.7114

Gambia 28 57.6 53.3 82.5 60.6 58.8 0.7114

Djibouti 29 68.2 75.3 72.5 56.1 52.7 0.7114

Cape Verde 30 50.5 9.3 43.6 33.6 61.4 0.6368

Swaziland 31 64.6 69.5 55.2 55.8 73.2 0.5359

Guinea-Bissau 32 92.9 50.5 82.6 72.0 60.0 0.5001

Nigeria 33 50.5 72.7 58.5 68.4 71.0 0.4805

Angola 34 71.7 75.3 63.4 61.4 54.4 0.4348

Zimbabwe 35 85.9 91.8 63.9 70.9 53.5 0.4348

Somalia 36 85.9 100.0 92.8 85.5 100.0 0.4348

Eritrea 37 92.9 100.0 86.3 55.9 83.5 0.4348

Equatorial
Guinea

38 92.9 83.5 53.7 62.8 58.8 0.4348

Ethiopia 39 36.4 92.6 82.7 52.7 53.8 0.4141

Uganda 40 39.9 72.4 72.4 51.2 54.4 0.3592

Cameroon 41 32.8 71.6 74.6 59.7 57.0 0.3592

Mauritius 42 68.2 30.8 38.9 21.4 42.3 0.2541

Gabon 43 50.5 45.6 49.8 46.4 63.8 0.2476

South Africa 44 43.4 24.8 38.2 46.9 55.6 0.2001

Kenya 45 78.8 68.5 54.4 67.3 56.0 0.1464

Madagascar 46 64.6 64.8 79.8 59.0 58.0 0.1326
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Figure 1: Example Script output plot.
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EXAMPLE SCRIPT Lab4.m

1 %% MATLAB LAB 4 EXAMPLE:

MULTIPLE REGRESSION OF

PREVALENCE

2 %% USING VULNERABILITY

PREDICTORS

3 clear all; close all; format

long;

4 DATA=xlsread('Lab4DataREV.xlsx'

,'Example ','B2:H13');

5
6 for i=1: length(DATA)

7 COUNTRY(i,1)=DATA(i,1);

8 %% Lines 14-18 Store

Vulnerability values

9 POL(i,1)=DATA(i,2); %

SLAVERY POLICY

10 HURT(i,1)=DATA(i,3); %

HUMAN RIGHTS

11 DEV(i,1)=DATA(i,4); %

DEVELOPMENT

12 STAB(i,1)=DATA(i,5); %

STATE STABILITY

13 DISCR(i,1)=DATA(i,6); %

DISCRIMINATION

14 P(i,1)=DATA(i,7);

15 end

16 %% Lines 22-23 Compute

Regression Coefficients

17 M = [ones(size(COUNTRY)) POL

HURT DEV STAB DISCR];

18 C = M\P; %REGRESSION

COEFFICIENTS

19
20 %%Lines 28-29 Compute Model

Prevalence

21 for i=1: length(DATA)

22 COMPARE(i,1)=P(i,1); %GSI

PREVALENCE

23 COMPARE(i,2)=C(1,1)+C(2,1)*

POL(i,1)+C(3,1)*HURT(i

,1)+...

24 +C(4,1)*DEV(i,1)+C(5,1)*

STAB(i,1)+C(6,1)*DISCR(

i,1); %MODEL PREVALENCE

25 end

26 xlswrite('Lab4Data.xlsx',

COMPARE ,'comparison ');

enslaved persons). Inclusion of the Russia proxy ac-
counts for slavery which is not state-imposed. The ad-
justed Russia proxy combined with the base number of
one million results in a proportion of 0.03972895.”

References
[1] Mirovalev, M. and Kramer, A. (2013) Mansur Mirovalev

and Andrew E. Kramer, In Uzbekistan, the Practice of
Forced Labour Lives On During the Cotton Harvest, in
Walk Free foundation (2015) p.45.

[2] Walk Free Foundation (2015), The
Global Slavery Index 2014: Methodology,
http://d1p5uxokz2c0lz.cloudfront.net/wp-content/ up-
loads/ 2015/ 01/ GSI2014 full methodology new-op.pdf
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DYNAMICAL SYSTEM
MODEL OF HUMAN
TRAFFICKING

Introduction

The United Nation’s Palermo Protocol to Prevent, Sup-
press and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially
Women and Children (2000) defines human trafficking
as “the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring
or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of
force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud,
of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of
vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or
benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control
over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Ex-
ploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation
of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual ex-
ploitation, forced labor or services, slavery or practices
similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs.”
Indeed, human trafficking encompasses much more than
just sex-trafficking, but includes many other forms of
heinous human exploitation such as forced child mili-
tary enlistment, coerced menial labor and selling hu-
man organs. In every country human trafficking is a
complex, multi-dimensional problem connected to a host
of societal factors which contribute to vulnerability and
prevalence. As such, the problem of trafficking must be
addressed with a multi-faceted, cross-sectoral collabora-
tion including government, civil, educational and reli-
gious leaders and activists, as well as ordinary citizens.
Preventative, protective and prosecuting measures are
necessary to reduce and rescue trafficking victims.

Dynamical Systems models have been used to de-
scribe a wide variety of applications such as natural
disaster response ([2]) epidemics ([1]), and human traf-
ficking ([3]). (The articles [1, 2] are good examples of
how MATLAB can be used in more advanced model-
ing.) The type of dynamical system models we consider
in this Lab Manual contain a number of “compartments”
which measure population group sizes or concentrations
of various related entities together with rates of tran-
sitions between compartments (Figure 1). The size of
each compartment is measured by variables.

A transition diagram such as the one shown in the
Figure 1 helps to visualize relationships between the
variables measuring flow between compartments. We
will use the notation rX,Y to denote the proportion of
compartment X which moves to compartment Y each
month. For example rCV,CT = .01 means that 1% of
the vulnerable children become trafficked each month.
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Figure 1: Transition diagram showing compart-
ments (numbered 1-8) and transition rates between
these compartments.

MATLAB Script-writing Objec-
tive

Direct acquisition of trafficking data via surveys and
other qualitative or quantitative methods is particularly
difficult due to the illicit and confidential nature of hu-
man trafficking. Hypothetical transition rate constants
called parameters are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Hypothetical parameter values for a country or
region.

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value

rB,CS .09 rB,CV .03 rB,CT .01
rB,D .001 rCS,CV .05 rCS,CT .001
rCS,AS .04 rCS,AV .005 rCS,AT .005
rCS,D .0001 rCV,CS .01 rCV,CT .01
rCV,AS .005 rCV,AV .04 rCV,AT .005
rCV,D .0002 rCT,CS .0001 rCT,CV .005
rCT,AS .001 rCT,AV .001 rCT,AT .05
rCT,D .0003 rAS,AV .005 rAS,AT .001
rAS,D .004 rAV,AS .001 rAV,AT .005
rAV,D .002 rAT,AS .0001 rAT,AV .005
rAT,D .05

The transition of children or adults from one compart-
ment to another may be modeled by a system of differ-
ence equations which describes the changes in values of
variables between time step n and n+1 (n = 0, 1, ..., N),
where we take a unit time step to be 1 month (Table 2).
Once initial values have been assigned to each variable,
a MATLAB script can compute the values of the vari-
ables over any specified number of time steps N . The
values of one or more variables can then be plotted as a
time series to get an idea of the dynamical behavior of
the variable.

Of particular interest in our context is a sensitivity
analysis or change in parameter values which models
the effects of different slavery policies. In this lab we
will explore the effect of two trafficking policies:

� P1: Increase protection of vulnerable children.

� P2: Increase protection of adult trafficking victims.
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Table 2 Dynamical system model variables, initial con-
ditions, and equations
VARIABLES
B(n)=proportion of infants less than 1 yr. old at begin-
ning of month n
CS(n)=proportion children < 18 at beginning of month
n who are not in danger

of being trafficked
CV (n)=proportion under age 18 beginning of month n
who are at risk of being

trafficked
CT (n)=proportion children under age 18 beginning of
month n who are caught

in trafficking
AV (n)=proportion adults beginning of month n who are
at risk of being trafficked
AT (n)=proportion adults at beginning of month n who
are caught in trafficking
AS(n)=number adults beginning of month nwho are not
in danger of being trafficked

INITIAL CONDITIONS
B(0) = .01, CS(0) = .1, CV (0) = .045, CT (0) = 0,
AV (0) = .09, AT (0) = 0, AS(0) = .755

EQUATIONS
B(n+1) = .001+B(n)(1−rB,CS−rB,CV −rB,CT−rB,D)

CS(n+1) = (1−rCS,CV −rCS,CT −rCS,AS−rCS,AV −
rCS,AT − rCS,D)CS(n) + rB,CSB(n) + rCV,CSCV (n) +
rCT,CSCT (n)

CV (n+1) = (1−rCV,CS−rCV,CT −rCV,AS−rCV,AV −
rCV,AT − rCV,D)CV (n) + rB,CV B(n) + rCS,CV CS(n) +
rCT,CV CT (n)

CT (n+1) = (1−rCT,CS−rCT,CV −rCT,AS−rCT,AV −
rCT,AT − rCT,D)CT (n) + rB,CTB(n) + rCS,CTCS(n) +
rCV,CTCV (n)

AV (n + 1) = (1 − rAV,AS − rAV,AT − rAV,D)AV (n) +
rCS,AV CS(n) + rCV,AV CV (n) + rCT,AV CT (n) +
rAS,AV AS(n) + rAT,AV AT (n)

AT (n + 1) = (1 − rAT,AS − rAT,AV − rAT,D)AT (n) +
rCS,ATCS(n) + rCV,ATCV (n) + rCT,ATCT (n) +
rAS,ATAS(n) + rAV,ATAV (n)

AS(n + 1) = 1 − [B(n + 1) + CS(n + 1) + CV (n + 1) +
CT (n+ 1) + AV (n+ 1) + AT (n+ 1)]

To begin, we will use a straightforward approach to
MATLAB scriptwriting and change in parameter. We
will then show an alternate approach that turns the
model into a MATLAB function so that we can see more
clearly how the peak trafficked and vulnerable childhood
populations change with increased protection of vulner-
able children.

The Example Script 1 (38 lines in total) encodes our
model parameters, variables, initial conditions and equa-
tions, and then makes a plot of the child vulnerable and
child trafficked populations before and after enactment
of a child protection policy. We will explain in detail
how to analyze the first policy and leave as an assign-
ment analysis of the second policy. We will describe and
display the code in stages. The first part of the code
(lines 1-10) assigns the initial values to the variables.

Next, in lines 11-15 we assign the parameter values.

EXAMPLE SCRIPT 1 Lines 1-10 Lab5.m

1 clear all; close all; format

long;

2 %% ASSIGN INITIAL VALUES

3 B(1,1) =.01; B(1,2) =.01; % 1

PROPORTION <1 YR OLD

4 CS(1,1) =.1; CS(1,2) =.1; % 2

PROPORTION CHILD -SAFE

5 CV(1,1) =.045; CV(1,2)= .045; %

3 PROPORTION -VULNERABLE

6 CT(1,1)=0; CT(1,2)= 0; % 4

PROPORTION CHILD -TRAFFICKED

7 AV(1,1) =.09; AV(1,2)= .09; %

6 PROPORTION ADULT -

VULNERABLE

8 AT(1,1)=0; AT(1,2)= 0; % 7

PROPORTION ADULT -TRAFFICKED

9 AS(1,1)= 1-(B(1,1)+CS(1,1)+CV

(1,1)+CT(1,1)+AV(1,1)+AT

(1,1));% 5 PROPORTION ADULT

-SAFE

10 AS(1,2)= 1-(B(1,2)+CS(1,2)+CV

(1,2)+CT(1,2)+AV(1,2)+AT

(1,2));

11 %% ASSIGN PARAMETER VALUES

12 r12 =.09; r13 =.03; r14 =.01; r23

=.05; r24 =.001; r25 =.04; r26

=.005; r27 =.005; r28 =.0001;

13 r32 =.01; r34 =.01; r35 =.005; r36

=.04; r37 =.005; r38 =.0002; r42

=.0001; r43 =.005; r45 =.001; r46

=.001; r47 =.05; r48 =.0003;

14 r56 =.005; r57 =.001; r58 =.004; r65

=.001; r67 =.005; r68 =.002; r75

=.0001; r76 =.005; r78 =.05;

15 %% POLICY ENACTMENT
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In line 16 we introduce a new variable p which takes
on two levels: p = 1 (corresponding to no reduction in
vulnerable children trafficked) and p = .5 (correspond-
ing to a child protection policy which reduces by 50%
the vulnerable children who are trafficked).

16 p(1,1)= 1; p(2,1) =.5; %1=no

policy; 2=50% less

vulnerable children

trafficked

Lines 17-31 define the model equations. Note how p
multiplies r34 in lines 24 and 25. When p = 1, r34 is
unchanged; this represents the status quo. When p = .5,
the rate vulnerable children are trafficked is reduced to
.5r34. This reduction is attributed to enforcement of
child protection policy P1.

The remainder of the Example Script (lines 32-38) pro-
duces a graph of the child trafficked and child vulnerable
populations before (p=1) and after (p=.5) enactment of
the child protection policy P1. The output is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Example Script 1 output plot.

By simulating trafficking levels before and after the
change in parameter(s), the model gives a quantita-
tive prediction for short-range and/or long-range con-
sequences of a policy. Though a policy change may be
enforced and be effective at a given point in time, the
system dynamics model shows there may be a delay (in
this case, about half a year) before the enacted policy
results in a significant change in the system (marked de-
crease in child-trafficked and marked increase in child-
vulnerable proportions of the population). One should

17 %% SD EQUATIONS

18 for m=1:2

19 for n=1:60 %simulate for

60 months

20 Day(n,1)=n;

21 B(n+1,m)=.001+(1 -r12 -r13 -r14)*

B(n,m);

22 CS(n+1,m)=(1-r23 -r24 -r25 -r26 -

r27 -r28)*CS(n,m)+r12*B(n,1)

+r32*CV(n)+r42*CT(n,m);

23 CV(n+1,m)=(1-r32 -p(m)*r34 -r35 -

r36 -r37 -r38)*CV(n,m)+r13*B(

n,1)+r23*CS(n)+r43*CT(n,m);

24 CT(n+1,m)=(1-r42 -r43 -r45 -r46 -

r47 -r48)*CT(n,m)+r14*B(n,1)

+r24*CS(n,m)+p(m)*r34*CV(n,

m);

25 AS(n+1,m)=(1-r56 -r57 -r58)*AS(n

)+r25*CS(n,m)+r35*CV(n,m)+

r45*CT(n,m)+r65*AV(n,m)+r75

*AT(n,m);

26 AV(n+1,m)=(1-r65 -r67 -r68)*AV(n

)+r26*CS(n,m)+r36*CV(n,m)+

r46*CT(n,m)+r56*AS(n,m)+r76

*AT(n,m);

27 AT(n+1,m)=(1-r75 -r76 -r78)*AT(n

)+r27*CS(n,m)+r37*CV(n,m)+

r47*CT(n,m)+r57*AS(n,m)+r67

*AV(n,m);

28 AS(n+1,m)= 1-(B(n,m)+CS(n,m)+

CV(n,m)+CT(n,m)+AV(n,m)+AT(

n,m)); %total population =

1

29 end

30 end

31 days =60; figure;
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32 scatter(Day (1:days ,1),CV(1:

days ,2),'.','r','Linewidth '

,2); hold on;

33 scatter(Day (1:days ,1),CV(1:

days ,1),'o','b','Linewidth '

,2); hold on;

34 scatter(Day (1:days ,1),CT(1:

days ,2),'+','g','Linewidth '

,2); hold on;

35 scatter(Day (1:days ,1),CT(1:

days ,1),'x','k','Linewidth '

,2); hold on;;

36 title('CHILD TRAFIICKING

PREVALENCE ');

37 xlabel('MONTH '); ylabel('

proportion of total

population ');

38 legend('Child protection

Policy(Vulnerable)','No

Policy (vulnerable)','Child

protection policy (

trafficked)','No policy (

trafficked)','Location ','

northeast ');

not discard a good policy just because there are no im-
mediate, visible results. Moreover, the model output
graph shows for roughly 4 years a noticeable decrease in
the child trafficked population due to the policy. After
an impactful event (in this case the introduction of traf-
ficking and an immediate policy response into a region),
there is usually a period of transition period before the
system stabilizes at “equilibrium levels”. Note that after
five years the difference between stabilized proportions
of trafficked children with and without policy implemen-
tation is not as much as the difference at about year 2.
In any case, if even 1 child could be spared the trauma of
being trafficked, an implemented policy would not have
been totally in vain.

We will now turn to a second type of analysis which
focuses on the peak rather than long term child vul-
nerable and trafficked populations. Example Script 2
serves as the “main program” controlling the execution
of MATLAB commands. An auxiliary function called
“trafficking” is used in line 4 of Example Script 2. This
auxiliary function has been defined in a MATLAB file
with the same name (“trafficking.m”) The function has
a single input p (line 1 in trafficking.m), which is used
to specify that parameter r34 is reduced to p ·r34. Line 1
also shows the trafficking function returns the values of
CV and CT (which are computed over a 1 year period
in lines 3-31 of the trafficking.m script.) Example Script
2 creates a loop which assigns 100 p values between 0

and 1. The Using r34 = 1 in the auxiliary trafficking
function allows us to get the full range 0 < r34 ≤ 1. For
each value of the parameter r34, the maximum values of
CV and CT are obtained in lines 6 and 7. These are
then plotted as shown in Figure 2.

Assignment

1. Study Example Script 1 which simulates implemen-
tation of policy P1 by reducing the rate at which
vulnerable children are trafficked. Then do a MAT-
LAB simulation for policy P2 using the values given
in Table 2. Explore the effect of policy P2 by in-
creasing the value of parameter rAT,AV (i.e. MAT-
LAB parameter r76) until you observe a noticeable
drop in both the proportions of adult trafficked and
vulnerable populations. Make a graph which shows
the adult vulnerable and adult trafficked popula-
tions for the first 60 months, both with and with-
out policy P2. Your graph should like similar to
Figure 2.

2. Study Example Script 2 and the auxiliary traffick-
ing function defined in trfficking.m Do a sensitivity
analysis for parameter rAT,AV . Your output plot
should be something similar to the one shown in
Figure 3.
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EXAMPLE SCRIPT 2

1 clear all; close all; format

long;

2 for i=1:100

3 p=.01*i;

4 [cv,ct]= trafficking(p);

5 x(i,1)=p;

6 y1(i,1)=max(cv);

7 y2(i,1)=max(ct);

8 end

9 figure;

10 plot(x,y1 ,'b.'); hold on; %

child vulnerable

11 hold on

12 plot(x,y2 ,'r'); hold on; %

child trafficked

13 title('CHILD PROTECTION ');

14 xlabel('Proportion vulnerable

children who are trafficked

'); ylabel('proportion of

total population ');

15 legend('Maximum Vulnerable

Child Population ','Maximum

Trafficked Child Population

','Location ','southeast ');
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Figure 3: Example Script 2 output plot. Sensitivity
analysis shows how the maximum child trafficked
and maximum child vulnerable populations depend
on child protection policy enforcement.

AUXILIARY FUNCTION trafficking.m

1 function [CV,CT]= trafficking(

p)

2
3 %% ASSIGN INITIAL VALUES

4 B(1,1) =.001; B(1,2) =.01; %

1 PROPORTION <1 YR OLD

5 CS(1,1) =.1; CS(1,2) =.1; % 2

PROPORTION CHILD -SAFE

6 CV(1,1) =.045; CV(1,2)= .045;

% 3 PROPORTION -VULNERABLE

7 CT(1,1)=0; CT(1,2)= 0; % 4

PROPORTION CHILD -

TRAFFICKED

8 AV(1,1) =.09; AV(1,2)= .09; %

6 PROPORTION ADULT -

VULNERABLE

9 AT(1,1)=0; AT(1,2)= 0; % 7

PROPORTION ADULT -

TRAFFICKED

10 AS(1,1)= 1-(B(1,1)+CS(1,1)+CV

(1,1)+CT(1,1)+AV(1,1)+AT

(1,1));% 5 PROPORTION

ADULT -SAFE

11 AS(1,2)= 1-(B(1,2)+CS(1,2)+CV

(1,2)+CT(1,2)+AV(1,2)+AT

(1,2));

12 %%% ASSIGN PARAMETER VALUES

13 r1r18 =.001; r12 =.09; r13 =.03;

r14 =.01; r23 =.05; r24 =.001;

r25 =.04; r26 =.005; r27 =.005;

r28 =.0001; r32 =.01; r34=1;

r35 =.005; r36 =.04; r37 =.005;

r38 =.0002; r42 =.0001; r43

=.005; r45 =.001; r46 =.001;

r47 =.05; r48 =.0003; r56

=.005; r57 =.001; r58 =.004;

r65 =.001; r67 =.005; r68

=.002; r75 =.0001; r76 =.005;

r78 =.05;
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AUXILIARY FUNCTION trafficking.m (cont.)

14 %%% SD EQUATIONS

15 for m=1:2 %m=1 no policy

m=2 child protection P1

16 for n=1:365 %simulate

for 365 days

17 Day(n,1)=n;

18 B(n+1)=r1r18 +(1-r12 -r13 -r14)*

B(n);

19 CS(n+1)=(1-r23 -r24 -r25 -r26 -

r27 -r28)*CS(n)+r12*B(n)+

r32*CV(n)+r42*CT(n);

20 CV(n+1)=(1-r32 -p*r34 -r35 -r36 -

r37 -r38)*CV(n)+r13*B(n)+

r23*CS(n)+r43*CT(n);

21 CT(n+1)=(1-r42 -r43 -r45 -r46 -

r47 -r48)*CT(n)+r14*B(n)+

r24*CS(n)+p*r34*CV(n);

22 AS(n+1)=(1-r56 -r57 -r58)*AS(n)

+r25*CS(n)+r35*CV(n)+r45*

CT(n)+r65*AV(n)+r75*AT(n);

23 AV(n+1)=(1-r65 -r67 -r68)*AV(n)

+r26*CS(n)+r36*CV(n)+r46*

CT(n)+r56*AS(n)+r76*AT(n);

24 AT(n+1)=(1-r75 -r76 -r78)*AT(n)

+r27*CS(n)+r37*CV(n)+r47*

CT(n)+r57*AS(n)+r67*AV(n);

25 AS(n+1)= 1-(B(n)+CS(n)+CV(n)+

CT(n)+AV(n)+AT(n)); %total

population = 1

26 end

27 end

28 end %% MATLAB function must

end with an `end '

Discussion Questions

1. What value rAT,AV did you use for policy P2? How
long did it take for the effect to be observed? Why
does the proportion of adult trafficked change more
dramatically than the adult vulnerable population?

2. Discuss why a “weak policy” will have little effect
to reduce adult trafficking victims while a “strong
policy” must result in a sufficient increase in pa-
rameter rAT,AV .

3. Suggest another policy P3 for reducing the number
of trafficked persons (children and/or adults) and
describe the change in parameter(s) that would be
used to simulate policy P3.

4. How might you obtain actual rather than hypo-
thetical parameter values for a specific region or

country? Compare any “actual” parameter values
you can find with those appearing in Table 2. Why
are actual parameter values important in real-world
policy decisions?
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DATA STANDARDIZATION
AND HUMANITARIAN OR-
GANIZATIONS

A fledgling organization created by an individual
moved by humanitarian concern but untrained in
humanitarian logistics (HUMLOG) may become
an important player in disaster response. For
example, the relief organization CRASH (Wilson
2014), was founded in Japan with very modest
beginnings in 2005 by Jonathan Edwards Wilson,
an American missionary. Wilson saw a need for
the church to be engaged in such ministry but
was not taken seriously because of his lack of
experience. Undaunted, Wilson volunteered to
help with one disaster after another, and grew in
his knowledge of disaster response. In the 2 years
following the 2011 tsunami, CRASH delivered
$7 million in relief and was officially recognized
by the Japanese government for their exemplary
service. [14]

Introduction

Humanitarian organizations help individuals and com-
munities with a wide variety of needs arising from so-
cial inequities and injustice or natural and man-made
diasters. Humanitarian organizations vary in size, pres-
ence, and mission (whether faith based, or secular), as
well as the extent to which quantitative methods and
logistics are utilized. Building resilience in vulnera-
ble individuals and communities is an important goal
shared by humanitarian workers. Some people consider
humanitarian work focused on emergency relief as be-
ing completely different from long-term community de-
velopment. However, such separations may hinder the
efficiency and effectiveness of the humanitarian effort
in a local community. Organizations working in long
term development may aid disaster relief programs by
reducing risk and increasing preparedness, thereby re-
ducing the overall cost to overcome disasters. Con-
versely, rebuilding educational infrastructure and liveli-
hoods should be considered to be an essential part of
emergency relief after a major disaster.

MATLAB Script-writing Objective

Humanitarian organizations also differ according to
whether they operate on a local, national, or interna-
tional level. One might be tempted to think that the
largest, most visible international humanitarian organi-
zations are the most important. The World Humani-
tarian Summit that convened in Istanbul on 23-24 May
2016 discussed the different commitments needed for ac-
tion in increasing the effectiveness of all humanitarian
relief organizations. Participants at the Summit saw
the crucial importance of including the local communi-
ties and their organizations in the decision-making pro-

cesses, preparedness, response, and recovery surround-
ing crises. The locally affected people are not only
beneficiaries to the work of international relief organi-
zations, but serve as vital partners who may offer in-
valuable indigenous knowledge and skills to help over-
come crises. Among those organizations operating on an
international level, there are considerable differences in
terms of the number of countries in which operations are
conducted, the number of staff and volunteers involved,
number of people served, and expenditures. Table 1
gives information about several international humani-
tarian organizations. Standardized data is one way to
get an idea of the size of a specific data value in rela-
tionship to the other data values given. Standardized
data is computed using the formula

xstandardized =
x− x̄

s

where x is the organization’s value for that category, x̄
is the mean for all organizations in that category, and
s is the standard deviation for all organizations in that
category. The MATLAB Example Script converts the
data in Table 1 to standardized scores. Note that an
auxiliary function has been defined to compute the stan-
dardized scores. The output to our Example Script is
shown in Table 2. Exceptionally high values (more than
3 standard deviations above the mean) have been high-
lighted. Apparently the International Federation of Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) is unusually
large, except for allocations. However, what is allocated
through national organizations like the American Red
Cross is also exceptionally large.

EXAMPLE SCRIPT Lab6.m

1 Data=xlsread('Lab6Data.xlsx','

RAW','B2:F16');

2 %% Compute standardized scores

3 for i=1: size(Data)

4 for j=1:5

5 StandardizedData(i,j)=

standardized(Data(i,j),

Data(:,j));

6 end

7 end

Assignment

1. Normalized scores fall in the range [0,1] an and are
computed using the formula

x̂ =
x− xmin

xmax − xmin

where x is the organization’s value for that cate-
gory, xmin is the minimum value for all organiza-
tions in that category and xmax is the maximum
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Table 1. Comparative data of disaster relief organizations.

ORG. YEAR
#
CTRY

#
STAFF

#
VOL

#
SER
VED

ALLO
TTED
(mil-
lion
USD)

IFRC 2013 189 451,952
16
mil-
lion

110
mil-
lion

160

Salvation
Army

2014 127 63,203
3.3
mil-
lion

230,645 12.6

Care
USA

2014 90 389 21
>7
mil-
lion

85.3

Tzu
Chi
USA

2014 90 85 558 2,246 .23

Jewish
Joint
Distri-
bution
Com-
mittee

2014 70 214 199 100,000 6.6

Doctors
Without
Borders

2014 63 598 51
9
million1 55.62

Catholic
Relief
Services

2014 48 851 566
8.7
mil-
lion

230.1

Islamic
Relief
USA

2014-
15

42 134 4700
2.6
million3 16.5

American
Red
Cross

2015 33 35,000 500,000
7.8
mil-
lion

486.34

Medical
Teams
Interna-
tional

2015 32 887 2577
3.4
million5a 1705b

World
Relief

2014 14 5,000 105,536
3.5
mil-
lion

3.7

Samaritan’s
Purse

2013-
14

10 2133 154,000 100,000 1.8

Sunrise
USA

2012-
14

5 3 7 40,000 .6

Mennonite
Disaster
Services

2014 2 16 3,636 463 1.7

NECHAMA
Jewish
Disaster
Re-
sponse

2014 1 14 1,132
446
House-
holds

.7

Notes: 1Estimated by summing outpatient consultations

and admitted patients. 2Expenses summed from categories
of general operational costs, transport, non-medical items,

medical items, and other operational costs.3Beneficiary cat-
egories of emergency response, disaster risk reduction, and

early recovery. 4Expenditures summed from categories of
domestic disaster services and international relief/develop-

ment services.5a,bIncludes disaster response/refugee health
care, healthy children/safe motherhood, healthcare/training
supplies, and dental clinics.

AUXILIARY FUNCTION standardized.m

1 %%% function for finding the

standard score

2 function z = standardized(x,

data)

3 N=size(data);

4 m= mean(data);

5 s=std(data);

6 z=(x-m)/s;

7 end

Table 2. Standardized data.

value for all organizations in that category. Write
a MATLAB script which computes the normalized
scores for the data in Table 1 (Lab6.xlsx download-
able at https://github.com/pisihara/PRIMUS.)
Do you notice any discrepancies between the nor-
malized scores and the standardized scores?

2. Using the data in problem 1, do a multiple linear
regression analysis showing how the number served
might be predicted from the number of staff and
number of volunteers. Comment on organizations
which served considerably more than their staff and
volunteers might indicate, and those which served
considerably less.

Discussion Questions

1. What are the pros and cons of relying upon large
relief organizations to deal with major disasters?

2. Why might logical thinking be important in re-
sponding to a major disaster?

3. Compare the data in this lab with trafficking preva-
lence in Sub-Saharan African countries (Lab 4).
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SUBSISTENCE FARMING

In Benin, most young men do not see any chance
of building a future on farms that have to be
shared among a large number of brothers and
try to leave. But few succeed. Most cannot even
complete their training as apprentices and after
months or years of small, insecure jobs in the
cities, they come back to the village. Those who
complete their training are not much better off.
Cities are overcrowded with tailors, drivers, tire
repairers etc. As soon as they marry and have
children, they cannot afford to feed their family
in the towns and come back. Back in the village
the young men crop their fields if they have any
but mainly they try to make a living by hiring
themselves for work such as cultivating, gather-
ing firewood from clearings, tapping palms, or
transporting products to the roads or markets.
[Quoted from [1]]

Introduction

In a world with 800 million hungry in 2016, expected
to climb to 2 billion by 2050, the United Nations’ 2nd
of 17 sustainable development goals is to “end hunger,
achieve food security and improved nutrition, and pro-
mote sustainable agriculture.” [3]

Dr. Maurice Vodounon, a Benin born mathematician
and United Nations Development Program (UNDP)
consultant said “Very often there is little understanding
of the problems that poor farmers struggle with in the
village. Village organizations, farming cooperatives, and
district planners do not have access to the organizations
that decide which research projects receive funding. Yet
there are many urgent problem areas in the everyday
life of farmers that could benefit from such research.”[4]
Some basic choices faced by subsistence farmers include

� PRODUCTIVITY: Why plant crops–subsistence
or business?

� TECHNOLOGY: How to farm–animal plows or
tractors?

� ENVIRONMENTAL: How to weed–manually or
using herbicides?

� LOCATION: Where to plant to minimize risk of
food shortage during a drought?

� SELECTION: What crops to grow?

� RESOURCES: Is small-scale irrigation possi-
ble/desirable?

An important goal in modeling subsistence farming is
determining the most efficient use of land to achieve a
given yield.

MATLAB Script Objective

In this lab, we consider Vodounon’s Model [4], which
focuses on a rural Benin community which grows maize
for subsistence. Traditionally, ox-plowing and manual
weeding is used, but the community is considering usage
of a tractor and herbicides to replace manual weeding.
To analyze this situation, we consider the variables and
parameters shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Variables and Parameters (from [4])
Variables Description units

x1
land cultivated by oxen and
weeded manually

acres

x2
land cultivated by oxen and
weeded with herbicide

acres

x3
cultivated by tractor and
weeded manually

acres

x4
land cultivated by tractor and
weeded with herbicide

acres

Parameters Description (units) Example
Value

nw number of workers 5
nh number of hours in work day 10
nd number of work days per month 25

M maize output (kg acre−1) 1,000

P
maize worker payment (kg

worker−1year−1)
120

R maize revenue (CFA kg−1) 60

mw
manual weeding manpower re-
quirement (person-hrs acre−1)

100

ms
spraying manpower require-
ment (person-hrs acre−1)

5

mh
harvesting manpower require-
ment (person-hrs acre−1)

30

ch herbicide cost (CFA acre−1) 300

rt
tractor plowing rate (hrs

acre−1)
1

ut
tractor usage capacity (hrs

day−1)
8

ct
tractor operation cost (CFA

acre−1)
300

th
tractor manpower requirement
(person hrs acre−1)

10

ro oxen plowing rate (hrs acre−1) 12

uo
oxen usage capacity (hrs

day−1)
4

to
oxen manpower requirement
(person hrs acre−1)

40

co ox cost (CFA acre−1) 0

Assuming ample land is available, our objective is to
assign values to the variables x1, x2, x3, and x4 which
satisfy all the constraints and minimizes a function f
called the objective function. In this case, f adds the
labor cost, the cost of herbicide, as well as tractor and
oxen costs. Note that the total maize revenue is sub-
tracted from the objective function. For the case where
the objective function f is negative, (f < 0), a profit in
the amount of the absolute value |f | is achieved.

f = 2ctx3 + 2ct(x3 +x4) + chx2 + chx4 +PnwR -MR(x1 +x2 +
x3 + x4)

f = −MRx1 + (ch − MR)x2 + (2ct − MR)x3 + (2ct + ch −
MR)x4 + PnwR

f = −60, 000x1 − 59, 700x2 − 59, 400x3 − 59, 100x4 + 36, 000
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We assume that there are 3 months for plowing,
planting, and herbicide application (Oct-Dec), 2
months for weeding (Jan-Feb), and 2 months for
harvesting (Apr-May). We also assume that the
land must be plowed twice (whether by ox or by
tractor). Constraints on the available resources are
as follows:

� C1) Plowing Tractor Usage:

2 · rt · x3 + 2 · rt · x4 ≤ ut · nd · 3
2x3 + 2x4 ≤ 600

� C2) Plowing Ox Usage:

2 · ro · x1 + 2 · ro · x2 ≤ u0 · nd · 3
24x1 + 24x2 ≤ 300

� C3) Planting/Herbicide Manpower:

to ·x1+to ·x2+th ·x3+th ·x4+ms ·x2+ms ·x4 ≤ nw ·nh ·nd ·3

to ·x1 +(to+ms)·x2 +th ·x3 +(th+ms)·x4 ≤ nw ·nh ·nd ·3

40x1 + 42.5x2 + 10x3 + 12.5x4 ≤ 3750

� C4) Weeding Manpower:

mw · x1 +mw · x3 ≤ 2nwnhnd

100x1 + 100x3 ≤ 2500

� C5) Harvesting Manpower:

mh · x1 +mh · x2 +mh · x3 +mh · x4 ≤ 2nwnhnd

30x1 + 30x2 + 30x3 + 30x4 ≤ 2500

� C7) Maize Payment Requirement:

M · x1 +M · x2 +M · x3 +M · x4 ≥ nw · P
−M · x1 −M · x2 −M · x3 −M · x4 ≤ −nw · P
−1000x1 − 1000x2 − 1000x3 − 1000x4 ≤ −600

� C8) Non-negativity (x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0, x3 ≥ 0, x4 ≥ 0)

−x1 ≤ 0

−x2 ≤ 0

−x3 ≤ 0

−x4 ≤ 0

Optimizing a linear objective function given lin-
ear constraints such as the ones above is called a
linear programming (LP) problem. The Example
Script with auxiliary function shows how to solve
this LP problem. The main script specifies the
parameter values, left and right hand sides of the
constraint inequalities (stored in variables A and
b respectively), and the cost function coefficients
(stored in variable f). In line 6, the “farm func-
tion” is called, which solves the linear programming
problem. (Note in line 3 of the auxiliary script
farm.m, the use of MATLAB’s linprog() function

which is found in the Optimization Toolbox.) Op-
timalX indicates that the optimal use of land is
x1 = 4.22, x2 = 8.28, x3 = 20.78, x4 = 50.06). The
negative value of the objective variable indicates
that a profit of CFA=4,904,000 can be realized after
all costs, including the laborers’ wages, have been
paid. (CFA is a currency used in west Africa, with
roughly 560 CFA equal to 1 US dollar.)

EXAMPLE SCRIPT Lab7 .m

1 %Subsistence Farming Lab

Example Script

2 clear all; close all; format

long;

3 %Define Parameters

4 nw=5; nh=10; nd=25; M=1000;

P=120; R=60; mw=100; ms=5;

mh=30;ch=300; rt=1;ut=8;ct

=300; th=10;ro=12;uo=4;to

=40;co=0;

5 %Specify non -constant

coefficients in the

objective function (total

cost);

6 f=[-M*R;ch-M*R;2*ct+-M*R;2*

ct+ch-M*R];

7 %Specify coefficients of

inequalitities C1)-C8);

8 A=[0 0 2*rt 2*

rt

9 2*ro 2*ro 0 0

10 2*to 2*to+ms 2*th 2*

th+ms

11 mw 0 mw 0

12 mh mh mh mh

13 -M -M -M -M

14 -1 0 0 0

15 0 -1 0 0

16 0 0 -1 0

17 0 0 0

-1];
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Assignment

1. Vodounon’s model can be used to explore a va-
riety of “what if” questions analyzing the effect
of a change in one or more of the model pa-
rameters. This is known as sensitivity analysis.
Use MATLAB to create a graph which shows
how the profit varies with the maize revenue R.
Use the parameter value range R=1 to R=100
in CFA increments of 1. What do you observe
about the optimal land usage?

2. Improved nutrition is included in the UN’s sus-
tainable development goal. Suppose in order to
meet nutritional standards, health officials ad-
vise the following requirements for Vitamin A,
Vitamin C, and fiber for a dish prepared using
carrots, cucumbers and cabbage [2]:

Ingredient Carrot Cabbage Cucumb Required
Vitamin A
[mg/kg]

35 .5 .5 .5 mg

Vitamin C
[mg/kg]

60 300 10 15 mg

Fiber[g/kg] 30 20 10 4 g
Cost[euros/kg] .75 .5 .15

Find the mix of ingredients which meets the
minimum nutrition requirements and mini-
mizes the cost. (Hint: Let x1=kg of carrots,
x2=kg of cabbage, and x3=kg of cucumbers.)

Discussion Question

1. What other factors besides annual cost mini-
mization or profit maximization might be impor-
tant objectives to consider in the subsistence farm-
ing model?
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EXAMPLE SCRIPT (cont)

9 %Specify right side of

inequalitites C1)-C8).

10 b=[ ut*nd*3

11 uo*nd*3

12 nw*nh*nd*3

13 nw*nh*nd*2

14 nw*nh*nd*2

15 -nw*P

16 0

17 0

18 0

19 0 ];

20 % Solve the linear

programming problem

21 [optimalX ,C] = farm(f,A,b,P,

R)

22 % OptimalX has the optimal

x1,x2,x3,x4

23 % C is the optimal value of

the obj. function

AUXILIARY FUNCTION farm.m

1 %Subsistence Farming Lab

auxiliary function

2 function [optimalx ,C]=farm(f

,A,b,P,R)

3 optimalx = linprog(f,A,b);

4 % C is computable as follows

:

5 C = f(1,1)*optimalx (1)+f

(2,1)*optimalx (2)+f(3,1)*

optimalx (3)+f(4,1)*

optimalx (4)+5*P*R

6 end
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THE PEARL INDEX AND
SYRIAN REFUGEES

“My name is Ghazale Al Ahmed. I am 14 years

old and I am from near Aleppo, in Syria.” Ghaz-

ale fled with her family to Lebanon when the

bombing reached her village. Determined to con-

tinue her childhood and to focus on her dream,

she quickly enrolled for school. “My ambition

for the future is to become a famous fashion de-

signer...The subject that is going to help me the

most with my dress designs is mathematics. I

will learn about different sizes, angles and geom-

etry.” In her spare time, Ghazale designs and

sews dresses. Her Lebanese and Syrian friends

help her by giving their opinion on her work.

“Your friends are important, but your studies

are the most important thing in your life. You

have to work hard but obviously, you will need

a rest at times...My message to all children who

come from Syria is to convince their parents to

register them in schools.” [Quoted from [6]]

Introduction

Originating in Spring 2011, the conflict between the
Syrian Assad government and other factions has
led to over 6 million internally displaced and al-
most 5 million Syrian refugees by the end of 2016,
putting tremendous strain on neighboring countries
including Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, and Turkey
[5]. Meeting the needs and costs involved in the
Syrian refugee crisis is an international dilemma.
As expressed in a joint statement of the World
Bank and United Nations High Commisioner for
Refugees (UNHCR), “The world has an urgent re-
sponsibility to address this situation and to make
sure that the short-term needs of refugees are paired
with medium- and long-term strategies to support
both refugees and host communities so that both
can manage the different shocks they have experi-
enced....The current crisis is as much about long-
term development, as it is about short-term needs”
[7].

MATLAB Script Objective

Mathematical models have been developed related
to host communities, for example, in assessing
whether local resources such as the water supply
can handle the extra load imposed by refugees [4]
and the sustainability of managing the refugee cri-

sis in the medium- and long-term [7]. The BBC re-
ported Jordanian King Abdullah as saying his coun-
try due to the influx of hundreds of thousands of
Syrian refugees is “at ‘boiling point’...sooner or later
I think, the dam is going to burst.” [1]

Sector Need Funded
Food Security 188,632,834 167,996,720
Basic Needs 177,362,744 101,526,992
Protection 125,575,937 79,086,323
Education 83,770,387 80,307,977
Health 72,710,658 56,440,279
WASH 51,768,332 53,815,536
Shelter 51,089,809 41,330,980

TOTAL 750,910,701 580,504,807

Table 1: Needs of Syrian Refugees in Jordan by Sec-
tor (Jan-Sep 2016) [3]

To alleviate the tremendous pressure placed
on host countries with large numbers of Syrian
refugees, large amounts of international aid have
been and will continue to be disbursed. Table 1
shows needs and funding in 7 different sectors for
accommodating Syrian refugees in Jordan. Note
the giving falls short of the need in all but 1 of the
sectors. A question arises how equitably the total
funds disbursed (580.5 million USD) have been dis-
tributed. The PEARL index [2] on a scale from 0 to
1 can be used to measure equity, with 0 being the
least equitable disbursement and 1 being the most
equitable. The PEARL index ε is computed as fol-
lows: suppose for each sector i (i = 1, ..., k) the
amount of need is Âi so the total amount needed
is Â =

∑k
i=1 Âi. Let the actual amount given to

sector i be R̂i, and the total amount funded be
R̂ =

∑k
i=1 R̂i. Since the total response R̂ may ei-

ther exceed or fall short of the actual total need
Â, using a fair scaling factor λ̂ = R̂

Â
, the amount

B̂i = λ̂Âi is the fair amount of funds to devote to
sector i given the total available funds. The sum
of absolute inequity in resource distribution is then
defined by SAI =

∑k
i=1 | R̂i − B̂i | . The greatest

inequity occurs when all funds are given to a sec-
tor with the least amount of need. This maximum
inequity SA∗I is given by

SA∗I = | R̂− B̂min | +
k∑

i=1,i6=min

B̂i

= | R̂− B̂min | + |
k∑
i=1

B̂i − B̂min |

= 2 | R̂− B̂min |,

where B̂min is the lowest fair amount to distribute
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among all the sectors. Finally, the PEARL index ε
is defined by

ε = 1− SAI
SA∗I

.

Note that 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1, with ε = 1 corresponding to a
perfectly equitable distribution (SAI = 0) and ε =
0 the most inequitable distribution (SAI = SA∗I).
Also note that ε = 1− SAI

SA∗I
= 1−G, where G = SAI

SA∗I
is a form of the GINI index if we order sectors from
the sector with greatest short-fall (where the supply
is less than the fair amount to distribute) to the
greatest surplus (when the supply is greater than
the fair amount to distribute).

The Example Script calls a Pearl function to com-
pute the PEARL index value ε = .90 for the data in
Table 1. This value indicates an equitable distribu-
tion of the resources.

EXAMPLE SCRIPT Lab8.m

1 %SYRIAN REGUGEE LAB EXAMPLE

SCRIPT

2 close all; clear all; format

long;

3 %%Enter Data

4 Data=xlsread('JordanData ','

Sheet1 ','B2:C8');

5 SECTORS=length(Data);% NUMBER

OF SECTORS

6 for i=1: SECTORS

7 Need(i,1)=Data(i,1); % Need of

each sector

8 Supply(i,1)=Data(i,2);% Amount

funded to each sector

9 end

10 %%Compute PEARL Index

11 PearlIndex=Pearl(SECTORS ,Need ,

Supply);

Assignment

1. Jordan has projected a budget for 16 different
sectors as shown in Table 2:

Suppose in 2016, a total of R̂ = 2 billion USD is
available for distribution. We number the sectors
i = 1, 2, ..., 16 in such a way that a lower sector
number indicates a lower projected need. A linear
response says to supply R̂i = ρ · i to each sector i

Jordan 2016-2018 - Total Appeal (1000 USD) [6]
Sector 2016 2017 2018 Total

(2016-
2018)

Education 249,638 281,204 323,130 853,972
Energy 107,400 111,075 87,000 305,475
Environment 2,900 8,150 2,300 13,350
Health 183,355 178,840 170,086 532,281
Justice 11,402 9,752 8,800 29,954
Livelihoods
and Food
Security

266,472 274,253 272,141 812,866

Local
Gover-
nance and
Municipal
Services

69,163 76,361 58,227 203,752

Shelter 32,187 32,081 25,056 89,295
Social
Protec-
tion

420,385 374,365 323,478 1,118,228

Transport 28,300 33,600 16,300 78,200
WASH 238,800 263,520 246,560 748,880
Management 1,420 1,140 740 3,300
Subsidies
for Syrian
Refugees

213,214 222,419 232,725 668,349

Security
Support

448,217 454,083 430,295 1,332,594

Accelerated
Infras-
tructure
Deprecia-
tion

258,640 274,158 290,608 823,406

Income
Loss

125,703 125,555 125,721 376,979

Total 2,657,167 2,720,548 2,613,167 7,990,882

Table 2: Projected budget.
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where ρ is computed as follows:

R̂ = R̂1 + R̂2 + ...+ R̂16 ⇒

ρ =
R̂

(1 + 2 + ...+ 16)
.

Use MATLAB to find the PEARL index value for
a 2016, 2 billion USD, linear response under the
assumption that the projected need is the actual
need.

2. The PEARL index is invariant when the need
and/or supply are scaled by a constant multiple. In
particular, for any a > 0, b > 0 the PEARL index
value is the same for the response in the table below:

SECTOR ADJUSTED NEED (scaled) SUPPLY (scaled)

1 aÂ1 bR̂1
2 aÂ2 bR̂2
... ... ...

k aÂk bR̂k

Illustrate this fact by using MATLAB to com-
pute the PEARL index value changing the amounts
needed for the 7 sectors shown in Table 1 to Euros
and the amounts funded to Jordanian Dinar.

AUXILIARY FUNCTION pearl.m

1 %% MATLAB PEARL function

2 function index = Pearl(sectors ,

need , supply)

3
4 MINNEED=min(need);

5 TOTALSUPPLY =0;

6 TOTALNEED =0;

7 for i=1: sectors

8 TOTALSUPPLY=TOTALSUPPLY+supply

(i,1);

9 TOTALNEED=TOTALNEED+need(i,1);

10 end

11 scale=TOTALSUPPLY/TOTALNEED;

12 ABSOLUTEINEQUITY =0;

13 for i=1: sectors

14 ABSOLUTEINEQUITY=

ABSOLUTEINEQUITY+abs(

supply(i,1) - scale * need

(i,1));

15 end

16 MAXIMUMINEQUITY = 2*abs(

TOTALSUPPLY -scale *MINNEED);

17 index =1 - ABSOLUTEINEQUITY/

MAXIMUMINEQUITY;

18 end

Discussion Question

Two of the key questions related to long term sus-
tainability of refugees in Jordan explored by the
World Bank/UNHCR research team include 1) how
poor are the refugees; and 2) what are the main pre-
dictors of their poverty and welfare? Poverty analy-
sis is important to find hidden pockets of poverty
and assist in welfare policies. What difficulties
might be encountered in trying to collect accurate
data from refugees about income and expenditures?
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VIOLENT TYPHOON PRE-
DICTION

Nickson Gensis, a community development worker, took

dramatic footage of a tiny portion of the enormous dev-

astation caused by Typhoon Haiyan (2013). The 1

minute film is so dramatic that no narration is needed.

It is prefaced with the printed words “We took refuge on

the top floor of a boarding house. The five others were

praying and I was filming.” (To view this video, visit

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rS0gv4Xbw7w)

Introduction

In November 2013, Typhoon Haiyan struck the
Philippines with sustained wind speeds of nearly 200
miles per hour, claiming over 6,000 lives, displacing
4 million people, damaging over a million houses,
and resulting in a request for over 750 million dol-
lars in humanitarian aid. Devastation caused by
“super” typhoons like Haiyan makes the on-going
development of early warning systems an absolute
necessity to provide sufficient preparation time to
mitigate damage to both life and property. In oper-
ational (real-time) weather forecasting, global me-
teorological data is processed by super computers
executing sophisticated algorithms embodying fun-
damental laws of physics and advanced statistical
methods. Typhoon warnings and track forecasts
are then disseminated by meteorological agencies
through a variety of venues such as severe weather
smart phone apps and major news media to provide
early warning to the public. Humanitarian value of
such forecasting is perhaps greatest when the sever-
est typhoon conditions occur in highly populated
areas such as was the case for Haiyan.

While purely statistical models which analyze his-
torical data do not have nearly the predictive accu-
racy of operational forecasts which use data gath-
ered as the predicted storm evolves, they may serve
as “no-skill” baselines which give an indication of
the difficulty level in accurately forecasting any
given typhoon. Statistical models also have value
in that they are far less expensive computationally
than operational forecasts and also are conceptually
simpler.

In this Lab, we develop an elementary statisti-
cal model of violent typhoons, meaning the cat-
egory of typhoons which have a maximum sus-
tained wind speed of at least 105 knots or 194
km/hr. In particular, using violent typhoon “best
track” data for four consecutive years (for exam-
ple, 2010-2013), we are able to make a multiple re-

gression “hindcast” for the position of a “most vi-
olent point” for each violent typhoon occurring in
the next year (in our example, 2014). All data
in this lab is obtained from the Japan Meteoro-
logical Agency [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] and download-
able at http://www.jma.go.jp/ jma/jma-eng/ jma-
center/rsmc-hp-pub-eg/trackarchives.html.

Each violent typhoon will be described by a three
coordinate best track which consists of the storm’s
latitude, longitude and wind speed given sequen-
tially in 6 hour intervals. The 3 dimensional plot of
best track data for the 20 violent typhoons in the
years 2009-2015 shown in Figure 1 was created by
Example Script 1 (with auxiliary function defined
in besttrack.m).
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Figure 1: Plot shows best track points for 2010-2014
violent typhoons with points colored by time t (in
hrs) from the genesis point.

We define the genesis point (GP) as the first point
in the best track where we initialize the time to t =
0. By definition, a violent typhoon must have a
point in its best track with wind speed at least 105
knots. A most violent point (MVP) of a violent
typhoon is defined to be a point in the best track
with the highest wind speed. Note that a typhoon
may have more than one most violent point. Our
goal is to predict a most violent point from the GP
using what we shall call a “GP/MVP model”.

MATLAB Script-writing Objec-
tive

We will use MATLAB to construct a simple multiple
linear regression GP/MVP model. The data used in
regression (DUIR) is GP/MVP data for the 9 vio-
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lent typhoons (Megi, Songda, Sanba, Jelawat, Utor,
Usagi, Francisco, Lekima and Haiyan) in 2010-2013
which has been compiled into an Excel file Ty-
phoonLabData.xlsx (see Assignment 1). We use the
regression model to predict the (lat,lon) position of
an MVP given the GP for each of the 4 violent ty-
phoons (Vongfong, Halong, Nuri, Hagupit) in 2014.
(See Example Script 2 and the Example Outputin
Table 1.)

EXAMPLE SCRIPT 1: Best Track Data Visualiza-
tion (2010-2014) Lab9.m

1 clear all; close all;

2 %%%Read in Violent Typhoon

Best Track Data for

2010 -2014

3 Megi=xlsread('TyphoonLabData.

xlsx','4');

4 Songda=xlsread('TyphoonLabData

.xlsx','5');

5 Sanba=xlsread('TyphoonLabData.

xlsx','6');

6 Jelawat=xlsread('

TyphoonLabData.xlsx','7');

7 Utor=xlsread('TyphoonLabData.

xlsx','8');

8 Usagi=xlsread('TyphoonLabData.

xlsx','9');

9 Francisco=xlsread('

TyphoonLabData.xlsx','10');

10 Lekima=xlsread('TyphoonLabData

.xlsx','11');

11 Haiyan=xlsread('TyphoonLabData

.xlsx','12');

12 Vongfong=xlsread('

TyphoonLabData.xlsx','13');

13 Halong=xlsread('TyphoonLabData

.xlsx','14');

14 Nuri=xlsread('TyphoonLabData.

xlsx','15');

15 Hagupit=xlsread('

TyphoonLabData.xlsx','16');

EXAMPLE SCRIPT 1 (cont.)

16
17 %%% Create 3D Plot of Best

Tracks

18 figure;

19 besttrack(Megi);hold on;

besttrack(Songda);hold on;

20 besttrack(Sanba);hold on;

besttrack(Jelawat);hold on

;

21 besttrack(Utor);hold on;

besttrack(Usagi);hold on;

22 besttrack(Francisco);hold on;

besttrack(Lekima);hold on

;

23 besttrack(Haiyan);hold on;

besttrack(Vongfong);hold

on;

24 besttrack(Halong);hold on;

besttrack(Nuri);hold on;

25 besttrack(Hagupit);hold on

26
27 xlabel('latitude '); ylabel('

longitude '); zlabel('

windspeed ');

28 colorbar('Location ', '

SouthOutside ');

AUXILIARY FUNCTION besttrack.m

1 function track = besttrack(

storm)

2 k=20; %%plot k=20 best track

points for each storm

3 c=storm (1:k,1); %color points

by time(in hrs from

Genesis Point t=0).

4 COLOR=c;

5 caxis auto

6 track=scatter3(storm (1:k,2),

storm (1:k,3),storm (1:k,5)

,40,COLOR ,'filled ');
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EXAMPLE SCRIPT 2: GP/MVP Model Lab9Script2.m

1 clear all , close all

2 format long

3 %%%% I. READ GP DATA OF

STORMS TO BE PREDICTED

4 GP=xlsread('TyphoonLabData.xlsx

','GP');

5 %%% VongfongGP=GP(1,:) HalongGP=

GP(2,:) NuriGP=GP(3,:)

HagupitGP=GP(4,:)

6
7 %% READ MVP DATA OF STORMS TO

BE SIMULATED

8 DUIR=xlsread('TyphoonLabData.

xlsx','DUIR');

9
10 %%% COMPUTATION OF MULTIPLE

REGRESSION COEFICIENTS

11 X = [ones(size(DUIR (:,1)))

DUIR (:,1) DUIR (:,2) DUIR

(:,3) ];

12 lat = X\DUIR (:,4);

13 lon = X\DUIR (:,5);

14 %%% COMPUTE PREDICTED MVP

15 for i=1:4

16 PREDMVP(i,1)=lat(1,1)+lat(2,1)

*GP(i,1)+lat(3,1)*GP(i,2)+

lat(4,1)*GP(i,3);

17 PREDMVP(i,2)=lon(1,1)+lon(2,1)

*GP(i,1)+lon(3,1)*GP(i,2)+

lon(4,1)*GP(i,3);

18 end

19 xlswrite('TyphoonLabData.xlsx'

, PREDMVP , 'PredictedMVP ');

Violent Ty-
phoon

Lat Lon

Vongfong 16.7 142.5
Halong 17.2 136.1
Nuri 16.5 123.9
Hagupit 15.1 134

Table 1: Example output. Predicted 2014 MVP.

Assignment

1. Using 2009-2012 violent typhoon data as the
DUIR, predict an MVP for the five 2013 vio-
lent typhoons (Utor, Usagi, Francisco, Lekima

and Haiyan). Hint: Download the Ex-
cel file “TyphoonLabData.xlsx” which was
used in Example Script 2 (downloadable at
https://github.com/pisihara/PRIMUS.), and
then modify the GP and DUIR sheets appro-
priately. Note that data for the 2009 violent ty-
phoons (Choi-wan, Melor and Nida) are found
respectively in sheets 1,2, and 3; data for the
five 2013 violent typhoons are found in sheets
8-12.

2. To check how robust or stable our model is, find
the average MVP prediction error for 2013 and
for 2014. To find the error for an individual
prediction, use the closest actual MVP to the
predicted MVP.

predicted MVP

actual MVPs

error in 

prediction d

3. We can interpret the size of the GP/MVP
model’s average prediction error for any given
year via a Monte Carlo simulation. In particu-
lar, create a randomized DUIR by choosing uni-
formly random GP and MVP data respectively
from the smallest rectangle containing the his-
torical GP for 2009-2012 violent typhoons and
the smallest rectangle containing the MVPs of
these violent typhoons (see Figure 2). The ran-
domized DUIR should have the same number
of GP’s and their corresponding MVP’s as the
historical DUIR.

Figure 3 shows a histogram of the average GP pre-
dicted MVP position errors (EGP) for a 1000 trial
Monte Carlo simulation of 2013 MVP. Comment on
problem 2’s 2013 GP/MVP model error in light of
this Monte Carlo simulation.

Discussion Questions

1. Why is stability of the average prediction error
important in a prediction model?

2. What strategies might be employed to improve
the basic GP/MVP model introduced in this
lab?

3. Is there a way to determine in advance whether
an emerging storm will become violent? Why
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is this question important in our GP/MVP
model?

GP1

 GP2

GP3

GP4

GP5

GP6

GP7

MVP1.1-6MVP2.1-3

MVP3.1-2

MVP4.1-2

MVP5.1-4

MVP6.1-3

MVP7.1-8

PALAU

GUAM

MICRONESIA

MANILLA

2343 km

622 km

TAIPEI OKINAWA

845 km

2836 km

Figure 2: Genesis points (GPs) and most violent

points (MVPs) of 2009-2012 violent typhoons. GP Win-

dow:[134.7°E x 160.4°E] x [6.7°N,14.3°N]; MVP Window:

[123.3°E x 145.0°E] x [13.6°N,19.2°N]

EGP in km

Figure 3: Monte Carlo average 2013 simulated
MVP position errors (in km). n=1000.
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URBAN GANGS

Nicky Cruz was a gang leader of neighborhoods in New

York about which he said “even Frankenstein and Drac-

ula were afraid to walk in.” In the 1950’s, he recalls

meeting a skinny preacher named David Wilkerson on

the streets who seemed to come from nowhere but ac-

cording to Nicky knew how to “really really really take

it...He can take a bullet, he can be killed, but he stood

because [he was] obedient to Jesus. Jesus sent him there

to bring the message to the gangs. I almost killed him

then because I really was totally full of hate. That was

when he told me that Jesus loved me.” Cruz was con-

verted to Christ and went on to preach the gospel to over

45 million people. David Wilkerson said, “You know,

Nicky, being in the ministry’s not that easy, being a

pastor, sometimes I get discouraged. And sometimes,

when I get discouraged, I think about you, about that

first confrontation I had with you, and that lifted up

my spirit, and I began to forget about all the hardship.”

Cruz said, “David reminded me of Jesus...always was

there, looking at the needs of the people. Dave had this

heart of compassion just like Jesus.” [4]

Introduction

The community of North Lawndale located on the
West Side of Chicago is very dangerous, burdened
with heavy gang influence, high crime rate, and a
low standard of living. The Vice Lords, one of the
largest gangs in the Chicago area, has its origin in
North Lawndale [2]. Efforts to reduce gang mem-
bership and crime rates in communities like North
Lawndale are imperative since gang membership is
increasing worldwide, and are responsible for a dis-
proportionately large number of crimes relative to
their size [7]. Gang reduction must be approached
from many angles including mathematical analysis
of populations. Quantitative research in popula-
tion dynamics uses a variety of approaches includ-
ing epidemiological compartment models. Differen-
tial Equations are used in models where a quantity
Q(t) depends on time t which flows continuously
rather than advancing in discrete steps (such as in

Lab 5). The derivative dQ
dt gives the instantaneous

rate of change of Q with respect to time t. For ex-
ample, the following system of ordinary differential
equations (ODE’s) describes the evolution of var-
ious gang-related populations within a community

over time t:

dT

dt
= A − (µT +mG)

dN

dt
= A − qG − β1(S + G)

N

T
+ αS + fρR − µN + λ(1 +

N

T
)G

dS

dt
= qG + β1(S + G)

N

T
− β2

SG

T
− (α + µ)S − δS

dG

dt
= β2

SG

T
+ (1 − f)ρR − (Φ +m + µ)G − λ(1 +

N

T
)G

dR

dt
= ΦG − (ρ + µ)R + δS

T = N + S + G + R

In particular, the total gang-related population T is
divided into four mutually exclusive compartments
based on gang affiliation (see Figure 1):

� Compartment N represents those in the population that
are not currently but potentially could be involved in a
gang.

� Compartment S represents fringe membership, which is
characterized by individuals who are less involved in gang
crime, less likely to commit serious crimes, and not fully
committed to the gang lifestyle. Often, they turn to a
gang because they have nowhere else to go, and the gang
promises friends, support, and other benefits [8].

� Compartment G represents the core gang member popula-
tion, consisting of older gang members who are fully com-
mitted to the gang lifestyle.

� Compartment R represents gang members who are in jail.

Potential Gang Member Gang Member in Jail

Fringe Gang Member Core Gang Member

Figure 1: Gang-model compartments and transi-
tions.

Figure 2 (obtained by running Example Script 1)
shows how these four sub-populations vary over
time. Though generic, this model reflects real-
world occurrences by allowing for change in gang-
affiliation, possible rehabilitation of core gang mem-
bers into normal life, and the potential for fringe
gang members to be sent to jail. The model param-
eters (Table 1) allow for different types of sensitivity
analysis, which measure the effectiveness of certain
anti-gang policies.
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Figure 2: Evolution of sub-populations over time
with the parameters in Table 1.

ParameterDefinition Value Units

δ
Fringe imprisonment
rate

.02 yr.−1

λ Rehabilitation rate .053 yr.−1

σ
Proportion of total gang
members that enter re-
habilitation programs

.08 [3] yr.−1

γ
Percentage of gang
members who complete
rehabilitation programs

.6 [5] -

A
Incoming youth to pop-
ulation

324∗ yr.−1

q
Proportion of children
born into fringe popula-
tion

.0145∗ yr.−1

β1 Contact Rate 1 (N to S) .71 [8] yr.−1

β2 Contact Rate 2 (S to G) .21[8] yr.−1

α Deterrence Rate .1265∗ yr.−1

Φ
Core Imprisonment
Rate

.115∗ yr.−1

1 - f Recidivism Rate .56 [9] -

ρ
Average length of a jail

sentence−1 .2 [6] yr.−1

µ Death rate 00823 [1] yr.−1

m Murder rate .0503∗ yr.−1

Initial Values

T (0)
Initial gang-related pop-
ulation.

8,640∗ persons

N(0)
Initial Susceptible Pop-
ulation

3224∗ persons

S(0)
Initial Fringe Gang
Member Population

4792∗ persons

G(0)
Initial Core Gang Mem-
ber Population

346∗ persons

R(0)
Initial Imprisoned Gang
Member Population

278∗ persons

t time - years

(*Based on the North Lawndale Community and [7])

Table 1: Gang populations and transitions

.

EXAMPLE SCRIPT 1 Lab10.m

1 %% GANG MODEL

2 clear all;close all; format

long;

3 %% ASSIGN RATE CONSTANTS

4 delta = 0.02; lambda = 0.053;

sigma =.08; gamma =.6;

5 A = 324; q = .0145; Beta1 =

0.71; Beta2 = 0.21;

6 alpha = 0.1265; Phi = 0.115; f

= 0.44; rho = 0.2;

7 mu = 0.00823; murder = .0503;

8 %% DEFINE GANG MODEL EQUATIONS

9 %% Variables: T=y(1),N=y(2),S=y

(3),G=y(4),R=y(5).

10 F = @(t,y) [A-mu*y(1)-murder*y

(4);

11 A-q*y(4)-Beta1*(y(3)+y(4))*(y

(2)/y(1))+alpha*y(3)+f*rho*

y(5)-mu*y(2)+lambda *(1+y(2)

/y(1))*y(4);

12 q*y(4)+Beta1*(y(3)+y(4))*(y(2)

/y(1))-Beta2 *((y(3)*y(4))/y

(1))-(alpha+mu)*y(3)-delta*

y(3);

13 Beta2 *((y(3)*y(4))/y(1))+(1-f)

*rho*y(5) -(Phi+murder+mu)*y

(4)-lambda *(1+ y(2)/y(1))*

y(4);

14 Phi*y(4) -(rho+mu)*y(5)+delta*y

(2)];

15 %% SOLVE ODE SYSTEM NUMERICALLY

16 [t,X]=ode45(F,[0 50] ,[8640 3224

4792 346 278]);

17 %% PLOT SOLUTIONS

18 figure

19 plot(t,X(:,2),'k+'); % N=

POTENTIAL GANG

20 hold on

21 plot(t,X(:,3),'k-.'); % S=

FRINGE GANG

22 hold on

23 plot(t,X(:,4),'r'); % G=CORE

GANG

24 hold on

25 plot(t,X(:,5),'bo'); % R=

INCARCERATED

26 hold off

27 title('Gang -Related Sub -

Populations '); xlabel('Time

in Years '); ylabel('

Population ');

28 legend('potential gang', '

fringe gang', 'core gang', '

incarcerated ','location ','

northwest ');
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EXAMPLE SCRIPT 2 Lab10Script2.m

1 %%Sensitivity analysis to

explore the effect of

changing lambda

2 %%(the rehabilitation rate) in

the range from 0 to .5

3 clear all; close all; format

long;

4
5 for i=1:50

6 lambda(i) = 0+0.01*i; %%

lambda is varied in the

range 0 to .25

7 CORE(i,1)=GangAux(lambda(i)

,.44 ,.115,4); %%Steady

state solutions

8 JAIL(i,1)=GangAux(lambda(i)

,.44 ,.115,5); %%Steady

state solutions

9 end

10 %%%Plot steady state

11 subplot (1,2,1);plot(lambda ,CORE

(:,1));xlabel('lambda ');

ylabel('Steady State Core (G

)');

12 subplot (1,2,2);plot(lambda ,JAIL

(:,1));xlabel('lambda ');

ylabel('Steady State Jail (R

)');

Assignment

1. Describe the sensitivity analysis obtained by
running Example Script 2 with the auxiliary
function GangAux.m (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Sensitivity analysis showing how the G
and R steady-state sub-populations vary with the
rehabilitation rate parameter λ.

2. What sensitivity analysis is performed by Ex-
ample Script 3 (with GangAux.m)? Run the

AUXILIARY FUNCTION GangAux.m

1 %% Function to Compute Steady

State Gang Populations

2 %% Sensitivity Parameters:

lambda , recidivism 1-f,

Imprisonment Phi

3 %% Variables: T=y(1),N=y(2),S=

y(3),G=y(4) and R=y(5).

4 function SS = GangAux(lambda ,f,

Phi ,pop)

5 delta = 0.02; sigma =.08; A =

324; q = .0145; Beta1 =

0.71;

6 Beta2 = 0.21; alpha = 0.1265;

rho = 0.2; mu = 0.00823;

7 murder = .0503;

8
9 F = @(t,y) [A-mu*y(1)-murder*y

(4);

10 A-q*y(4)-Beta1*(y(3)+y(4))*(y

(2)/y(1))+alpha*y(3)+f*rho*

y(5)-mu*y(2)+lambda *(1+y(2)

/y(1))*y(4);

11 q*y(4)+Beta1*(y(3)+y(4))*(y(2)

/y(1))-Beta2 *((y(3)*y(4))/y

(1))-(alpha+mu)*y(3)-delta*

y(3);

12 Beta2 *((y(3)*y(4))/y(1))+(1-f)

*rho*y(5) -(Phi+murder+mu)*y

(4)-lambda *(1+ y(2)/y(1))*

y(4);

13 Phi*y(4) -(rho+mu)*y(5)+delta*y

(2)];

14 [T,Y]=ode45(F,[0 200] ,[8640

3224 4792 346 278]);

15 SS=Y(length(Y),pop); % pop

specifies the steady state

population

16 end
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script and comment on the output.

EXAMPLE SCRIPT 3 Lab10Script3.m

1 %% Sensitivity analysis to

explore the effect of

changing f, Phi

2 %% on the core gang population

G

3 clear all; close all; format

long;

4 % Variables: T=y(1),N=y(2),S=y

(3),G=y(4),R=y(5).

5 for i=1:100

6 for j=1:100

7 f= 0.01*i; %%f is varied in

the range 0 to .1

8 Phi = .01*j;

9 SS(i,j) = GangAux (.053,f,Phi

,4); %%record steady

state gang population

10 end

11 end

12 %%%Plot steady state core gang

population

13 figure %plot of maximum

infected

14 surf(SS);

15 hold off

16 title('CORE GANG POPULATION

LEVELS ');

17 xlabel('j value (core

imprisonment rate = .01 j)')

;

18 ylabel('i value (recidivism

rate 1-f = 1-.01 i)');

19 zlabel('Steady State Gang

Population ');

Discussion Questions

1. Why might it be important to consider in ad-
dition to reduction of the number of core gang
members, the corresponding changes occurring
in the other subgroups (imprisoned, fringe and
susceptible)? What type of sensitivity analysis
would support this broader point of view?

2. The Appendix contains three other examples of
differential equation models applied to treat-
ment of HIV/AIDS, Alzheimer’s Disease and
Cholera in Haiti. What other humanitarian

concerns have been studied using differential
equations?
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CONCLUSION

By completing the labs in this Manual, we hope you
have gained a basic conviction that MATLAB mod-
eling is much more than just an academic exercise,
but a worthy lifetime vocation since it is applicable
to a wide range of humanitarian problems. Virtue
may be thought of as a lifelong practice of a disci-
pline which addresses the unacceptable status quo
by leaving our world better off than it is now. We
hope a door may even have been opened to some of
you to becoming a virtuous humanitarian MATLAB
modeler, creating new models beneficial to society
as a lifelong practice involving continuous improve-
ment in technique, sophistication and beauty. All
of us should never forget the “human side,” and
in humility recognize that ultimate solutions to so-
cial injustices like human trafficking far transcend
mathematical models. We close with these words of
Mother Teresa: Let no one ever come to you without
leaving better and happier.
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HIV/AIDS

Clinical research [1] has shown that early administra-

tion of anti-retroviral therapy (ART) can reduce trans-

mission of HIV from one infected partner to another.

Similarly, such therapy can help prevent the transmis-

sion of HIV from mother to newborn. In countries such

as Lesotho with 23% HIV-positive, there is an urgent

need to get the word out to at-risk people to go for

HIV testing. Vodafone foundation initiated a mobile

outreach program in September 2015, using the mobile

platform to register HIV patients and track treatment,

as well as send out SMS messages providing information

about HIV AIDS, all messages ending with the words

“Get tested for HIV”. Timely testing can make all the

difference. M’e N’thabang, has eight children, three

of whom are HIV+. For the last several months she has

brought her 10 month old grandson, Mosotho, for his pe-

diatric check-up. Mosotho’s mother discovered that she

was HIV+ early in her pregnancy, and immediately be-

gan to take drugs to prevent her from infecting her baby.

When Mosotho was born, he was immediately put on the

life saving treatment. Today, he is HIV-, a testament to

the impact of what proper health care can do for people.

(allafrica.com, 2016)

Introduction

The 2015 Global Burden of Disease Study [5] in-
dicates that the number of people living with
HIV/AIDS has steadily increased to nearly 40 mil-
lion in 2015. In addition, roughly 40 million people
have already died from HIV/AIDS. A new ‘90-90-90’
goal has been set for the year 2020 [8]:

� 90% of those infected with HIV will know their
status;

� 90% of those diagnosed with HIV will receive
sustained anti-retroviral (ART) treatment;

� 90% of people receiving ART therapy will have
virus suppression.

In 1997 the number of new infections reached a
peak of 3.3 million. Thanks to the scale up of anti-
retroviral drug therapy (ART) and the role of ART
in prevention of mother-to-child transmission, since
2005, the number of new infections per year has
dropped to roughly 2.6 million. Even so, HIV/AIDS
continues to be one of the greatest humanitarian
concerns in global health.

MATLAB Script Objective

For 30 years since the first immunological model of
HIV was proposed by Leon Cooper [1986], math-
ematical models have been used by both immu-
nologists and epidemiologists in the war against
HIV/AIDS. Whereas immunological models de-
scribe how the HIV virus attacks the body’s immune
system, epidemiological models describe the spread
of the HIV/AIDS throughout a population. With
the understanding that all mathematical models de-
pend on simplifying assumptions which need to be
revised as further experimental evidence/data is ob-
tained [4], Perelson’s model, as introduced briefly in
this lab, will help us understand why ART helps the
human immune system fight HIV (see [4] for a more
complete introduction).

Our immune system has two lines of defense: in-
nate (i.e., general defense against all invaders) and
acquired (i.e., defense targeted at specific invaders).
Our front-line defense keep invaders from entering
the body or bloodstream; and secondary defense
fights invaders that have passed through the front-
line. Whereas the innate immune system (eg. skin,
stomach acid, mucus, phagocytes) works in both
lines of defense, the acquired immune system only
works in the second-line via lymphocytes which tar-
get antigens, (i.e. large molecules on the surfaces of
cells, viruses, bacteria etc.) which uniquely iden-
tify invaders. T-cells are a type of lymphocyte
produced in the marrow. CD4+ T-cells normally
average about 1000 per cubic mm of blood and a
decrease in their concentration level is used to as-
sess HIV positive status. Perelson’s model describes
the change in concentration of healthy CD4+ T-cells
after an individual becomes infected with the HIV
virus. After the primary infection, an HIV positive
individual may go through a latency period which
may vary considerably before the onset of AIDS.
During this period, while free HIV viral cells attach
themselves to healthy T-cells resulting in latently
affected T-cells, the healthy T-cell concentration re-
mains sufficiently high so that the immune system
remains functional. AIDS occurs when the T-cell
concentration drops and the HIV viral concentra-
tion rises sufficiently thereby crippling the acquired
immune system. AIDS patients are then at critical
risk to succumb to other diseases such as pneumo-
nia.
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Perelson’s Immunological Model is a non-linear
system of four ordinary differential equations:

dT

dt
= s+ rT (1−

T + T∗ + T∗∗

Tmax
)− µTT − k1TV (1)

dT∗

dt
= k1TV − µTT∗ − k2T

∗
(2)

dT∗∗

dt
= k2T

∗ − µbT∗∗ (3)

dV

dt
= NµbT

∗∗ − k1TV − µV V. (4)

In this model, T (t), T ∗(t), T ∗∗(t) and V (t) rep-
resent respectively the concentrations of healthy T-
cells, latently infected T-cells, actively infected T-
cells, and HIV viral cells. In particular, Equation
(1) tells us latently infected T-cells are created when
free HIV viral cells attach to healthy T-cells with
rate constant k1. Also, Equation (4), giving the rate
of change dV/dt in the concentration V (t) of the
HIV virus indicates that when an actively infected
T-cell lyses (i.e. explodes), it releases N copies of
the HIV viral cell (NµbT

∗∗). The free viral concen-
tration decreases as the free virus becomes attached
to healthy T-cells (−k1TV ) and also through death
(−µV V ).

Example Script 1 can be used to solve the Perel-
son model numerically using the initial and constant
values given in Table 1. The parameter values are
assigned in lines 4 and 5. The equations are defined
in line 7 with Y (1) = T, Y (2) = T ∗, Y (3) = T ∗∗,
and Y (4) = V . The time interval for the simula-
tion ([0,1500]) and the initial conditions (T (0) =
1000, T ∗(0) = 0, T ∗∗(0) = 0, V (0) = 10−3) are spec-
ified in line 9. “ode45” is the name for one of MAT-
LAB’s numerical differential equation solvers. The
left hand side of the equation in line 7, namely [t,X]
contains two variables. The time points at which so-
lution values are computed is stored in the variable
t. The values of the solution to the system of differ-
ential equations at those time points is stored in X.
(More precisely, X(:, 1) has the values of T , X(:, 2)
has the values of T ∗; X(:, 3) has the values of T ∗∗

and X(:, 4) has the values of V (t)).
What is important to observe in Figure 1 is

the long-range or steady-state T-cell and free vi-
ral concentrations. A drop significantly below the
(healthy) steady state value of 1000 cell/ml indi-
cates the onset of AIDS. We will now explain how
to use MATLAB to perform a sensitivity analysis
of the long-range steady state T -cell and free vi-
ral counts as a function of the parameter N (num-
ber of free HIV viral cells released into the blood
stream when an actively infected T-cell lyses (breaks
apart)). In Example Script 2, we use a for loop
(lines 6-14) to define values of N between 1 and

TABLE 1: Variables and Parameters in Perelson’s Immunological
Model ((1)-(4))

Initial/default
values

Dependent Variables

T Uninfected CD4+ cell concen-
tration

1000 mm−3

T∗ Latently infected CD4+

helper cell concentration
0 mm−3

T∗∗ Actively infected CD4+

helper cell concentration
0 mm−3

V Free HIV viral concentration 10−3 mm−3

Parameters and constants

s Rate of supply of CD4+ T
cells from precursors

10 mm−3 day−1

r
Growth rate constant for the
CD4+ T cells

0.03 day−1

Tmax
Maximum CD4+ T cell con-
centration

1500 mm−3

µT
Death rate of uninfected and
latently infected

CD4+ T cells 0.02 day−1

µb
Death rate of actively infected

CD4+

T cell population 0.24 day−1

µV Death rate of free virus 2.4 day−1

k1
Rate constant for infection of
CD4+ T cells with free virus

2.4×10−5 mm3

day−1

k2

Rate latently infected CD4+

T cells convert to actively in-

fected CD4+ T cells

3×10−3 day−1

N
Number of free virus produced

by lysing a CD4+ T cell
Varies

Derived quantities

Tunin
Steady-state concentration of

CD4+ T cells in uninfected

individuals 1000 mm−3

Ncrit

Critical number of viral
progeny needed for endemic
infection

774

2000 and store the steady state concentrations in
variable SS (line 12). Lines 16-22 produce the graph
shown in Figure 2. Note that around N=1100, there
is a change in the long range steady state T-cell
and free-viral concentrations. For the parameters
in this model, an anti-retroviral drug which reduces
the value of N to around 150 will effectively prevent
the onset of AIDS.
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EXAMPLE SCRIPT 1 HIV.m

1 %%HIV/AIDS LAB Example %%

2 clear all;close all; format

long;

3 %%Assign Values to Constants

and N%%

4 s=10; r=.03; Tmax =1500; k1

=.000024; k2 =3*10.^( -3);

5 Mt=.02; Mv =2.4; Mb =.24; N

=1800;

6 %%Define Perelson 's

Immunological Model %%

7 F= @(t,Y)[s+r*Y(1)*(1-(Y(1)+Y

(2)+Y(3))/Tmax)-Mt*Y(1)-k1*Y

(1)*Y(4);k1*Y(1)*Y(4)-Mt*Y

(2)-k2*Y(2);k2*Y(2)-Mb*Y(3);

N*Mb*Y(3)-k1*Y(1)*Y(4)-Mv*Y

(4)];

8 %%Solve ODE System Numerically

%%

9 [t,X]=ode45(F,[0 ,1500] ,[1000 0

0 10.^( -3)]);

10 %%Plot Solutions %%

11 figure

12 plot(t, X(:,1)); title('Healthy

T-Cell and Free HIV Viral

Concentrations '); xlabel('

Days'); ylabel('

Concentration per mm');

13 hold on;

14 plot(t, X(:,4));

15 hold off;

16 legend('Healthy T-cell

Concentration ','Free Viral

Concentration ','location ','

northwest ');
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Figure 1: Example Script 1 output plot (N=1800).

EXAMPLE SCRIPT 2 HIV2.m

1 %%HIV/AIDS LAB Example

Script 2%%

2 clear all;close all; format

long;

3 %%Assign Values to Constants

and N%%

4 s=10; r=.03; Tmax =1500; k1

=2.4*10.^( -5); k2

=3*10.^( -3);

5 Mt=.02; Mv =2.4; Mb =.24;

6 for i=1:2000

7 N=i;

8 %%Define Perelson 's

Immunological Model %%

9 F= @(t,Y)[s+r*Y(1)*(1-(Y(1)+

Y(2)+Y(3))/Tmax)-Mt*Y(1)-

k1*Y(1)*Y(4);k1*Y(1)*Y(4)

-Mt*Y(2)-k2*Y(2);k2*Y(2)-

Mb*Y(3);N*Mb*Y(3)-k1*Y(1)

*Y(4)-Mv*Y(4)];

10 %%Solve ODE System

Numerically %%

11 [t,X]=ode45(F,[0 ,1500] ,[1000

0 0 10.^( -3)]);

12 SS(N,:)=X(length(X) ,:); %

compute steady state

solutions

13 Nvalues(i,1)=i;

14 end

15 %%Plot Steady State T-cell

and Free -Viral

Concentrations as a

Function of N%%

16 figure

17 plot(Nvalues (:,1), SS(:,1));

18 hold on

19 plot(Nvalues (:,1),SS(:,4));

20 hold off

21 title('Steady State T-Cell

and Free HIV Viral

Concentrations '); xlabel(

'N'); ylabel('

Concentration per mm');

22 legend('Healthy T-Cells

Concentration ', 'Free

Viral Concentration ');
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Figure 2: Example Script 2 output plot.

Assignment

1. A second type of anti-retroviral drug reduces
the value of k1 by attaching themselves to free
HIV viral cells so they are not able to infect
healthy T-cells. Using the values in Table 1
except k1 = 10−6 and N = 500, plot the
healthy T cell and free viral concentration V
as a function of time t over the time interval
0 ≤ t ≤ 1500. Repeat using k1 = 5 · 10−4 and
N = 500. What do you observe?

2. Using the parameter values in Table 1 with
N = 500, do a sensitivity analysis showing how
the steady state healthy T-cell and free-viral
concentrations depend on k1.

3. MATLAB can be used to explore combinations
of anti-retroviral therapies.

a) First define a MATLAB function
z=treatment(i, j) which assigns the values
N = 100 + i and k1 = 10−5j and computes
the corresponding steady-state healthy T-cell
concentration.

b) Let Z(i, j)=treatment(i, j) over the range
1 ≤ i ≤ 100 and 1 ≤ j ≤ 100. Use the
MATLAB command ‘surf(Z)’ to make a 3D plot
of your output. Label the axes appropriately.
What do you observe?

Discussion Questions

1. What caution is needed in interpreting our
model results?

2. What parts of the world have the most serious
HIV/AIDS problem today?

3. A pandemic must be fought at all times by as
many people as possible. What role might you
play in fighting HIV/AIDS?
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ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE

Less than 50 years ago in Japan, where reform in care
of dementia patients was badly needed, female novelist
Sawako Arioshi’s best seller The Twilight Years (1972)
helped draw attention to the struggles faced by ordinary
families.

Akiko, the main character, opens the novel by dis-

covering her mother-in-law is dead. Her husband’s par-

ents live in a cottage behind their house. This arrange-

ment has worked out as her father-in-law, Shigezo, is

a rude and difficult man. However, the death of her

mother-in-law exposes the fact that Shigezo is increas-

ingly suffering from senile dementia. I really felt for

Akiko who works full time as a legal secretary and whose

husband Nobutoshi wants nothing to do with the care of

his father which is quite graphic- For example, his in-

continence is discussed in great detail and Akiko must

change his diapers daily...Shigezo’s behaviour (his run-

ning away, his yelling at night, his inability to remember

his family except for Akiko) is presented almost non-

fiction style...Shigezo reverts to almost infant status los-

ing the power of speech, playing with a baby’s rattle, and

being entranced by a pet parakeet are deeply moving and

also restore Akiko’s feeling of sympathy which had been

burned out by the lack of help she had gotten from ev-

erybody (Japanese social services included). [2]

Introduction

In a CNN special “Larry King Investigates
Alzheimers,” Harry Johns, president and CEO of
the Alzheimer’s Association, indicated “It’s an epi-
demic today...5.4 million people who have the dis-
ease, 15 million caregivers, growing as high as
16 million by mid-century. The costs are out-
rageous...1.1 trillion a year by the middle of the
century” [5]. Along with the U.S. National In-
stitutes of Health and the Chinese government,
the Alzheimer’s Association is a global leader in
Alzheimer’s research. The Alzheimer’s Associa-
tion’s annual report, 2016 Alzheimer’s Disease Facts
and Figures [1], notes that AD is a degenerative
brain disease and the most common cause of demen-
tia characterized by memory loss, language impair-
ment, and inability to do everyday activities. The
disease is ultimately fatal, and is the only among
the top 10 causes of death in America that can’t be
prevented, cured or slowed down. The Alzheimer’s
Association web site (www.alz.org) provides an ex-
tensive overview of this disease.

One theory of how Alzheimer’s becomes progres-
sively worse is based on harmful build-ups in the
brain of amyloid-beta (Aβ) proteins. In sufficient

concentration, Aβ form plaques which hinder nor-
mal neuron function. Similar to how cholesterol lev-
els are used as an indicator or “biomarker” of heart
disease, detecting an increase in the Aβ concentra-
tion in the brain may be useful for early detection
of AD. The difficulty of measuring Aβ brain con-
centration leads us to a mathematical model intro-
duced by Craft, Wein and Selkoe [3] which exam-
ines how changes in the Aβ levels in the plasma and
cerebral-spinal fluid (CSF) correspond to changes
in the brain concentration. The transition diagram
shown in Figure 1 depicts the flow of Aβ between the
brain, CSF and plasma. Rate constants for these
transitions are either estimated or determined ex-
perimentally as shown in Table 1.

MATLAB Script Objective

In this lab we use a simplified CWS model [4] to
illustrate how mathematics is a useful tool in AD
research. The simplified model is a system of 3
ordinary differential equations describing the time-
progression of Aβ monomer levels in three “com-
partments” (brain, CSF, and plasma):

.
b (t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

brain Aβ

= k1︸︷︷︸
production

+ r31p(t) + r21c(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
monomers from plasma and CSF

−

(r13b(t) + r12b1(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
monomers to plasma and CSF

−L1b1(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
loss

(1)

.
c (t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

CSF Aβ

= k2︸︷︷︸
production

+ r12b1(t) + r32p(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
monomers from brain and plasma

−

(r21c(t) + r23c(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
monomers to brain and plasma

−L2c(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
loss

(2)

.
p (t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

plasma Aβ

= k3︸︷︷︸
production

+ r13b1(t) + r23c(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
monomers from brain and CSF

−

(r31p(t) + r32p(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
monomers to brain and CSF

−L3p(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
loss

. (3)

1 

b

2 

c

3

p

r21
r12 r13

r31

r23

r32

K1 L1

K2
K3

L2 L3

Figure 1: CWS model.

This system is based on the simple idea that the
rate of change in concentration of Aβ in each com-
partment is determined by the rate Aβ enters mi-
nus the rate Aβ leaves. For example, in the brain,
Aβ enters by direct production (k1) and by trans-
fer in from the plasma (r31p(t)) and from the CSF
(r21c(t)). Aβ also leaves the brain by transfer
out to the plasma (−r13b1(t)) and out to the CSF
(−r12b1(t)). The Aβ concentration in the brain also
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decreases due to natural degradation of the pro-
tein (−L1b1(t)). (For a detailed explanation of this
model, please refer to [4].) MATLAB has a built in
differential equation solver called ode45 which can
be used to solve this system numerically. In their
AD research, Craft, Wein and Selkoe [3] consid-
ered several different treatment scenarios to assess
whether changes in Aβ monomer concentrations in
the CSF and plasma can accurately predict changes
in the Aβ monomer concentration in the brain. For
example, consider

TREATMENT ONE: A γ-secretase inhibitor re-
duces direct production of Aβ in the brain, modeled
by decreasing the value of k1.

The Example Script shows how to simulate the ef-
fect of this treatment by assuming that a symp-
tomatic patient is in a pre-treatment steady state
on days 0-100, and is given a γ-secretase inhibitor
that decreases the production rate k1 by 40% begin-
ning on day 101.

The output plots in Figure 1 show the changes
in levels of Aβ in the three compartments due to
TREATMENT ONE. Initially all three levels are at
their equilibrium or steady state conditions. (These
equilibrium levels are determined by setting all three
differential equations equal to zero and solving the
resulting algebraic equations for b, c and p.) During
treatment, these levels are reduced by 40%, and af-
terwards return to the original stable steady state
values. (see also Figures 2 b-d in [3]). The relative
reduction in the monomer levels in the brain, CSF
and Plasma are the same since each of these equilib-
rium values varies directly with k1. Consequently,
for this type of treatment, the change in Aβ levels in
the CSF and plasma accurately predicts the change
in Aβ concentration in the brain.

Assignment

1. Create a MATLAB function ‘AD(k1,r12)’
which takes the values of k1 and r12 as its in-
puts and then outputs the solution X, where
X(:, 1) represents b(t), X(:, 2) represents c(t),
and X(:, 3) represents p(t). Do a sensitivity
analysis showing how the steady state concen-
trations b, c and p vary with k1 keeping fixed
r12 = 7.6 ∗ 10−6 ∗ 86000.

2. Use the AD(k1,r12) function from problem 1 to
analyze

TREATMENT TWO: Increase the transfer
rate of Aβ between the brain and CSF.

Table 1. Parameter Values (data and references
from [3])
Para-
meter

Description Value
Experimental
Evidence

k1

Brain
monomer
produc-
tion rate

(7.34)
86000 pM
day−1

computable
from esti-
mated steady
state values

L1

Brain
monomer
loss rate

24 day−1

mice
[Felsen-
stein,
2000]

E
elongation
rate

(90)86000

10−12

day−1

computed
from es-
timated
steady state
values

F
fragmentation
rate

(2.76 x

10−6)86000

day−1

computable
from es-
timated
steady
state
values

k2

CSF
monomer
produc-
tion rate

0
no contrary
data

L2
CSF monomer
loss rate

0
no contrary
data

k3

Plasma
monomer
production
rate

0
no contrary
data

L3

Plasma
monomer
loss rate

(6.7 x

10−3)86000

day−1

computable
from es-
timated
steady
state
values

r12

Brain to CSF
monomer
transfer rate

(7.6 x

10−6)86000

day−1

mice [Cal-
houn et. al.
1999]

r23
CSF to plasma
transfer rate

(1.7 x

10−3)86000

day−1

rats [Ghersi-
Egea et. al.
1996]

r31

Plasma
to brain
monomer
transfer rate

(3.77 x

10−5)86000

day−1

guinea pigs
[Zlokovic et.
al. 1993]

r21, r32,
r13

other
transport
rates

0
simplifying
assumption

Steady
State
Value

Description
Value (pM

= 10−12

molar)

Experimental
Evi-
dence

b
brain
monomers

25.7 x 103 pM
[McClean
et.al. 1999]

c
CSF
monomers

115 pM
[Galasko et.
al. 1998]

p
plasma
monomers

29 pM
[Scheuner
et. al. 1996]
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In particular, keeping k1 fixed at k1 = 7.34 ∗
86000, do a sensitivity analysis which shows
how the steady state concentrations b, c and p
vary with r12.

3. Use MATLAB to show the combined effect of
TREATMENT ONE and TWO. Display the
effect of combined treatments by plotting the
steady state values b and p (plotted in red and
blue respectively) on the same 3-dimensional
coordinate system as a function of k1 and
r12. What does your plot indicate about the
use of amyloid beta levels in the plasma as a
biomarker for the level in the brain?

Discussion Questions

1. In thinking about the results of simulating
TREATMENTS ONE and TWO, what cau-
tion arises in the use of Aβ as a biomarker for
Alzheimer’s Disease?

2. What other treatment scenarios can you sug-
gest based on the simplified CWS model?
(Check [3] to see which of your scenarios were
studied by Craft, Wein and Selkoe.)
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Figure 1: Aβ levels in the brain (top), CS (mid-
dle) and plasma under TREATMENT ONE. (A γ-
secretase inhibitor decreases the production rate k1

by 40% on days 100-465.)[3]

EXAMPLE SCRIPT Alzheimers.m

1 %% ALZHEIMERS LAB

2 clear all;close all;format long;

3 %% ASSIGN RATE CONSTANTS

4 k1 =7.34*86000; k2=0; k3=0; r12

=7.6*10^( -6) *86000; r21 =0;

r13 =0; r31 =3.77*10^( -5)

*86000;

5 r23 =1.7*10^( -3) *86000; r32=0; L1

=2.78*10^( -4) *86000; L2=0;

L3 =6.7*10^( -3) *86000;

6 %% DEFINE SIMPLIFIED CWS MODEL

7 F = @(t,Y)[(1 -.4* heaviside(t

-100) +.4* heaviside(t-465))*

k1+r31*Y(3)+r21*Y(2) -(r13*Y

(1)+r12*Y(1))-L1*Y(1); k2+

r12*Y(1)+r32*Y(3) -(r21*Y(2)+

r23*Y(2))-L2*Y(2); k3+r13

*Y(1)+r23*Y(2) -(r31*Y(3)+r32

*Y(3))-L3*Y(3)];

8 %%% SOLVE ODE SYSTEM NUMERICALLY

9 [t,X]=ode45(F,[0 1000] ,[26000

115 29]);

10 %% PLOT SOLUTIONS

11 figure %plot of brain

concentration b(t)

12 plot(t,X(:,1)); title('TREATMENT

1: Plot of b(t)'); xlabel('

DAYS'); ylabel('PICOMOLAR ');

13 h1=gcf; %get current figure and

store in h1

14 figure %plot of CSF

concentration c(t)

15 plot(t,X(:,2)); title('TREATMENT

1: Plot of c(t)'); xlabel('

DAYS'); ylabel('PICOMOLAR ');

16 h2=gcf;

17 figure %plot of plasma

concentration p(t)

18 plot(t,X(:,3)); title('

TREATMENT 1: Plot of p(t)');

xlabel('DAYS'); ylabel('

PICOMOLAR ');

19 h3=gcf;

20 %% SAVE FIGURES

21 saveas(h1, 'fig1.eps'); saveas(

h2, 'fig2.eps'); saveas(h3 ,

'fig3.eps');
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Cholera in Haiti

The wave of Cholera cases in Haiti is a recurring night-

mare for Dr. Ralph Ternier, director of community care

and support at Zanmi Lasante, an indigenous health or-

ganization. Dr. Ternier’s mission is to prevent the dis-

ease’s spread, which can be as simple a task as remind-

ing patients to wash their hands with soap and water.

But patient follow-through is the tricky part. They often

ask him, “Where am I going to find soap and water?”

That’s the reality for many Haitians. About 40 percent

lack access to clean water, and only one in four have

access to a sanitary toilet, according to the World Bank.

Even if they do have safe water and proper sanitation,

“many Haitians are so poor that they’re literally choos-

ing between buying soap one day or buying food for their

family or for their children,”Dr. Louise Ivers, Partner

in Health’s senior health and policy advisor, told NPR in

a recent interview. The World Bank reports that more

than half of Haitians live under the national poverty line

of less than $2.50 per day. [quote from [4]]

Introduction

On January 12, 2010, the strongest earthquake to
hit Haiti in more than 200 years, (7.0 on the Richter
scale), struck the Ouest Department (Province)
with population 2.2 million. The epicenter being
17km south-west of Haiti’s capital, Port-au-Prince,
poor housing construction resulted in over 200,000
deaths and over 500,000 left homeless. Haiti’s woes
were exacerbated in October 2010 with one of the
worst Cholera outbreaks in history resulting in over
600,000 cases including 8,000 deaths by June 2013.
Health officials and scientists are concerned that a
reservoir of the V. cholerae O1 bacteria in Haiti sur-
face waters could lead to endemic outbreaks depend-
ing on factors such as precipitation and surface wa-
ter temperature. Hence, models which consider not
only human-to-human transmission processes but
also environment-to-human transmission are vitally
important. The importance of the Cholera aquatic
reservoir was the focus of research in Brazil pub-
lished 10 years earlier [1] and subsequently revised
in in the context of Haiti [3]. Important humanitar-
ian goals of cholera modeling include prediction of
future outbreaks and reduction of the Cholera bac-
teria to a safe level.

MATLAB Script Objective

The SIR (S=susceptible, I=infected, R=recovered)
model from epidemiology is basic for analyzing a
number of aspects of cholera mathematically ([2])
including:

� the basic reproduction number (R0), meaning
the average number of susceptible people in-
fected by someone with cholera;

� seasonal variation, or changes in characteristics
of disease transmission over time;

� inapparent cholera infections, including people
whose infections are not known or reported;

� the role of human mobility in spreading the dis-
ease;

� the impact of interventions including both
treatment (oral rehydration and antibiotics)
and prevention (both oral cholera vaccine
(OCV), and water, sanitation and hygiene
(WASH) approaches).

The SIR cholera model we will study in this lab
was introduced in a Brazilian context [1] fifteen
years before the earthquake, but became the ba-
sis for models related to the ongoing concern for
cholera in Haiti [2, 3]. The basic model is a system
of 3 ordinary differential equations

dS

dt
= n(H − S)− a B

K +B
S (1)

dI

dt
= a

B

K +B
S − rI (2)

dB

dt
= B(nb−mb) + eI, (3)

where B(t) is the average reservoir concentration of
cholera bacteria (cells/ml), and K is the bacteria
concentration giving a 50% chance that a suscepti-
ble person catches cholera. The initial conditions
and a set of hypothetical parameters values [1] are
given in Table 1. The Example Script models a
community where a protected water supply reduces
the rate of exposure to contaminated water to a = .5
(i.e. 1 person exposed every 2 days). The latter rate
is sufficiently low to eliminate the infected popula-
tion in about a month as shown in Figure 1.
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Table 1

Variable Meaning Unit
Initial
Value

S
Number of suscep-
tible people

- 1000

I
Number of in-
fected people

- 100

B
Cholera bacteria
concentration

cells/ml 0

Para-
meter

Meaning Unit Value [1]

H
total number of
people in the com-
munity

- 10000

n
human birth and
death rates

day−1 .0001

a
rate of exposure
to contaminated
water

day−1 .5

K

concentration of
Cholera bacteria
giving a 50%
chance that a sus-
ceptible person
catches cholera

cells/ml 1 x 106

r
rate people re-
cover from cholera

day−1 .2

nb

growth rate of
Cholera bacte-
ria in aquatic
environment

day−1 -

mb

loss rate of
Cholera bacte-
ria in aquatic
environment

day−1 -

Nb =
nb −
mb

(used in MATLAB
scripts)

day−1 -.33

e

contribution of in-
fected person to
the cholera reser-
voir

cell
ml day person

10
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Figure 1: Evolution of infected-population over time
with the parameters in Table 1. The rate of expo-
sure to contaminated water a = .5 corresponds to a
protected water supply).

EXAMPLE SCRIPT CholeraExample.m

1 %Cholera Lab

2 clear all;close all;

3 %Assigned Values of Constants

4 days =200; %number of days to

run simulation

5 a=.5; %rate of exposure to

contaminated water

6 r=.2; %recovery rate

7 e=10; %contribution of infected

to reservoir

8 b0=0; %initial reservoir

concentration of cholera

9 %Cholera function returns S=X

(1), I=X(2), B=X(3)

10 %for the SIR model with

reservoir B(t)

11 [t,X]= cholera(days ,a,r,e,b0);

12 %Plot Solutions

13 figure %plot of infected

14 plot(t,X(:,2));

15 title('Infected Population with

Cholera ');

16 xlabel('Time in Days');

17 ylabel('Population ');

AUXILIARY FUNCTION cholera.m

1 %Cholera Model represented as a

function in MATLAB

2 function [t,X]= cholera(int ,a,r,

e,b0)

3 H=10000; n=.0001; K=1*10.^6; NB

=-.33;

4 F= @(t,y)[n*(H-y(1))-a*((y(3)/(

K+y(3)))*y(1));

5 a*((y(3)/(K+y(3)))*y(1))-r*

y(2);

6 y(3)*(NB)+e*y(2)];

7 [t,X]=ode45(F,[0,int ] ,[1000 100

b0]);

8 end
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Assignment

1. Consider the basic SIR model defined by equa-
tions (1)-(3). Perform a sensitivity analysis
which shows how the peak infected population
I depends on the exposure to contaminated wa-
ter parameter a. (Keep the other parameter
and initial values the same as in Table 1.)

2. A water, sanitation, and hygiene intervention
(WASH) replacing latrines with flush toilets re-
duces the contamination rate e. Perform a sen-
sitivity analysis relating e to the peak infected
population using the values a = 40 and a = 80.
Simulate over a 10 day period.

3. The primary treatment for cholera is oral rehy-
dration which reduces the mortality rate and
hence increases the value of the recovery rate
r. Perform a sensitivity analysis relating r to
the the peak infected population using the val-
ues a = 40 and a = 80 keeping fixed e = 10.
Simulate over a 10 day period. Comparing your
answer with your answers to problems 1 and 2,
what might you recommend as an effective in-
tervention strategy?

4. Consider the case where initially no one is in-
fected (I(0) = 0 and S(0) = 10, 000). Per-
form a sensitivity analysis showing the com-
bined effect of the contamination rate a and
initial B(0) aquatic reserve bacteria concentra-
tion. (Use the range of values .1 ≤ a ≤ 20 and
.1 ≤ B(0) ≤ 100.) What do you observe?

Discussion Questions

1. Does the basic SIR model with reservoir B(t)
(1)-(3) allow for modeling treatment via vacci-
nation? Explain why or why not.

2. What other factors might need to be considered
besides minimization of the maximum infected
population?
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MATLAB index

;, 4, 19
==, 7, 19
%, 4, 18, 19

abs(), 62
Add-Ons, 15
arithmetic expressions +,−, ∗, /,∧ , () , 19
arithmetic operations, 4
auxiliary function, 8, 9, 11, 13, 24, 30, 33, 43, 51,

53, 54, 58, 63, 69, 81
besttrack(), 64
cholera(), 81
combinedTreatment(), 11
COR(), 43
equilibrium(), 25
farm(), 59
GangAux(), 69
Pearl(), 61
priority(), 33
split data(), 31
standardized(), 54
TcellSteadyState, 9
trafficking(), 52

axesm, 16
axis off, 16
axis(), 36, 39

bar(), 36

calling a function, 43
caxis, 64, 65
clear , 16
clear all, 4, 21, 22, 33, 36, 39, 44, 46, 64, 65
close all, 4, 22, 33, 36, 39, 44, 46, 64, 65
colorbar(), 64
Command Window, 17, 18
contourcbar, 16
contourfm(), 16
Current Folder, 4, 17, 18

EDITOR, 4
Excel file

reading and writing data (see xlsread() and
xlswrite()), 21

figure, 6, 9, 11, 13, 16, 22, 24–28, 36, 39, 64, 68,
78, 81

for...end, 5–7, 9, 20, 25, 26, 28, 31, 34, 36, 39, 46,
52, 61, 62, 65, 69, 74

nested, 9, 11, 16, 33, 44, 50, 52, 54, 70
format, 20

format long, 9, 21, 22, 28, 33, 36, 39, 44, 46, 49,
64, 65, 68, 74, 78

fplot(), 24
framem, 16
function, 9, 11, 31, 34, 59, 62, 64, 69, 81

gcf, 78
geoshow(), 16
gridm, 16

hold on, 7, 24–30, 33, 39, 52, 64, 68, 74
HOME, 4
HOME tab, 17

if...end, 5–7, 19, 31, 39, 44
elseif, 31

input(), 23

labels, 36
legend(), 6, 7, 25–28, 30, 36, 50, 52, 68, 74
length(), 6, 9, 22, 27–29, 39, 44, 61, 69
linear programming syntax explained, 59
linprog(), 58, 59
load, 16

main menu bar, 4
max(), 52
mean, 21
mean(), 21, 43, 54
meshgrid(), 16
min(), 62

New Script, 18

ode45(), 9, 11, 13, 68, 69, 73, 74, 78, 81
ones(), 29, 40, 46, 64, 65

pie(), 36
plot(), 6, 7, 9–11, 13–17, 22, 25, 26, 28–30, 52, 68,

69, 74, 78, 81

Run, 17, 18

saveas(), 78
scatter(), 6, 22, 27, 29, 39, 50
scatter3(), 33, 64
script, 4, 17

editing, 23
script EDITOR, 4, 17, 18
shortEng, 20
shortG, 20
Simulink Student Suite, 3
size(), 40, 46, 54, 64
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standardized(), 54
std(), 54
subplot(), 69
surf(), 9, 70, 75

table(), 23
table2array, 23
text(), 24, 36
tightmap, 16
title(), 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 22, 25–27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 50,

52, 68, 70, 74, 81
toolbox, 15, 17

mapping, 15
mapping, 15
optimization, 58

variable indices, 20

Workspace window, 5, 17, 18

xlabel(), 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 22, 25–28, 30, 33, 39, 50,
52, 64, 69, 70, 81

xlsread(), 5–7, 16, 21, 22, 27–29, 39, 40, 44, 46,
54, 61, 64, 65

[data]=xlsread(), 30
xlswrite(), 21, 44, 46, 64

ylabel(), 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 22, 25–28, 30, 33, 39, 52,
64, 69, 70, 81

zlabel(), 9, 64, 70
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GENERAL index

γ-secretase inhibitor, 10
γ-secretase inhibitor , 77
The Twilight Years, 76
3-Tier classification, 38
3P Anti-trafficking Policy index, 38

United Nations Development Program (UNDP),
57

air pollution, 29
Aleppo, 60
Alibaba, 28
Alzheimer’s Association, 10, 76
Alzheimer’s Disease, 10, 76
American Red Cross, 55
Amyloid-beta (Aβ), 10
Amyloid-beta (Aβ), 10, 76, 77
anti-retroviral drug, 73
anti-retroviral therapy (ART), 8, 9, 72
antigens, 8
Arioshi Sawako, 76

bar chart, 35
best track, 63
Bhojpuri, 32
biomarker, 10, 76
budget constraint line, 24

Catholic Relief Services, 55
cerebral-spinal fluid (CSF), 10, 76
Chernobyl, 6, 7
Cholera, 12, 80
cholera

aquatic reserve, 80, 82
V. cholerae O1 bacteria, 12, 80

cholera interventions
antibiotics, 12
oral rehydration, 12
WASH, 82

civil war, 5, 7
compartments, 67
consumption line, 24
contact rate, 68
correlation, 42
cost maximization, 59
cost minimization, 59
covariance, 42
Craft, Wein and Selkoe (CWS) model, 10
CRASH, 54
crime rate, 67
crypto-currency, 28
CWS model, 76

simplified, 76

data used in regression (DUIR), 63
David Wilkerson, 67
dementia, 10
deterrence rate, 68
difference equations, 48
differential equations, 67

models, 70
ordinary (ODE’s), 67, 80

Doctors Without Borders, 55
dynamical system, 48

discrete, 32

El Niño, 15
/Southern Oscillation (ENSO), 15

endemic outbreak, 12, 80
equilibrium bundle, 24, 25
Excel file, 5, 21, 22, 28, 31, 38, 64
Excel spreadsheet, 5
Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface temperature

(ERSST), 15

food security, 57
for loops, 20

gang
core members, 67
crime, 67
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